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ABSTRACT
Robust and effective nutrient removal in wastewater treatment is critical to protection of
human health and the environment. However, it can be very challenging under variable
influent conditions such as those experienced at the University of Connecticut (UConn) Water
Pollution Control Facility. The highly seasonal nature of the UConn student population
results in rapid transitions between very high and very low loading rates, which can cause
short-term permit violations while the system adjusts. The microbial community responsible
for most nutrient removal at this and many other facilities is complex and very responsive to
influent and environmental conditions. This responsiveness allows the system to adapt to new
conditions but can also present problems if certain sensitive components are inhibited. This
work sought to improve understanding of this system and, in turn, facilitate more effective,
efficient, and consistent treatment.
Nutrient concentration profiles in the treatment basin were monitored daily over two
years in order to better characterize the system. The high-resolution data yielded immediate
benefits in terms of enhanced treatment when the WPCF staff modified process control
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techniques using the new data. The resulting dataset was crucial in creating the machine
learning-based model that is the core of this work. The model developed uses two random
forests in a unique, multi-layer deep learning-type structure to accommodate the combination
of independent and partially-dependent variables that describe this system. The resulting
model predicted 13 different effluent quality parameters under variable influent, environmental,
and process control conditions.
Finally, a genetic algorithm was used in conjunction with the predictive model to determine
the optimal process control settings under specific strain conditions. The framework developed
was highly flexible, allowing easy modification should the permit or other needs change. The
process control settings determined via the genetic algorithm were both reasonable for the
system and well supported by WPCF process control practices observed outside the study
period. Potentially even more valuable than the suggestion of optimal treatment conditions,
this combination of tools might also aid in guiding policy and purchasing decisions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) effluent contains many compounds that can have
serious deleterious effects on the environment. Organic content released into natural waters
results in oxygen depletion, which is detrimental to aquatic life. Compounding the issue,
nitrogen and phosphorous cause eutrophication of receiving water bodies by inducing phyto-
plankton blooms. Subsequent die-off and decomposition results in rapid depletion of dissolved
oxygen. In addition to ecosystem damage, eutrophication can also cause economic damages
to surrounding areas, negatively impacting aquaculture and recreation and requiring more
advanced treatment techniques when drinking water sources are impacted [1]. While a num-
ber of point and non-point sources contribute to eutrophication, discharges from municipal
WWTPs were found to be one of the primary causes of hypoxia in Long Island Sound [2].
Nutrient removal from wastewater streams is primarily achieved through biological treat-
ment processes, such as activated sludge. Organic carbon is readily removed through aerobic
degradation as long as sufficient oxygen is available. Nitrogen and phosphorous removal
are more complicated, requiring more careful process control to achieve required removal
rates. Nitrogen removal is a two step process. First, ammonia is oxidized to nitrite, which
is converted to nitrate, in a process called nitrification. Next, nitrate is reduced, ultimately
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releasing nitrogen gas through a process called denitrification. The nitrification/ denitrifica-
tion process requires more careful maintenance than organic content removal because the
bacterial species responsible are slower-growing and may be out-competed by other bacterial
species in the community [3]. This process is of particular interest not only because of the
complexity of the system and the potential environmental impacts of excessive discharge, but
also because of National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit require-
ments. The objective of this project was to thoroughly characterize, model, and optimize a
biological wastewater treatment process by combining environmental engineering, genomics,
and machine learning. To achieve this objective, the following aims were pursued:
1. Nutrient and other water parameter profiles in the activated sludge basin at the Uni-
versity of Connecticut Water Pollution Control Facility were thoroughly characterized
for over two full years.
2. A model that predicted the response of the activated sludge microbial community to
varying nutrient loads, environmental conditions, and process control techniques was
developed.
3. A stochastic optimization approach to determine the operating conditions yielding the
highest effluent quality based on the developed model was implemented.
1.2 Wastewater Treatment
Much of the challenge in modeling and optimizing biological wastewater treatment is due
to the complexity and high degree of interdependency of the microbial community that is
crucial to nutrient removal. Therefore, even though the microbial community is not analyzed
or modeled explicitly in this work, some discussion of the system is still necessary. Nutrient
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removal from wastewater is primarily achieved through biological treatment techniques – in
this study, activated sludge. Activated sludge employs a complex consortium of bacteria,
the makeup of which is influenced by influent and operational parameters [4]. Bacterial
community composition is also influenced by the type of waste stream, for example municipal
versus industrial, and some species of bacteria show a strong preference for specific types
of waste streams [5]. In pilot-scale membrane bioreactors, more chemically complex waste
streams result in more diverse bacterial communities [6]. More diverse communities have
greater functional stability, likely due to greater redundancy of key groups [7]. As a result, a
system with higher community diversity is able to maintain consistent effluent quality even
as the community composition shifts [8]. The ability to maintain consistent effluent quality
even as the community changes is important because the bacterial community naturally
fluctuates over time even when influent conditions remain relatively stable [9]. The high
degree of interdependency within the microbial community and between the community and
external conditions make it effectively impossible to quantify each process and interaction
under all conditions.
The challenges presented by this system are further compounded by the practical needs
of the treatment facility. Nitrogen removal is often the most problematic process from a
permitting perspective, likely because there are multiple stages and the microbes responsible
are very sensitive. Organic carbon is readily removed through aerobic degradation as long as
sufficient dissolved oxygen levels are maintained. Nitrogen removal is more complicated and
also more sensitive to process control as well as influent and ambient conditions. The first stage
is nitrification, wherein ammonia is oxidized to nitrite and then to nitrate (NH+4 → NO−2 →
NO−3 ). The second stage is denitrification, which is the reduction of nitrate to ultimately release
nitrogen gas (NO−3 → NO−2 → NO → N2O → N2). The bacteria responsible for nitrification
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are slow-growing relative to other species and thus are easily out-competed, particularly
when reacting to non-ideal conditions [3]. Even bacterial species that represent only a small
fraction of a microbial community can still be critical to overall system performance, however,
particularly in systems responding to perturbation [10].
The bacteria critical to nitrogen removal are sensitive to a variety of influent, ambient, and
operational parameters, which can impact both microbial community structure and removal
efficiency. A study at a municipal wastewater treatment facility found nitrifier community
structure shifted in response to varying temperature, dissolved oxygen concentration, and
influent nitrite and chromium concentrations [3]. Nitrifying bacteria are also sensitive to
ambient environmental conditions, exhibiting reduced bacterial abundance and diversity when
exposed to low temperatures [11]. Genetic diversity and dominant species among ammonia
oxidizing bacteria were also impacted by operational set-points in lab-scale bioreactors, though
the population shifts were not immediate [12]. The microbes responsible for nitrogen removal
are highly responsive to external stimuli and of critical importance to system operation. As a
result, a modeling approach that can capture the responses of these microbes without explicit
definition of all interactions, many of which have not been sufficiently quantified, would be
extremely valuable.
The responsiveness of the microbial community responsible for nitrogen removal also
necessitates a modeling approach that is responsive to process control techniques implemented
at the facility. Effects of process changes are often apparent within a day, if not hours, of a
change. Nitrifier efficiency is impacted by operational parameters such as dissolved oxygen
(DO) and pH [13]. Due to the strong interdependence of alkalinity and pH, as well as the
relative ease with which alkalinity can be supplemented, alkalinity is a key process control
parameter with respect to nitrogen removal. Nitrification reduces pH and utilizes alkalinity,
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while denitrification increases pH and returns a portion of the lost alkalinity to the system. The
ideal pH range for nitrification is 7.5 – 8.6, and the ideal pH range for denitrification is 7.0 – 8.0
[14]. In practice, pH is typically held between 7.0 and 7.2 to maintain acceptable nitrification
[15]. In order to stabilize pH, low-alkalinity systems require alkalinity supplementation, as
each mg/L of ammonia oxidized expends approximately 8.6 mg/L of alkalinity [16]. These
ranges are not absolute, and may vary between systems, as nitrification has been observed in
systems with pH ranging from 6.8 – 9.7 [17].
Another key operational parameter for nitrogen removal, and particularly denitrification,
is the ratio of chemical oxygen demand to nitrogen (COD/N). A perfectly efficient system
could remove nitrogen with a COD/N ratio of 4.2, but in practice ratios of 5-10 are more
typically required [18]. Incoming waste streams do not always provide sufficient carbon to
attain acceptable nitrogen removal, and since COD is readily removed the concentration
available for denitrification may be significantly lower than in the influent. Therefore, a good
deal of research has been done on carbon supplementation options. A wide variety of single
origin supplements have been evaluated, with methanol, ethanol, and acetate most commonly
used due to their low cost and ready availability [19–21]. Specialized industrial waste streams
have also been used to supplement carbon to meet nitrogen removal needs [22, 23]. Other
studies have experimented with different means of processing waste sludge to provide a readily
bioavailable carbon source to enhance nitrogen removal [24, 25]. There are also commercial
carbon supplements available that are designed specifically to provide highly bioavailable
carbon without the safety concerns involved in handling and storing flammable compounds
[26].
Nitrite concentration in biological wastewater treatment systems has also been the focus of
some research, though this is most often measured only in the influent and effluent streams or
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from well-mixed batch reactors. Some alternate treatment processes have been developed that
favor partial nitrification, in which nitrite is the primary nitrification endpoint rather than
nitrate [14, 27, 28] . These processes may offer significant cost-savings by reducing the aeration
and carbon supplementation requirements. Even with very high-ammonia influent, this type
of process can efficiently remove nitrogen while still offering significant cost-savings [13].
Unfortunately, these partial-nitrification processes may also produce higher N2O emissions
than traditional full-nitrification systems [12]. Additionally, even low nitrite concentration in
effluent can be problematic due to its relatively high toxicity to aquatic life [18, 29]. As a
result, even though alternate systems are being evaluated, full-nitrification systems are still
very widely used [30].
1.3 Study Location
The University of Connecticut Water Pollution Control Facility (WPCF), located on
the UConn-Storrs campus and operated by UConn, is subject to highly variable influent
characteristics caused by a dynamic on-campus population. The residential population is
drastically reduced during academic breaks, but there is also a significant commuter population
on campus, so flow and loading rates vary daily as well as seasonally. Although the situation
of an on-campus, University-operated WPCF is fairly unique, there are other wastewater
treatment plants, particularly in college towns or vacation destinations, that also experience
variable flow and loading rates. Insight gained into the ability of the microbial community to
respond rapidly to changes in loading rates may also be valuable in addressing rare spikes
at facilities that typically operate under more steady-state conditions. The activated sludge
basin at the UConn WPCF is a traditional carousel design, with an anoxic section and an
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aerated section.
The variable population on campus has a significant impact on WPCF operating conditions.
The facility typically receives flow rates around 1.2 MGD when classes are in session, which
drops to around 0.6 MGD during school breaks. In addition, influent ammonia jumps from
around 15 mg/L during breaks to around 40 mg/L when classes resume, and BOD also spikes
from approximately 200 mg/L to around 350 mg/L. As a result, the microbial community
swings rapidly between starvation, including an extended fast every summer, and very heavy
nutrient loadings, and undergoes an adjustment period at the beginning of each semester
before it can effectively remove the sudden influx of nutrients. In addition, the UConn WPCF
has to contend with a wide range of laboratory and agricultural waste streams. These streams
are not individually permitted the way chemical companies or other major producers might
be in a typical municipal setting. Finally, during the first year of this study, the dining halls
periodically released large quantities of food preparation waste into the wastewater stream.
As a result, spikes of organic matter that shifts the balance in the microbial community
towards species that more readily degrade that type of waste stream were observed. These
spikes in food prep waste were significantly reduced during the second year of this study, as
dining hall staff were trained to use better disposal and cleaning practices.
The Clean Water Act of 1972 established the NPDES permitting system in order to
manage point-source pollution of surface waters. Permits are tailored to each facility or group
of facilities and are subject to renewal after a pre-defined period of time. The current permit
for the UConn WPCF was valid through May 9, 2018 and limited ammonia, which was
somewhat unusual, with an average monthly limit of 2.0 mg/L June - October and 20 mg/L
November - May. Biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) was also regulated, with a maximum
daily limit of 30 mg/L October - June and 20 mg/L July - September and an average monthly
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limit of 15 mg/L October - June and 10 mg/L July - September. There were no limits on
other nitrogen species or on phosphate, but the latter is expected to be included in the next
permit.
Much of the current WPCF was constructed in 1995 as part of a major system upgrade
required to accommodate increased daily flow rates up to three million gallons per day [31].
The typical design life for this type of facility is 20 years, so the UConn WPCF is due
for another major upgrade in the near future. In 2013, Woodard & Curran carried out a
Vulnerability Analysis on the WPCF and identified critical repairs needed for several major
systems at the UConn WPCF, including the activated sludge carousel [32]. Identified issues
included repairs to the basin structures and replacement of the aeration pumps, which were
carried out over the course of 2015 and 2016. During this time period the facility only operated
one basin at a time year-round, which allowed one basin at a time to be fully drained and
cleaned out so work could take place. To maintain treatment over the course of this project,
flow needed to be switched between the two available basins twice. The impact of basin
swapping on nutrient removal efficacy will be discussed in detail in Chapter 3.
1.4 Predictive Modeling
Effective modeling of biological treatment system behavior can be very useful due to the
system variability and the environmental, economic, and legal importance of the effluent
quality. Many of the models available to aid in facility design and operation are mechanistic
and do not address bacterial community dynamics [33–41]. A neutral model, which starts
with the assumption that different species do not interact, modified to take into account
environmental factors and incorporate some niche effects, was developed to predict ranked
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abundance distributions for key bacteria in an activated sludge bioreactor [42]. Although the
neutral model performed well in that case, the system modeled was very consistent in terms
of management and local climate, and this approach may be less effective for highly variable
systems. Another model from the same research group incorporated a multispecies approach
to predict floc formation in activated sludge and resulting bioreactor performance, but did
not address shifts in community composition caused by changing substrate conditions [43].
Machine learning (ML) is well suited to problems with complex and indirect relationships
among inputs. ML approaches have been applied to a wide variety of complex biological prob-
lems and systems [44–49]. Microbial fuel cells (MFCs) rely heavily on microbial communities
very similar to those responsible for nutrient removal in an activated sludge system, and so
provide a particularly relevant example of the use of ML techniques. As with activated sludge,
the microbial community responsible for waste remediation and electricity generation in
MFCs is complex and dynamic. Community composition is affected by operating conditions
[50] and in turn impacts power output [51], but the nature of that impact is not necessarily
consistent [50, 51]. Mechanistic models have been developed to predict MFC behavior and
optimize control, but these require many simplifications and assumptions [52, 53]. Machine
learning techniques and genetic algorithms have also been applied successfully to model and
optimize MFC behavior based on physical and chemical operational parameters [54, 55].
There are a wide range of available machine learning algorithms that may be applicable to
this system, so future work may include evaluation of alternate techniques. Work within
the Srivastava lab group found random forests to be very effective for prediction of complex
systems [56], including unpublished work that found random forests to perform well even in
situations where neural networks failed to converge.
As the name suggests, a random forest is an ensemble method based on a collection of
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decision trees, each “grown” using a random subset of inputs from the training data set.
Each tree is comprised of a series of decision nodes, or branching points where the decision is
based upon the available data, ultimately leading to “leaves” which indicate the proposed
prediction. The first use of a decision tree algorithm is not well defined, but one of the
earliest descriptions of this type of approach was published by William Belson in 1959, who
proposed a biological classifier with binary (yes/no) decision nodes [57]. Several years later,
Morgan and Sondquist proposed using a series of decision nodes to generate regressions for
the analysis of survey results [58]. Since then, much research has been focused on developing
new algorithms to improve both the accuracy and efficiency of decision trees [59–68]. One of
the most prominent classification tree algorithms is Iterative Dichotomiser 3 (ID3), which was
developed in 1986 by Ross Quinlan [69] and has seen several major revisions since. ID3 builds
a classification tree based on categorical decision nodes with explicitly defined allowable values
using a greedy search that selects based on information gain at each level. The Classification
and Regression Tree (CART) algorithm published by Leo Breiman et al. in 1984 is similar to
ID3, but supports both classification and regression [70]. CART can use either categorical
(classification) or numerical (regression) inputs to grow a decision tree without a stopping
criterion. It is then pruned by removing the splits that contribute least to the strength of
the prediction until the estimated error is minimized. Both approaches create a decision tree
structure, but where ID3 allows multi-way splits for categories with three or more possible
values, CART utilizes only binary splits, which may provide better performance in exchange
for reduced readability [71].
Building upon the decision tree methodology, the random forest approach was developed by
Leo Breiman in 2001 [72]. Random forests are well-suited for problems with high-dimensional
data or highly correlated inputs [73], such as that presented by biological wastewater treatment.
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The decision trees in a random forest grow independently from one another, with a random
group of inputs selected at each branching point, or node, to guide the split. The impact of
the inputs selected to guide branches on the final predicted response provides an indication
of the relative importance of each input in determining the final response. The inputs not
used to grow the trees are still used to determine the out-of-bag error, which is the error in
predictions produced by each tree using data that was not included in the training sample
for that tree. Out-of-bag error can help to evaluate model accuracy even without the use of a
separate testing set, though using a testing set is preferred as it tends to be more accurate.
When the forest is complete, each tree casts a “vote” for its predicted output. The final
prediction is the most popular option after all votes have been cast. While not well-suited to
all systems, random forests are computationally efficient and have been shown to perform
better than most methods tested in a classification study [74]. Random Forests have also
been shown to be very effective for high-dimensional problems [75].
1.5 Optimization Using Genetic Algorithms
Genetic algorithms (GAs) are based on an idea initially proposed by Alan Turing in 1950
[76] that a computer could be trained in a manner that mirrors biological evolution - an
idea that has since been applied and fine-tuned by many researchers. Most prominent among
those researchers is John Holland, who developed a functional framework for optimization
using a genetic algorithm in the early 1970’s [77]. Much research since then has been carried
out to improve the computational efficiency and usability of genetic algorithms [78–87]. In
the last several decades, genetic algorithms have been applied extensively to a variety of
complex optimization approaches in many fields since then [88–97]. For example, recently
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a genetic algorithm was used to optimize a machine learning model for classification of
various watersheds with respect to their pollution levels [98]. Genetic algorithms can also
be used for non-machine learning-based optimization, such as a recent study in which a
GA was used along with a mechanistic model to optimize the layout of a wind farm for
maximum power generation [99]. In situations like these, as well as the work presented in
this dissertation, in-depth knowledge of the field is often critical for framing the problem as
well as for evaluating the feasibility of a proposed solution. For this dissertation, a genetic
algorithm was used in conjunction with the developed random forest model to determine the
optimal process control techniques under specific influent conditions at the UConn WPCF.
After a base regression model was developed to predict effluent quality, the model was
used as the core of a genetic algorithm to predict the optimal operator techniques under
given influent conditions. The general approach is illustrated in Figure 1.5.1.
Figure 1.5.1: A machine learning model will be built using the available data. Model outputs will
then be optimized using a genetic algorithm, ultimately determining the ideal inputs with respect
to treatment efficiency.
.
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Chapter 2
Data Collection
The data collection phase of this project yielded a unique and rather spectacular dataset.
It also provided a number of other less tangible but equally valuable benefits, which are
addressed in this section.
2.1 Objectives
The primary objective of the work carried out at the UConn WPCF was to monitor key
parameters of the activated sludge system at a uniquely high temporal and spatial resolution.
In general, the intent was to characterize, model, and optimize the biological nutrient removal
process at this facility, particularly nitrogen removal. Specifically, the parameters selected for
monitoring were:
 Ammonia - Permitted parameter, primary form of influent nitrogen
 Nitrite - Intermediate stage of nitrification and denitrification
 Nitrate - Nitrification endpoint
 Phosphate - Future permitted parameter, microbially significant
 pH - Strong impact on microbial community and water chemistry
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 Alkalinity - Critical to nitrification
 Conductivity - High potential for variance (waste from UConn Central Utility Plant),
possible microbial significance
The sampling locations were selected based on process considerations and accessibility.
As shown in Figure 2.1.1, there was a single sample drawn from the anoxic basin and five
from the aerated portion of the basin. The anoxic basin has a relatively small footprint and
is well-mixed, so a single point was deemed sufficient for that part of the basin. Location
One provided an intermediate point, shortly before flow from the anoxic basin joined flow
that had already been aerated. Locations Two and Four were immediately before aerators,
and thus represent relatively low-dissolved oxygen content regions. Locations Three and Five
were immediately after aerators, and thus represent highly aerated regions. Finally, all six
locations were accessible from the walkable surface of the basin, allowing for more efficient
sample collection.
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Figure 2.1.1: Samples were collected at six locations along the activated sludge carousel. Dark
green arrows indicate the direction of flow in each area, as well as influent and effluent locations.
Location label colors correspond to the colors used to present data in the illustrations in the results
section.
2.2 Methods
The dataset required to implement this machine learning (ML) model was substantial,
as the system is dependent upon a wide variety of parameters, many of which have a wide
range of possible values. Fortunately, NPDES permitting requires very regular monitoring
and recording of many of these parameters, making a municipal water pollution control
facility (WPCF) an ideal setting for a study like this one. Plant-collected data on flow
rate, temperature, and influent nutrient loading rates as well as dissolved oxygen within the
basin were included as model inputs. Process control techniques, specifically dosing rates for
magnesium hydroxide, MicroC ® (a carbon supplement), chlorine dosing of return sludge,
and sludge wasting rates were also incorporated. The model was trained, and its accuracy
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evaluated, using WPCF lab-collected effluent quality data as the outputs.
WPCF lab-collected data is typically collected either from a single point within the
basin or only at the influent and effluent for the entire facility. To better characterize the
biological treatment system, this project sought to characterize the activated sludge basin
at a much higher spatial resolution. To that end, daily samples were collected at six points
along the length of the basin from a depth of approximately three feet below the surface, at
the locations shown in Figure 2.1.1. Microbiome samples from each location have been stored
for later processing. Larger volume samples were brought into the UConn WPCF lab for
chemical parameter analysis. Ammonia, nitrite, nitrate, phosphate, and alkalinity were tested
using the corresponding test kits from Aquarium Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (Chalfont, PA, USA).
Conductivity and pH were measured using benchtop meters (Hach HQ40d Multi Meter with
a CDC401 probe and a Hach HQ430d Flexi Meter with a PHC101 probe, respectively) in the
WPCF lab, which are calibrated daily by WPCF staff. Data was inputted into the UConn
WPCF Hach Water Information Management System software for use by WPCF staff.
2.3 Facility Partnership
This project has benefited tremendously from the wholehearted support from the staff at
the UConn WPCF and will serve as a model for future research collaborations. Access to
the activated sludge basins and the laboratory database were critical to the success of this
project. Additionally, the laboratory and storage space offered at the facility significantly
simplified the logistics of carrying out this sampling regimen. Beyond logistical assistance,
however, the WPCF staff provided critical information about the daily facility operations
as well as valuable process insight based on years of industry experience. The result was a
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much more complete understanding of the system than would have been possible without
developing a strong working relationship with the facility staff.
Time and staffing constraints make it infeasible for the WPCF to collect data at the
temporal and spatial resolution maintained for this project. As such, the data collected as part
of this research provided the staff with some useful insights that would not otherwise have
been available. In some cases, the additional data allowed the operators to fine-tune process
control techniques to improve efficiency and effluent quality. The most notable instance was
at the beginning of the project, when the WPCF staff used the measured alkalinity and pH
profiles to adjust alkalinity supplementation. The result was a dramatic stabilization in pH
over the course of the basin, as shown in Figure 2.3.1.
Figure 2.3.1: The data point colors in this plot correspond to the location colors in Figure 2.1.1.
The dashed line is the instantaneous minimum effluent pH, 6.0, allowed by the UConn WPCF
NPDES permit. The light blue shaded area is the optimal pH range for denitrification, and the light
purple shaded area is the optimal pH range for both nitrification and denitrification. Initially, there
was a steep decline in pH over the course of the basin, but the WPCF staff used the data collected
to guide alkalinity supplementation, resulting in much more stable pH in the basin.
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2.4 Undergraduate Engagement
Maintaining this rigorous sampling regimen for two full years was beyond what was feasible
for a single researcher, so this project also afforded the opportunity to get undergraduate
students involved in research. This project was very well-suited to undergraduate involvement,
and drew considerable interest among students seeking research opportunities. Fourteen
undergraduate students have been involved over the course of this project. After the first year,
recruiting was primarily through word of mouth, with current students referring interested
peers. The result was a team of dedicated and enthusiastic students who had a strong sense
of individual responsibility for the data collection process. In return, the students had the
opportunity to learn about facility operations and see first hand some of the material covered
in their classes.
The high degree of undergraduate involvement provided an excellent opportunity to
practice mentoring undergraduate students from diverse backgrounds in a research setting.
The students involved were primarily environmental or chemical engineering students, with one
pre-pharmacy student. All had strong backgrounds in chemistry and biology, but their water
treatment-specific backgrounds were more varied. While all of the students sought out this
project in particular, the driving force behind their interest varied. Some of the students were
motivated by an interest in a career in water treatment, others by interest in undergraduate
laboratory experience, and some by an interest in water supply and infrastructure. The scale
of this project made it possible to match all of these interests. For two of these students,
this included developing smaller component projects geared toward the individual student’s
interests.
Because the majority of the work took place at a working wastewater treatment facility,
it was necessary put in place a number of policies to ensure both the safety of the students
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and the ability of the WPCF staff to do their work without interruption. In addition to the
standard UConn Environmental Health & Safety courses required to work in any laboratory
setting, a safety-focused standard operating procedures document, included in Appendix A.1,
was developed in conjunction with the leadership at the WPCF. This document was reviewed
with each student, and they were given the opportunity to ask questions prior to sampling.
2.5 Robust, Low-Cost Analysis
One of the unique challenges at the outset of this project was that it began before there
was any available funding. As such, it was very important to find analytical options that
would yield accurate results without incurring massive costs. Using the EPA-certified tests
used for the official WPCF lab reports would have cost approximately $1600 per month. The
test kits from Aquarium Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (API) cost approximately $55 per month,
resulting in a two-year cost reduction of nearly $40,000. The consistency of collected data, as
well as early comparison of results with those from EPA-certified WPCF laboratory methods,
supports a high level of confidence in the results. In addition to the reduced cost, the API
test kits are very user-friendly. The procedures, included in Appendix A.2, are simple and
straightforward, such that maintaining consistent technique across a large group did not
require extensive training. The main component that required focus to ensure consistency
was reading the test results, but this was readily accomplished through practice sessions and
cross-checking.
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Chapter 3
System Characterization &
Qualitative Analysis
The purpose of this chapter is to present some of the raw data along with discussion of
the significance of some key parameters and relationships. Nutrient concentration profiles and
other water quality parameter data were collected at multiple locations along the length of the
activated sludge carousel at a full-scale wastewater treatment plant. This study was carried
out at the University of Connecticut Water Pollution Control Facility, which faces unique
treatment challenges due to the variability of the on-campus population. In each calendar
year, there are four school breaks ranging in duration from one week to approximately three
months. During school breaks, both flow and nitrogen loading rate are approximately half
that experienced during the normal academic semester. Because the majority of students
typically leave or return on the same day, the transition between break periods and normal
operation is very sudden, resulting in a significant shock to the system.
The high spatial resolution of the data collected granted unique insight into the operation
of the activated sludge carousel. The system was typically able to respond to small-magnitude
variation in operating conditions with no observed lag or decline in effluent quality. High-
magnitude changes, however, did result in a temporary increase in effluent nutrient loading,
which typically returned to normal levels within 10 days after perturbation. During low
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carbon loading periods, carbon supplementation was observed to drastically enhance denitri-
fication. The carbon supplement used at the UConn WPCF during this period to promote
denitrification was MicroC® 2000 (Environmental Operating Solutions, Inc., Bourne, Mas-
sachusetts). MicroC® 2000 is a glycerine-based proprietary COD supplement that provides
1.1 kg COD/L in a readily bioavailable form. Nitrite was found to be particularly responsive
to system changes, despite being relatively short-lived in the system as a whole. Nitrogen
species concentration profiles within the treatment basin, particularly nitrite, provided a
pre-effluent indicator of system health and performance.
Section 3.1 presents a subset of a continuous data set collected over two years, which shows
large- and small-scale fluctuations in nutrient loading rates. This subset is representative of
some key trends that were observed multiple times over the course of data collection. There
were regular, cyclic variations in nutrient loading over the course of each week during normal
semester operating conditions. Section 3.2 places these observations in the context of the
system as a whole and discusses broader ramifications. Section 3.3 addresses some significant
changes in basin behavior, independent of operational controls, that were observed between
the first and second years of this study. The figures in this section include the full two year
time frame. The focus of this chapter is to describe some of the complex interactions that
drive this system in order to provide a background for the next two chapters. Section 3.4
discusses some of the parameters that were of particular interest in model development. More
detail, including figures, on target parameters and process control techniques is included
in Chapter 5, as these provided the problem constraints for the optimization phase of this
project.
Additional data plots covering the full two year period are presented in Appendix B.
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3.1 Pilot Facility Description
3.1.1 Influent and Effluent Characteristics
The UConn Water Pollution Control Facility removes nutrients using a traditional activated
sludge treatment process with an anoxic region and an aerated carousel. Photographs of the
basin structures can be found in Appendix B. Unlike most traditional municipal facilities,
however, this system is subject to drastic swings in influent flow rate and nutrient loading
due to the highly seasonal nature of the UConn on-campus population. As shown in Figure
3.1.1, both total influent flow and influent ammonia concentration were approximately halved
during school recess periods relative to their academic semester levels. Short-term peak flows
of up to 5.0 MGD (million gallons per day) were also rarely encountered (based on discussion
with WPCF staff, not shown). With a basin capacity of 1.8 million gallons, the hydraulic
retention time in the basin varied from 12 hours during peak flows to a week during summer
recess. Seasonal variations in flow rate were also observed. Fall semester flow rate was typically
between 0.8 and 1.0 MGD, while spring semester flow rate was typically between 1.0 and
1.2 MGD. The increased flow rate in Spring was likely due to a combination of snow melt
and increased runoff due to frozen soil in the spring. There were also brief spikes in effluent
ammonia concentration at the beginning of each semester when the full student population
returned to campus. Despite nutrient loading rates remaining steady throughout the semester,
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these spikes typically subsided within about a week.
3.1.2 pH & Alkalinity
Unlike the nitrogen species, pH and alkalinity remained consistent regardless of the UConn
on-campus population shifts, as shown in Figure 3.1.2. The alkalinity generally remained
above the recommended residual alkalinity level (70 mg/L as CaCO3) during this time period.
pH, however, still dropped significantly over the course of the basin, often dropping below
the minimum allowed by the NPDES permit. This was remedied by dosing with magnesium
hydroxide before discharge. Permitting concerns aside, the pH only reached the optimal range
for denitrification in the early stages of the basin, and only on 36 of the 145 days presented
here. The optimal range for nitrification was not attained during this period, though the
pH did exceed 7.3 on five days. These parameters were very responsive to MicroC ® dosing
during UConn recesses. During both periods of MicroC ® dosing, the alkalinity within the
basin increased and the pH drop was reduced.
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3.1.3 Nitrification & Denitrification
The shock to the system caused by the fluctuating on-campus population was most
apparent in the nitrogen species concentration profiles, as shown in Figure 3.1.3. Ammonia
was observed almost exclusively in the earlier stages of the basin and was typically removed
almost immediately upon reaching the aerated stages of the basin. Breakthrough of ammonia
did occur occasionally, typically corresponding with higher-than-normal ammonia levels
detected in the first few sections of the basin, and most consistently immediately following
UConn recesses. The effluent ammonia spike following Thanksgiving recess was very short-
lived, whereas the elevated levels following the longer winter intersession were more persistent.
Since the NPDES permit for this facility is based on effluent ammonia, limited to 2.0
mg/L from June through October and 20 mg/L from November through May, these spikes
can present a permitting concern when population shifts occur before winter permit levels
take effect. The spike that occurs when students return from summer break is particularly
problematic, as summer permit levels are still in effect in August. After approximately three
months of minimal loading, most of the student population arrives on campus in the span of
a weekend, resulting in a dramatic spike in influent nutrient loading.
Nitrite is a short-lived intermediary and was typically detected only at very low levels.
As with the late-stage ammonia, it was noticeably more prominent in the days immediately
following the students’ return from spring recess. During the shorter Thanksgiving recess,
when ammonia was barely detected anywhere in the basin, nitrite was similarly absent. During
the longer winter recess, however, nitrite was detected again as ammonia levels increased,
with a notable spike when carbon supplementation began. The nitrate concentration profile
displayed the clearest response to carbon supplementation. During the shorter recess, with
carbon supplementation and no additional nitrogen accumulating, the system was able to
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completely remove nitrate. The longer recess affirms that the carbon supplementation was a
key factor in the nitrate removal, as nitrate levels remained relatively steady until carbon
supplementation began. The beginning of the period of rapid nitrate removal that began
with carbon supplementation corresponds with the highest nitrite concentrations observed
during either break.
3.1.4 Meteorological Data
In addition to the facility-collected data and in-basin profiles discussed above, meteorolog-
ical data retrieved from the NOAA National Centers for Environmental Information database
was used in building this model. The station used for this version of the model was at the
Windham Airport, Station USW00054767, which is approximately 6.3 miles southeast of the
UConn WPCF, as shown in Figure 3.1.4. Although there is now a weather station on the
UConn campus, it was not established until the second year of this study, so the Windham
Airport station was used since that station was active during both years.
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Figure 3.1.4: The meteorological data used for this model was collected at Windham Airport,
approximately 6.3 miles southeast of the UConn WPCF.
The parameters included in this version of the model were precipitation (mm) and
minumum and maximum daily temperature. These values were measured daily at the weather
station, with only a single missed period of 15 days from 7/13/16 to 7/27/16. Figure 3.1.5
shows a subset of the data, for the same time period represented by the other plots in this
section, but the rest of the data is of the same quality.
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3.2 Qualitative Analysis
3.2.1 System Response to Perturbation
Measured ammonia concentrations were higher on Tuesdays and Wednesdays and lower
near the end of the week and over the weekends. These small-scale fluctuations may have
been influenced by a variety of factors, including rain events, UConn course schedules,
extracurricular event scheduling, single-day holidays, and public events hosted on the UConn
campus. While the magnitude of ammonia concentration varied significantly, the concentration
profile was very consistent. The highest ammonia concentrations were measured in the anoxic
section of the basin where the flow entered, but measured concentrations dropped very
rapidly in the aerated portion of the basin. During normal operating conditions, ammonia
concentration was below detection limits by the time flow reached the last several sampling
points, where flow either left the system or was recycled for additional treatment. The lack of
ammonia measured in the late stages of the basin indicated that for small-scale variations,
the microbial community responsible for nutrient removal was able to adapt very quickly and
easily without showing signs of strain.
During each calendar year, the system underwent four periods of starvation during recesses
ranging from one week to approximately three months followed by sudden, sharp return to
very heavy loading. As shown in 3.1.1, these population shifts caused both influent ammonia
concentration and influent flow rate to increase by a factor of approximately 1.5 – 2. The
increased influent ammonia concentration did result in breakthrough, but normal effluent
quality typically resumed within 7 to 10 days of these perturbations. The quick return to
minimal or no effluent ammonia showed that even for high-magnitude changes in loading
rates, the system was able to respond and resume normal functionality after only a short
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period of apparent strain.
Response time to chemical dosing also scaled with the duration between shifts. Nitrate
concentration was steady over the course of the basin for most of the period represented
in Figure 3.1.3, with very little denitrification occurring under normal conditions. When
supplemented with MicroC®, however, the system was able to remove nitrate to below
detection limit. During the shorter recess, when dosing began at the beginning of the recess
with no starvation phase, denitrification began within a day of MicroC ® application. During
the longer recess, when the system underwent approximately two weeks of starvation before
supplementation began, denitrification began after three or four days.
3.2.2 Effects of Carbon Supplementation
As discussed in Section 1.2, carbon supplementation has been the subject of much research,
and the direct effects are well understood. This system did exhibit the expected improvement
in denitrification when MicroC ® was applied. As shown in Figure 3.1.3, this occurred twice
between October 2016 and March 2017, both times during school recesses when the system
would otherwise have undergone a period of starvation. MicroC ® was dosed during the full
week of Thanksgiving recess, resulting in complete removal of nitrate for the entire week. The
application of MicroC ® coincided with a sharp reduction in influent loading rates, however,
so could not be readily isolated without the second instance during the winter intersession.
Influent ammonia loading rates were very low during the entire winter intersession with a
slight upward trend beginning near the halfway point. Despite the low loading rates, nitrate
concentration remained steady until carbon supplementation began, which once again resulted
in an immediate plummet in effluent nitrate concentration.
The first instance would seem to suggest that the system was simply overloaded with
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nitrogen during normal semester operation, which may still be true to some extent. The
second instance, however, showed that even with low loading rates the system still did not
denitrify effectively until carbon supplementation began. The lack of denitrification was
not due to lack of carbon during normal semester operation. The MicroC ® dosing rate
was actually calculated to maintain a consistent food-to-mass ratio, as recommended by
the manufacturer. The glycerine-based supplement may be more readily bioavailable than
the COD in the typical waste-stream, but the carbon in the normal waste stream was very
consistently removed, as seen in Figure 3.1.1. Having ruled out nutrient or carbon loading
as the problem, the most likely factor is the daily flow rate. During recesses, the flow is
significantly reduced as well, which allows a longer residence time and therefore more complete
treatment, but only when carbon is adjusted to match normal semester levels.
Alkalinity and pH profiles also responded rapidly to carbon supplementation. In both
cases, alkalinity increased when carbon supplementation began. While it is possible that the
proprietary carbon supplement includes a component that affects alkalinity, denitrification
is known to return alkalinity to the system. The increase in alkalinity exhibited the same
brief lag as the nitrate concentration reduction, indicating that it was more likely tied to
denitrification than innate properties of the carbon supplement. The pH profile within the
basin also responded to the change in denitrification. For most of the time period shown
in Figure 3.1.2, pH near the end of the basin was very near and sometimes below 6.0, the
lower limit allowed by the NPDES permit for discharge. When denitrification was occurring,
however, the minimum pH in the basin increased to approximately 6.4 while the maximum
remained steady.
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3.2.3 Nitrite as an Indicator for Denitrification
Nitrite concentration was consistently highest in the early regions of the treatment basin,
during the recess as well as the normal semester. Ammonia was removed very rapidly in
the aerated portion of the basin, often disappearing entirely before the first aerated sample
location. As a result, the nitrite produced during nitrification was rarely detected, though
sometimes there were small bumps in nitrite concentration around Location 4 that likely
corresponded to nitrification. The nitrite measured in the anoxic section of the basin was most
likely the nitrite produced during denitrification, which occurred more slowly. The relative
abundance of nitrite in the anoxic zone indicated that despite the high nitrate concentration in
the effluent, the system was actually denitrifying fairly consistently, it simply could not keep
up with the flow and loading rates. Evaluating the system in terms of these nitrite patterns
showed that the system was actually much more active than effluent quality indicated.
Additionally, during the winter intersession, nitrite was the only parameter that did
not have a delayed response to carbon supplementation. Even though the effect on effluent
quality was not immediately noticeable, the system actually began responding immediately.
Once again, nitrite provided a better indicator of system health than parameters that might
traditionally be monitored. The unstable nature of nitrite was actually beneficial here, since
it lacked the persistence that can mask small-scale responses of other parameters. In this
respect, in-basin nitrite concentration can be used as an early warning system for system
responses.
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3.3 System Behavioral Shift
While the patterns discussed above were repeated multiple times over the course of this
two year study, there were also some major differences in system function between the first
and second years. While genetic sequencing will be necessary to confirm whether these changes
in behavior were due to a shift in the microbial community, there are a number of factors
indicating this may be the case. The turning point appears to have been in November of 2015,
when facility upgrades forced a basin switch under very unfavorable conditions and against
the better judgment of the WPCF staff. Switching flow between basins, which occurred twice
during the two years covered in this dissertation, is a multi-step process that must be carefully
monitored in order to maintain effluent quality.
First, the basin being brought online is filled with fresh water from the UConn Water
Reclamation Facility. After ensuring that the weirs are properly positioned and the basin
is holding water, the pumps are started to begin water circulation and aeration. Sludge is
very gradually transferred from the original basin to the new basin using hoses at several
locations between basins. A fraction of the influent wastewater is directed to the new basin in
order to provide nutrients for biomass growth. Effluent water quality as well as mixed liquor
suspended solids (MLSS) and other sludge benchmarks are carefully monitored throughout
this process, which under ideal conditions may take several weeks. Once the new basin has
stabilized, influent flow is fully transferred to the new basin and sludge is pumped more
quickly from old basin to new until the water level in the old basin drops below the level of
the aerators. Without aeration, biomass in the old basin goes septic very rapidly, at which
point it may either be wasted or fed into the new system very slowly, in order to avoid
shocking the system with decomposing biomass. While this gradual transition helps protect
the microbial community, it does still put some strain on the system.
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In an effort to keep the facility upgrade project on time, flow was transferred from the
North Basin to the South Basin between Thanksgiving and winter break. Based on discussions
with the facility superintendent and other staff, the conditions at that time were highly
unfavorable for transferring flow between basins, and that switch may have caused lasting
damage to the system. The microbial community was likely still recovering from the shorter
recess when moved, and much of the recovery after the move took place during a longer
period of starvation. The low temperatures during this time period further exacerbated the
issue for the nitrifying community, which as mentioned previously is particularly sensitive to
cold [11]. Since that transition, the basin has responded differently to both influent loading
and treatment techniques.
The two most notable examples of this change in response were the pH and nitrate profiles
in the treatment basins. As mentioned in Chapter 2, there was a drastic decline in pH over
the course of the treatment basin at the beginning of this project which was stabilized by
dosing with magnesium hydroxide. Unfortunately, during this stage the magnesium hydroxide
dosing was on an as-available basis and careful logging did not begin until later in the year.
After the initial stabilization, dosing with magnesium hydroxide ceased and pH remained
stable for most of the first year. Near the end of November 2015, however, the pH began to
once again decline over the length of the treatment basin, and failed to stabilize even with
much more consistent alkalinity supplementation, as illustrated in Figure 3.3.1. In addition
to being well below the optimal pH ranges for nitrification or denitrification, the pH at the
end of the basin was often lower than the instantaneous permit limit, requiring additional
treatment prior to release.
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The second major change in system behavior was with respect to denitrification. During
the first year, nitrate levels were fairly consistent during the semester, but during recesses
the typically dropped significantly. After the basin switch, however, the system consistently
failed to remove nitrate in the absence of carbon supplementation, as illustrated in Figure
3.3.2. As discussed in Section 3.1, the carbon supplement dose was calculated to maintain a
consistent food-to-mass ratio, so this was not a matter of insufficient carbon loading. Nor
was it a matter of excessive nitrogen loading, since that remained relatively consistent during
breaks. Therefore, the lack of nitrate removal indicated that something about the system
changed that impacted its ability to remove nitrate, though it did still have the capacity to
do so under specific conditions. Again, genetic sequencing would be necessary to determine if
this is the result of a change in the community composition or structure.
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3.4 Process Control
3.4.1 Sludge Management
There are a variety of treatment parameters that operators can use to manage the system
and maintain high effluent quality. One of the most important parameters is sludge wasting
rate, which allows direct manipulation of the sludge. Sludge wasting, or simply ‘wasting’, is
carried out by removing and de-watering the sludge that settles out in the secondary clarifiers,
rather than recycling it into the system. Dewatered sludge may be landfilled, incinerated,
or in some cases used for agricultural applications after additional treatment. Wasting rate
plays a very important role in sludge health, and impacts many sludge parameters including
solids retention time (SRT) and mixed liquor suspended solids (MLSS). Solids retention time
(SRT) is a measure of the average time spent in the system by solids, including biomass, and
is crucial in controlling both the concentration and composition of the sludge microbiota.
The time required for key bacteria to become established, or the “washout SRT,” varies by
species and is dependent on environmental conditions such as temperature [100]. If the actual
SRT is lower than the washout SRT for key microbes, the ability of the system to remove
nutrients is reduced. At the same time, if SRT is too high the system may be overtaken by
microbes that are less beneficial to treatment, or in some cases detrimental to the system
overall. For example, filamentous bacteria are known to thrive when the SRT is greater than
10 days, resulting in poor settleability and in some cases surface foam formation [101].
MLSS includes both biomass and non-biodegradable solids in the treatment basin and as
such is a good indicator of sludge health with respect to biomass growth. The target MLSS
varies depending on the process type and operating conditions, but typical systems generally
are most effective with an MLSS between 1000 and 4000 mg/L [102]. MLSS values outside
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this range in a traditional system may result in insufficient nutrient removal or insufficient
settling of sludge in the secondary clarifiers. Although the wasting rate can be used to control
both MLSS and SRT, the allowable range is heavily dictated by influent conditions. During
periods of rapid biomass growth which at the UConn WPCF are often due to high nutrient
loading rates, a higher wasting rate is necessary to prevent the sludge from becoming too
thick. Conversely, when the biomass is growing very slowly, as it does during the UConn
school breaks, wasting must be reduced to avoid the sludge becoming too thin. Figure 3.4.1
shows the 18 day wasting rate at the UConn WPCF.
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Figure 3.4.1: The most direct mechanism available to WPCF operators for managing MLSS
and SRT is the sludge wasting rate. The value recorded is the 18 day sludge wasting rate, so
the magnitude of variation is somewhat damped, but wasting rate is generally higher during the
academic sessions and lower during break periods due to slower microbial growth.
3.4.2 Chemical Dosing
As touched upon in Section 3.1, a variety of chemical dosing techniques were applied at the
UConn WPCF. During the study period, the supplements used were MicroC ®, magnesium
hydroxide, and chlorination of the return activated sludge. After the initial study period, the
facility also experimented with urea and a commercial bacterial blend (Novozymes BioRemove
5805). The latter were not included in this version of the model, but the data from those
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periods may be incorporated into a later version to address the effects of those supplements.
Magnesium hydroxide was added to the system to bolster alkalinity and stabilize pH
over the length of the treatment basin, as shown in Figure 3.4.2. Magnesium hydroxide was
selected as the best balance of safety, cost, and efficacy. During the first year of this study,
access to magnesium hydroxide was very limited and dosing was on an as-available basis, so
unfortunately the exact dosing levels during the initial period were not available as model
inputs. Access to magnesium hydroxide was more consistent during the second year, but the
effects on pH and alkalinity were less distinct, which might have been an additional effect of
the system behavioral shift noted in Section 3.3.
Figure 3.4.2: The primary mechanism available for controlling pH and alkalinity in the basin was
dosing with magnesium hydroxide.
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MicroC® was used very effectively in this system to facilitate denitrification during the
second year of this study. Dosing was managed to maintain a consistent food-to-mass ratio,
as prescribed by the manufacturer. To reduce costs, the carbon supplement was only added
at the end of longer break periods, which provided a more gradual transition between the
starvation period and the very high semester loading rates. While the improved denitrification
was not initially the goal, it was consistently observed during carbon supplementation. The
dosing of the system with MicroC® is shown in Figure 3.4.3.
Figure 3.4.3: Carbon supplementation was a very effective mechanism for enhancing nitrogen
removal, though it was only available during the second year of this study.
Finally, during the early stages of this project, the return activated sludge was very lightly
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chlorinated to combat a particularly persistent form of filamentous bacteria (Nocardia sp.).
Improper disposal of food preparation waste from the on-campus dining halls resulted in
excessive concentrations of fats, oil, and grease and other complex organics in the influent
waste stream. Nocardia thrives on complex organics and fats, oil, and grease (FOG), and can
grow into thick mats floating on the surface of the water. The presence of these mats results
in a reduction in treatment efficency and sludge settleability [103, 104], which is problematic
since sludge is separated from effluent through settling. There are safety concerns associated
with Nocardia foam spilled onto walkways, as well as potential for airborne pathogens when
the foam dries [105]. Finally, the Nocardia foam has a very strong, unpleasant odor[106], which
can be a challenge for public relations. Two straightforward control mechanisms for Nocardia
are chlorination of return activated sludge and reduction of FOG in the influent [107]. During
the first year, the return activated sludge was chlorinated using sodium hypochlorite, but
during the second year better practices were adopted at the dining halls so this was no longer
necessary. Chlorination of the return activated sludge is shown in Figure 3.4.4.
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Figure 3.4.4: During the first year of this study, return activated sludge was chlorinated in an
effort to combat overgrowth of Nocardia sp., a filamentous bacteria that thrives on complex organic
matter but was particularly sensitive to light chlorination.
3.5 Summary & Conclusions
The UConn WPCF encounters highly variable flow and nutrient loading rates, with
particularly large changes between normal school operation and school breaks. Nutrient
concentration profiles in the treatment basin were monitored daily over two years in order to
better characterize the system. Key findings were:
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 The activated sludge nutrient removal system was typically able to respond to small-
magnitude variation in operating conditions with no observed lag or decline in effluent
quality. High-magnitude changes resulted in a temporary increase in effluent nutrient
loading, which typically returned to normal levels within 10 days after perturbation.
 There was a drastic change in system behavior between the first and second year of
this study, most notable in terms of the apparent lack of denitrification during most of
the second year.
 The control techniques available to the WPCF staff during this period were sludge
wasting, chlorination of return activated sludge, augmentation of alkalinity through
addition of magnesium hydroxide, and carbon supplementation using the commercial
compound MicroC®.
 Carbon supplementation was very beneficial during low COD loading periods, drastically
enhancing denitrification.
 Nitrite was found to be particularly responsive to system changes, despite being relatively
short-lived in the system as a whole. Nitrogen species concentration profiles within the
treatment basin, particularly nitrite, provided a pre-effluent indicator of system health
and performance.
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Chapter 4
Predictive Modeling of Biological
Wastewater Treatment with Random
Forests
4.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the key results of the modeling work done for this dissertation.
Preliminary work with decision trees and simpler approaches to random forests which
ultimately led to the models presented in this chapter is included in Appendix D. As discussed
in Chapter 3, the model inputs used included influent from the WPCF laboratory, data on
chemical dosing and treatment parameters, in-basin data collected specifically for this project,
and meteorological data. The model outputs were the effluent parameter data collected by
the WPCF laboratory. In total, there were 125 input parameters and 13 output parameters.
Since ammonia is the permitted value that is most frequently a concern for the pilot facility,
ammonia is the parameter shown in the plots representing model results even though the
model actually predicts all 13 effluent parameters.
The modeling work for this dissertation focused on decision trees and random forest, with
models built in Python using the scikit-learn, or ‘sklearn’, package [108]. The algorithm used
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by scikit-learn is very similar to Breiman’s CART method, mentioned in Section 1.4. For this
work, the regression algorithm was used. While other languages and packages were evaluated,
sci-kit learn was selected for several reasons:
1. Accommodates multi-output systems - many packages are designed for single-output
systems. In addition making use of all of the currently available effluent parameters,
this allows for a more flexible model that can incorporate additional parameters as the
permit changes.
2. Has valuable utilities for model optimization and computational efficiency built-in
(parallelization, hyperparameter cross-validation).
3. Includes a variety of other machine learning algorithms (artificial neural network,
support vector machine, etc.), so future work on alternate approaches can build from
the same framework.
4.2 Data Pre-Processing
While the data collected specifically for this project was available at a very high resolution
with very few missing data points, the WPCF-collected data was collected at a much lower
resolution. Incomplete input sets cannot be used for these models. To include the WPCF
data in addition to the data collected specifically for this project, it was necessary to
either discard all incomplete timepoints or fill in the missing parameters. Discarding the
incomplete timepoints would have drastically reduced the number of points available, so
several approaches to filling in or “imputing” the missing data were evaluated. These methods
are shown in Figure 4.2.1, which shows both the actual effluent ammonia data collected (blue)
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and the imputed values (green) for the entire two year period. There were two days with
particularly high (> 3.0 mg/L) effluent ammonia measurements: 7.23 mg/L on day 331 and
3.21 mg/L on day 695. Most measured values were well below 3.0 mg/L, so the y-axes of
plots in this section are scaled to 3 mg/L to better represent the smaller-scale fluctuations.
Figure 4.2.1: Built-in (A, B, and C) and custom-made (D, E, and F) imputing methods, applied
to the effluent ammonia data. There were two days with particularly high ( > 3.0 mg/L) effluent
ammonia measurements: 7.23 mg/L on day 331 and 3.21 mg/L on day 695. Most measured values
were well below 3 mg/L, so the y-axes here are scaled to 3 mg/L to better represent the small-scale
fluctuations.
The first three frames (A, B, and C) in Figure 4.2.1, are the imputing methods built
into sklearn. While these methods may be acceptable for some systems, they result in very
unreasonable values for most of the imputed data and completely fail to capture the general
trends. Models trained on data imputed this way (not shown) tended to score well because
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the relatively flat lines were easy to predict, but those outputs were not a realistic scenario
and falsely suggested that the system was insensitive to most perturbations. To better capture
the actual trends, three custom imputing methods were developed, shown in the latter three
frames. The first method was simple linear interpolation between the existing data points,
shown in frame D. This method was good for exactly capturing the fluctuations in parameters,
but resulted in very sharp spikes, which can be a challenge for modeling. To address this
concern, three-day and five-day rolling averages of the interpolated data were also tested,
shown in frames E and F. Rolling averages allowed the model to utilize three or five days
worth of data for each timepoint, and using relatively short averaging windows maintained
reasonably good representation of the trends. Due to the poor fit of the first three methods,
the remaining plots in this section only include the models trained using the custom-imputed
data sets.
4.3 Random Forests
4.3.1 Standard Random Forest
Given influent and ambient conditions for a given day t, the goal for this model was to
predict effluent quality on day t+1 with particular attention to parameters relevant to the
WPCF NPDES permit. The capacity for time-offset predictions is particularly useful from
an application standpoint, as it allows operators to see the impact of treatment techniques
applied today on effluent quality tomorrow. The model is intended to predict not only the
overall trends and particularly the spikes, but also the time required to return to normalcy
with elevated nutrient loading rates under given treatment conditions. The plots in this
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section show effluent ammonia, which is most frequently a permitting concern at this facility.
Due to poor results using continuous training data (see Appendix D.1), the baseline
random forest was trained using a randomly selected fraction of the total data set. Although
there is a package in sci-kit learn for randomly selecting the training and testing split, this
mechanism did not readily allow for training based on the effluent data at t+1. A custom
function was developed that allowed output indices to be offset from input indices, and
also provided easy tracking of indices for simpler plotting later on. The effluent ammonia
predictions from the resulting random forests are presented in Figure 4.3.1. As noted in
Section 4.1, the y-axes of these plots are scaled to 3 mg/L to better present the smaller
fluctuations despite high measurement of 7.23 mg/L on January 20th, 2016 and 3.21 on
January 18th, 2017.
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All three models in 4.3.1 capture the general trends in the data, but the three- and five-
day rolling averages show a much greater response to the spikes, particularly the high point in
January 2016. The predicted values for effluent ammonia are shown in red, and the measured
values are shown in blue. While prediction of the actual effluent ammonia concentrations is
valuable, it is perhaps more valuable to accurately predict trends in the data, and particularly
the response to control parameters. Figure 4.3.2 shows the residuals for effluent ammonia
concentration for each timepoint for the models that produced the predictions in Figure 4.3.1.
Figure 4.3.2: The residuals for effluent ammonia concentration at each timepoint for all three
variants. These values correspond to the models shown in 4.3.1.
Although all three variants underpredicted the magnitude of the spikes, the difference
between actual and predicted effluent ammonia appeared otherwise random in Figure 4.3.2.
This was a good sign, indicating a stronger model. To verify the lack of trends in the error,
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the autocorrelation of the error data sets was also plotted, as shown in Figure 4.3.3. While
there are several points outside both the 95% and 99% confidence interval, these may be
either simple outliers or the result of the consistent underprediction of the spikes.
Figure 4.3.3: Autocorrelation plots for the effluent ammonia concentration residuals for each
variant, which indicate a very low degree of autocorrelation. The solid grey line is the 95% confidence
interval, and the dashed line is the 99% confidence interval, both of which were only very rarely
exceeded for any of these variants.
While any given instance of these models produced fairly consistent results, the quality of
the predictions was somewhat dependent on the timepoints selected for training. To better
evaluate both model performance and the impact of the training set selection, 1,000 different
instances of each variant were grown for use in error analysis. The mean training scores,
testing scores, mean squared error, and raw error for each variant are shown in Table 4.3.1.
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Table 4.3.1: Mean values for 1000 model instances: R2 for each model variant on testing vs training
data, mean squared error (MSE), and difference between actual and predicted.
3 Day 5 Day
Linear Rolling Rolling
Interpolation Average Average
R2 Score - Test 0.75 0.82 0.87
R2 Score - Train 0.95 0.96 0.97
MSE 0.32 0.29 0.23
Residual 0.0088 -0.0042 -0.0018
The random forest regressor in sklearn also has a built-in function to return the R2 value
for a given data set. Figure 4.3.4 shows the R2 box and whisker plots of the R2 values obtained
over 1,000 model instances for both the training and testing data sets. The R2 for the training
data was, as expected, very high and very tightly clustered. The testing scores were more
variable, but the 5 day rolling average was still consistently the strongest performer, followed
by the 3 day rolling average, and finally linear interpolation. It is important to note that all
three methods had a number of outliers that performed very poorly, so understanding of the
physical system is still critical to discern unreasonable predictions.
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Figure 4.3.4: Model R2 on both the training and testing datasets for each variant of the random
forest. The boxes span the 1st to 3rd quartiles, the whiskers the full range, and the fliers represent
outliers. The horizontal lines in the boxes show the median value, which was typically fairly close to
the mean.
4.4 Nested Random Forests
4.4.1 Motivation
The strong performance of the standard random forest was encouraging, but this approach
presented several problems with respect to both the next stage of this research and application
to real-world facilities. In terms of research, the original model could not be used for
optimization with a genetic algorithm. The mechanisms for genetic algorithms will be
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discussed in greater depth in Chapter 5, but a key component is the ability to vary control
parameters independently. The initial model relied on 125 input parameters, but in reality
many of those are interdependent, so varying the five control parameters but leaving the
remaining 120 set resulted in unrealistic operating conditions. For example, if the activated
sludge wasting rate is increased dramatically, it is unrealistic for the mixed liquor suspended
solids, solids retention time, and other sludge parameters to remain unchanged. The lack of
change in the dependent input variables also resulted in very little change to effluent nutrient
concentrations regardless of the control parameter values used. Because none of the in-basin
values changed in response to different dosing rates, the predictions were very tightly tied to
the original predictions.
In addition to the problems presented for this project, this level of data collections is
also not sustainable over the long-term for a real-world facility. Many facilities, including
the UConn WPCF, are understaffed, leaving very little time for additional laboratory work
not required for permitting. As laboratory monitoring requirements for NPDES permitting
become more extensive, even less time is available for extra work. For example, the UConn
Water and Wastewater Master Plan [31] from June of 2007 indicates that the WPCF was
designed to be operated by nine full-time staff, but there are currently only six full time staff
and one intern. The Master Plan noted that at the time it was prepared, the facility was also
being managed adequately by a staff of six, but since then the WPCF staff has also been
made responsible for maintaining the grease traps at all of the dining halls and the laboratory
responsibilities have expanded. This is not an uncommon situation for wastewater facilities,
so the addition of 2 - 3 hours daily of extra laboratory work is not going to be feasible for
many facilities.
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4.4.2 Independent and Dependent Parameters
Rather than simple input → output relationships, or even multiple inputs → output, this
system has many interdependencies. The health of the sludge is influenced by the influent,
ambient, and control parameters, and in turn influences both the in-basin nutrient profiles
and the effluent quality. The in-basin parameters are influenced by influent loading rates and
control parameters, in addition to sludge health, and in turn influence the model-predicted
effluent quality. While the in-basin nutrient profiles provide valuable information about the
function of the system, the measurements immediately before discharge from the basin heavily
impact the predicted effluent values. This imposes constraints on the final prediction which
may supersede the response to modified influent conditions. As such, if the in-basin profiles
do not respond to variation in control parameters, the predicted effluent quality will be locked
in to the original observed value from the training data.
There are effectively two layers of inputs to the model - one comprised of external
factors and the other of internal factors, as shown in Figure 4.4.1. The external factors
can be categorized as ambient (weather) conditions, influent water quality, process control
parameters, and ‘other’. The ‘other’ category includes the day of the year, the time of day
samples were collected, and UConn break status. All of the external factors are independent of
one another and of the internal factors. The second layer of model inputs is more complicated,
but can be generally divided into two categories: in-basin data and sludge parameters. The
in-basin category is primarily comprised of the nutrient and water quality profiles measured
for this project, but also includes in-basin dissolved oxygen (DO) measurements carried out
by WPCF laboratory staff.
The nutrient profiles are dependent on other system parameters, while the DO measure-
ments are relatively insensitive to other parameters under normal operating conditions. It is
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worth noting that under extreme loading conditions, the aerators may be unable to meet the
DO set point, such that the dissolved oxygen measurements in the basin are impacted by
the influent conditions, but this is rare. The sludge parameter category includes parameters
related to sludge management, age, and health, all of which are dependent on other system
parameters. The second layer inputs are also interdependent, as sludge health is directly
related to DO concentration, and the nutrient profiles are directly dependent on sludge health.
Despite the significant interdependence of inputs, most of these relationships are indirect and
non-linear, and in many cases the dependent variables are influenced by multiple independent
variables.
Figure 4.4.1: Schematic showing the relationships between inputs and outputs. The arrows
between the second layer categories are color-coded to show which subsegments of those categories
are influencing the other. The grey dashed arrow indicates a relationship primarily driven by the
model and the solid arrows indicate real-world influences.
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4.4.3 Nested Forest Results
To address the above concerns, a new version of the model was developed that explicitly
takes into account the mix of dependent and independent variables by nesting one random
forest within another. The inner random forest uses the independent variables shown in Figure
4.4.1 to predict the dependent variables, such that varying the process control parameters
actually changes the overall system behavior. The internally predicted values for the dependent
variables are then used along with the independent variables as inputs to the outer random
forest, which predicts effluent quality. The nested random forest approach is effectively the
random forest equivalent of deep learning, a technique that is more typically associated with
neural networks [109–113].
Deep neural networks have been shown to be highly accurate for classification problems and
also more computationally efficient than competing methods [114]. More recently, research has
been done on combining deep learning with random forests to benefit from the computational
efficiency of the latter and make use of their strength in handling high dimensional problems
[75]. Using deep convolutional neural networks to drive the decision nodes in a forest was
found to produce very high accuracy for computer vision classification problems [115]. Another
approach, gcForest, embedded ensembles of random forests within a neural network structure
and concatenated the results of each layer onto the original training set to be passed on to
the next layer, which also yielded very good results [116]. An alternate approach passed only
the results of the previous layer of random forests as inputs for the next layer, which yielded
similar accuracy but required approximately half as many trees as gcForest [117]. All of these
examples are applied to classification problems, so the use of this approach for a regression
problem with multiple output parameters is novel.
As shown in Figure 4.4.2, the nested random forests still predicted the general trends in the
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data and to some extent represented the incidence of spikes, though the magnitude of spikes
was significantly damped. Once again, this figure shows the effluent ammonia concentration
predicted by each of the three imputing methods. All but the largest spike appeared entirely
lost in the model trained using linear interpolation, but the prediction quality using three-
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and five- day rolling averages was much stronger.
As with the standard random forest results, it was important to evaluate whether there
were trends in the residuals for the predictions to evaluate the strength of the model. Figure
4.4.3 shows the residuals for the effluent ammonia concentration prediction, which appear
generally random aside from the under-prediction of spikes. To verify this, autocorrelation
plots were generated for all three variants of nested random forests, as shown in Figure
4.4.4. As with the standard random forest, there is very minimal autocorrelation for all three
variants.
Figure 4.4.3: The mean squared error for nested random forests was typically slightly higher than
for standard random forests, but much of the range of values found over 1,000 model instances
overlapped.
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Figure 4.4.4: Autocorrelation plots for the effluent ammonia concentration residuals for each
variant of nested random forests, which indicate a very low degree of autocorrelation. The solid
grey line is the 95% confidence interval, and the dashed line is the 99% confidence interval, both of
which are only very rarely exceeded for any of these variants.
Similar to the standard random forest, the nested forest was somewhat sensitive to the
training set selection, so 1,000 separate model instances were initialized for the purpose of
error analysis. Figure 4.4.5 shows a comparison of the mean squared error for standard and
nested random forests, indicating very minimal difference between the two approaches. While
the median and mean were both slightly higher for nested random forests, it is worth noting
that the ranges overlap significantly.
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Figure 4.4.5: The mean squared error for nested random forests was typically slightly higher than
for standard random forests, but much of the range of values found over 1,000 model instances
overlapped.
The nested forest training and testing R2 values exhibited similar behavior to those found
for the standard random forests. The training scores were high and tightly clustered as before,
and the testing scores showed substantial variation between imputing methods. All three
methods yielded lower scores than their standard random forest counterparts, but there were
far fewer outliers (particularly low outliers) for the nested random forests, as shown in Figure
4.4.6. The reduction in outliers suggested that the nested random forest approach may be
more robust with respect to training data selection.
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Figure 4.4.6: Training and testing R2 values for the nested random forest. This model scored
lower than the standard random forest, but once again the 5-day rolling average imputing method
yielded the best fit.
Finally, Table 4.4.1 shows the mean values for testing and training scores, mean squared
error, and residuals for effluent ammonia concentration predictions using 1,000 different
nested random forests. All three test scores are lower than the corresponding scores for the
standard random forest model, though the difference is less for the three day rolling average
imputing method, and least for the five day rolling average. The training scores for both
linear interpolation and the five day rolling average are lower than their counterparts for the
standard random forest, while the training score for the three day rolling average is actually
the same as for the standard random forest. The mean residuals are very similar to those
found with the standard random forest.
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Table 4.4.1: Mean values for 1000 model instances using nested random forests: R2 for each model
variant on testing vs training data, mean squared error (MSE), and residuals.
3 Day 5 Day
Linear Rolling Rolling
Interpolation Average Average
R2 Score - Test 0.47 0.61 0.76
R2 Score - Train 0.93 0.96 0.94
MSE 0.41 0.34 0.30
Residuals -0.0064 -0.0053 0.0013
4.5 Reduced Data Sets
The strength of the predictions resulting from the nested random forests begged the
question of whether the high-resolution data collected within the basin was necessary to
build an effective model. To examine this, new models were developed using only the 41
parameters monitored by the WPCF. The reduced-data nested random forest used the same
33 independent variables to predict the 8 dependent sludge parameters in the internal forest,
then used all 41 parameters to predict the 13 effluent water quality parameters.
4.5.1 Baseline Forest with Reduced Data
The standard random forest trained using only the 41 parameters monitored by the
WPCF resulted in a very good fit, as shown in Figure 4.5.1. While this model was fitted
more neatly to the measured values for much of the year, the spikes were still underpredicted,
and in some cases missed entirely, as in the spike at the end of summer break in 2016. These
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models also failed to predict the short-term reductions in effluent ammonia concentration
during the shorter break periods.
For comparison’s sake, the residuals were once again plotted for each of the three variants,
shown in Figure 4.5.2. The residuals were notably lower during stead-state operation periods,
but slightly larger during the spikes at the end of break periods. There was still minimal
autocorrelation, though there were slightly more outliers than with the original version, as
shown in Figure 4.5.3.
Figure 4.5.2: Residuals for the reduced-data version of the random forest showed behavior similar
to the original random forest, but the underprediction of spikes appeared more substantial.
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Figure 4.5.3: Autocorrelation plots for the reduced-data random forest residuals. Autocorrelation
was still very minimal, though there were several more points outside the 95 and 99 % confidence
limits than were observed for the original models.
As with the previous versions, error values were calculated for 1,000 different model
instances to take into account the model sensitivity to training data selection. Figure 4.5.4
shows the training and testing R2 for the standard random forest alongside those obtained
for the reduced-data version. Although both training and testing scores for the reduced-data
version were very high, this was not necessarily a good thing. The median testing score for
the reduced-data models was higher than the median training score for the original versions
for all three variants. This suggested a high likelihood of over-training for the reduced-data
models.
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Figure 4.5.4: Training and testing scores for both the original and reduced-data versions of all
three model variants. While the reduced-data version scored very high for both training and testing,
these results led to concerns that the reduced-data version may have been overtrained.
The mean values for testing and training scores, mean squared error, and residuals were
calculated over 1,000 model instances for the reduced-data model, shown in Table 4.5.1. While
the R2 coefficients were substantially higher for all three variants, the MSE and residuals were
not drastically different. This suggested that the higher scores were more heavily influenced
by the near-perfect steady state predictions, which account for a higher percentage of the
data but are ultimately less useful to predict than the spikes. Similar analyses were carried
out on nested random forests trained using the reduced data set, which further exacerbated
this effect (see Appendix D.4).
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Table 4.5.1: Mean values for 1,000 model instances: R2 for each model variant on testing vs
training data, mean squared error (MSE), and difference between actual and predicted.
3 Day 5 Day
Linear Rolling Rolling
Interpolation Average Average
R2 Score - Test 0.97 0.98 0.97
R2 Score - Train 0.99 0.99 0.99
MSE 0.31 0.23 0.30
Residuals -0.0018 -0.0027 -0.0021
Future work may include further analysis of the reduced-data approach to modeling this
system, as these results would be spectacular if legitimate. If high-resolution data were not
needed to develop an accurate model, it would not only be valuable to the UConn WPCF
by to other facilities to which this approach might be expanded. It would be worthwhile to
build an alternate model that uses the 41 independent variables monitored by the facility
to predict both the 13 effluent quality parameters and the 92 internal dependent variables.
While the models included in this work did predict each of those groups separately, including
all 105 parameters as model outputs could impact the fitting process.
4.6 Computational Efficiency
The work for this project was carried out on two computers, the specifications for which
are shown in Table 4.6.1. While both offer very strong performance, the 18 core processor in
the workstation made a massive difference in the time to train the nested random forests,
which was particularly notable when carrying out the hyperparameter crossvalidation sweeps.
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Figure 4.6.1: The parallelization option built into the sklearn package makes very good use of the
18 core i9 processor used.
The sklearn random forest package has a built-in parallelization option, which in this code
was set to use all available cores. On the 8 core laptop, these sweeps took approximately
30 minutes per variant when the computer was not given any other tasks. On the 18 core
workstation, each sweep was completed in approximately 10 minutes when the computer was
given no other tasks. Figure 4.6.1 shows the processor workload on the 18-core computer
while building a random forest.
Table 4.6.1: The computers used for the work presented in this chapter and the next had substantial
processing power and RAM available, which were particularly valuable when building the random
forest models.
Laptop
CPU: Intel 7th Gen Core i7-7700HQ 8-Core, 2.8 GHz
RAM: 32 GB DDR4 SO-DIMM, 2400 MHz
GPU: 8 GB NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1070, GDDR5
Operating System Ubuntu 16.04 LTS
Workstation
CPU: Intel Core i9-7980XE Skylake X 18-Core, 2.6 GHz
RAM: 128 GB DDR4 SDRAM, 2666 MHz
GPU: 4 GB EVGA GeForce GTX 1050 Ti SSC, GDDR5
Operating System Ubuntu 16.04 LTS
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4.7 Conclusions
A random forest approach was used to model 13 effluent water quality parameters as a
function of influent parameters, meteorological conditions, process control parameters, and a
small group of ‘other’ parameters, totaling 125 input variables. Six different approaches to
imputing missing data were evaluated, including three custom-made imputers which greatly
outperformed the built-in mechanisms. The original random forest provided strong predictive
ability, but was not conducive to optimization or real-world application. To facilitate both
optimization and real-world applications, a new model was developed with one random
forest nested within another. The internal forest predicted the response of dependent system
variables to changes in process control techniques. The external forest used independent
variables in conjunction with the predicted internal dependent variables to predict effluent
water quality. The resulting model under-predicted the magnitude of spikes in effluent
ammonia concentration, but did generally predict the incidence of these spikes.
The original models were also compared with reduced-data versions, which utilized only
the 41 parameters collected by the WPCF staff. While these models did perform extremely
well under steady state, they appeared to be over-trained and failed to predict the incidence
of spikes. From a permitting and planning perspective, the ability to predict the incidence of
spikes in nutrient loading is more useful than the slight increase in steady state prediction
accuracy, so the full-data versions of the nested forest model were used for the optimization
stage of this project.
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Chapter 5
Optimization of System Control
Parameters Using a Genetic
Algorithm
As described in Sections 1.2 and 1.4, the biological wastewater treatment system is highly
complex and not all interactions are well defined. The same qualities that make mechanis-
tic modeling a poor fit for this system are also unfavorable for deterministic optimization.
Stochastic optimization techniques, however, perform very well on systems with unclear inter-
relationships or uncertainty in the data [46, 118–120]. There are several different approaches
to stochastic optimization, many of which are based on natural biological processes [121–123].
Genetic algorithms were selected for this project because previous work in the Srivastava
laboratory group has successfully applied this method to complex biological problems in viral
kinetics [124], metabolic engineering [125, 126], and healthcare optimization [127].
A genetic algorithm (GA) is a stochastic optimization process that mimics genetic evolution
[77]. The optimization problem is framed in terms of chromosomes, such that each parameter
is encoded as a gene in a sequence of values. Beginning with a randomly initialized starting
population, each generation gets closer to a target chromosome through ‘natural selection,’
mutation, and recombination, which are discussed in greater detail later in this chapter. For
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this project, the parameters being optimized were five process control parameters, or ‘knobs’,
used to manage the nutrient removal system. The goal was to determine the combination of
knobs that would yield the best effluent quality for a selected ‘problem day’. In this case, the
target effluent parameter was ammonia concentration, which is most frequently a problem,
but the program was built to allow flexibility and easy incorporation of additional parameters
as needed. The knobs used for this version are shown in Table 5.0.1, with the ranges allowed
for the optimization process, which were based on the range of values actually used at the
facility.
Table 5.0.1: This table shows the control parameters used by the genetic algorithm and the ranges
allowed for the randomly selected initial population. These ranges were based on the minimum and
maximum values actually used at this facility. Acronyms are return activated sludge (RAS) and
waste activated sludge (WAS). Minimum WAS values of 0 indicate an offline basin, not a lack of
wasting.
Control Parameter Minimum Value Maximum Value
North basin WAS (gal) 0 82,632
South basin WAS (gal) 0 100,774
RAS sodium hypochlorite dose (gal) 0 38.4
Magnesium hydroxide dose (gal) 0 180
MicroC® dose (lb) 0 4,302.6
Figure 5.0.1 shows a schematic of the genetic algorithm used for this project. The
chromosome comprised of process control knobs was passed to the random forest as part
of the model input array. The score for each chromosome in the population was based on
the model-predicted effluent quality. In this case, the optimal solution is the set of process
control options that meets the UConn NPDES permitting requirements under given influent
conditions. The major pitfall here is that poor choices for recombination and mutation rates
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can result in very poor computational efficiency. In these cases, the algorithm may require
excessive iterations to reach a final solution. Due to the high sensitivity of genetic algorithms,
much research has focused on optimizing these parameters [128–130].
Figure 5.0.1: Flowchart for the genetic algorithm used to optimize control techniques at the
UConn WPCF.
5.1 Scoring Function
In order to optimize a system using a genetic algorithm, a scoring function must be
devised that will accurately describe the goal of the system. As discussed above, the goal of
this project was not to match a specific chromosome, but rather to find the input chromosome
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that would result in predicted effluent quality meeting the NPDES permit. In order to provide
the flexibility to incorporate additional optimization targets, three main types of goal-seeking
were needed:
1. Minimization to a threshold - For parameters such as ammonia and other nutrients,
the goal of the system is to minimize effluent concentration. More realistically, however,
the goal is to reach an effluent concentration below a key value. For the UConn NPDES
permit, the key thresholds were 2 mg/L effluent ammonia during the summer, and 20
mg/L during the winter.
2. Maximization over a threshold - Some parameters are required (or preferred) to be
over a certain threshold at discharge. Alkalinity is a good example, as higher alkalinity is
very beneficial to nitrogen removal, so effluent alkalinity of at least 70 mg/L is generally
preferred.
3. Range-seeking - Some parameters should not be minimized or maximized, but rather
must fall within a designated range. For example, effluent pH at the UConn WPCF is
required to stay between 6 and 9.
While there are existing packages for using genetic algorithms with the python program-
ming language, those evaluated did not allow for sufficient flexibility in scoring. In order to
maintain the flexibility to incorporate a variety of effluent quality parameters with different
permitting requirements, a custom genetic algorithm program was developed in the python
programming language. Aside from the need to address three different types of permit limits,
the scoring function was designed with real-world constraints in mind. It was necessary to
define several tiers of scoring for each type of permit limit, to ensure that worse scores truly
reflected worse effluent conditions. Therefore, the following principles guided scoring:
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1. Weighting - a weight factor was incorporated into all scoring methods, such that
the user can define explicitly which parameters are of the greatest regulatory or
environmental concern. Since ammonia is known to be of great concern at this facility,
it would be assigned a weight factor substantially higher than other parameters of less
concern.
2. Normalization - some effluent parameters have much higher permit limits than others,
direct comparison of violations is not necessarily valid. For example, the summer limit
for Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD) is 20 mg/L, and the year-round allowable
range for pH is 6 - 9. While an effluent BOD concentration of 23 mg/L during the
summer is a violation, it is unlikely to be as problematic as an effluent pH of 3, even
though the raw difference between the measured value and the limit would be the same
(3). Therefore, violations were normalized against the permit limits to remove bias
towards parameters with higher limits.
3. Sliding scale - for most parameters, it is much more problematic to have an effluent
concentration drastically different from the permit limits than one that is just slightly
outside the allowable range. In order for the scoring function to reflect this, if the
normalized deviation from the permitted range exceeded 1, the score was automatically
squared in order to apply a stronger penalty. If needed, additional tiers could also be
added readily.
To account for these concerns, scoring was based on three main rules, each applied to a
specific case. The exact form of the constraining equation was different depending on the
limit type (minimum, maximum, or range) - the full set of rules can be found in Appendix
F. For the sake of this explanation, the rules for a minimization scoring function are shown
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here. The weight factor (W) and permit limits (Efflim) are (easily) defined by the user, which
allows the flexibility to re-frame the problem depending on the needs of the current situation.
The simplest, shown in Rule 5.1.1, is the case in which the predicted effluence concentration
of the parameter of interest (Effpred) is within the permitted range. This does not present
a problem for the facility, so a score of 0 is assigned for this combination of parameter and
individual.
Effpred − Efflim
Efflim
≤ 0 −→ Score = 0 (5.1.1)
The next case is when the predicted effluent concentration is over the permit limit, but
not drastically over. For this problem, ‘not drastically’ was defined as a normalized difference
less than 1, but once again this is easily modified if it is found to be unsuitable. For this
situation, the score increased linearly as the effluent concentration gets further from the limit,
as shown in Rule 5.1.2. A multi-tiered structure with several pre-defined scores assigned
depending on the degree of the violation was also considered, but the full sliding scale was
selected for greater flexibility.
0 <
Effpred − Efflim
Efflim
≤ 1 −→ Score = Effpred − Efflim
Efflim
∗W (5.1.2)
Finally, in the case that the predicted effluent concentration of a given parameter is greatly
over the permit limit, defined here as having a normalized difference greater than 1. Aside
from indicating an effluent concentration well over the permit limit, this also may indicate
more remedial action is necessary to bring the system back to normalcy. The core of the score
is still the normalized difference between the predicted effluent concentration and the permit
limit, but this case was penalized more strongly by squaring the weight factor applied.
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Effpred − Efflim
Efflim
> 1 −→ Score = Effpred − Efflim
Efflim
∗W 2 (5.1.3)
Each parameter was scored separately, and the sum of all scores became the final score
for the individual. A higher score indicated a less fit individual, which is the case represented
in the following figures explaining the mechanisms for genetic algorithms. The permit limits
and weight factors are user defined, such that the program may be shaped to the needs of
the situation, and the current version is relatively flexible in addressing different parameters.
This also allowed for an artificially low limit to be set, which is beneficial since the current
model is known to underpredict spikes. The code modules that provide the components of
the genetic algorithm can be found in Appendix F.
5.2 Initialization
As shown in Figure 5.0.1, the initial population for the genetic algorithm was the input
array for the random forest model. Typically, the initial population is randomly initialized, as
shown in 5.2.1, but for this system it was deemed more valuable to select a particular ‘problem
day’ as the starting point for optimization. The problem day selected for this version was
January 19, 2016 - the day before students returned from winter break, such that predicted
effluent values were for the first day of spring semester 2016, when the effluent ammonia
concentration was measured by the WPCF as 7.23 mg/L. While that level is not a violation
during the winter, it was selected because it was the most extreme spike during the study
period and it presented an interesting problem to see if the system might have been able
to meet the summer limit under those conditions. The limit used for optimization was 0.6
mg/L, which was scaled to account for the expected underprediction of that spike. The result
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was optimized controls under particular conditions that were known to be a challenge for the
system, rather than for a hypothetical scenario that may not even be realistic.
Of the 33 model inputs provided to the external random forest, only the five shown
in Table 5.0.1 can actually be controlled by operators, so only those five were included
in the genetic algorithm process. Starting population size may be varied depending on
the problem constraints and computational resources available. Larger populations cover a
wider span of possible genotypes, but can become computationally expensive if significant
transformation is required. For this project, starting population ranged from 10 to 10,000
for various trials, but for most runs a population size of 100 was used. The literature varies
on the ideal starting population, with some studies finding better results when using the
largest starting population possible, and others obtaining better results with relatively small
(≈ 20-30 individuals) starting populations [131].
For each process control parameter, or gene, the range of allowable values was defined,
and 100 unique values from that range were selected using python’s random.sample package,
which provides random sampling without replacement. Where the range was not large enough
to allow selection of 100 meaningfully unique values, random.choice was used, which provides
random sampling with replacement. The randomly generated knobs were then substituted
into the full input array, and the model generated predictions for each of the 100 variants.
The resulting effluent predictions were scored according to the rules described in section 5.1,
and these scores are used in the subsequent steps.
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Figure 5.2.1: To start a genetic algorithm, a starting population is randomly generated. Each
individual in the starting population is scored to determine its fitness to pass ‘genetic’ information
to the next generation
5.3 Selection Methods
Once the initial population has been scored, the next generation is populated by drawing
material from the first randomly generated population based on the selection method. Selection
schemes for genetic algorithms is a field of research in itself, with a wide variety of algorithms
in use [132–135]. This section addresses the two selection schemes that were applied in this
project.
5.3.1 Elite Selection
Perhaps the simplest selection method is elite selection, in which a given fraction of
the initial generation is passed directly to the next generation with no change and often
improving the chances of convergence [136, 137], reducing the risk of losing good material
in the random selection process. The remainder of the population is filled in through the
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methods discussed in the next two sections. All individuals from the first generation are
equally likely to be selected to fill in the next generation. For this project, the top 10% of the
individuals were passed to the next generation unchanged, which is fairly traditional [138].
Again, all subsequent generations continue to draw from the first generation in order to avoid
later generations becoming too uniform.
5.3.2 Fitness Proportionate Selection
A drawback of simple elite selection is that good material outside the elite fraction may
readily be lost if it is not selected for the next generation. Fitness proportionate selection
uses weighted probabilities based on individual scores so that stronger individuals, even those
outside the elite fraction, are more likely to be selected for the next generation [139]. The
random.choice module in the python programming language allows for weighted selection,
with an optional parameter for an array of probabilities corresponding to the initial population.
The probability array for each generation in this project was generated using Equation 5.3.1.
The final version of the program used for this work used roulette selection to fill out the
remaining 90% of the next generation.
Pselection =
Scoreindiv∑popsize
n=1 Scores
(5.3.1)
5.4 Crossover
Crossover, or recombination, in a genetic algorithm mimics the process by the same
name in genetics [140]. As with the other components of genetic algorithms, research has
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been carried out specifically focused on crossover implementation and there are a variety of
approaches [129, 140–144]. For this work, simple single-point crossover was used. Two parent
chromosomes are selected from the randomly generated first population using the roulette
selection method. For each pair of parent chromosomes, a random number is generated, and
if that number is lower than the user-defined crossover probability (PC), the two individuals
will be spliced and recombined at a randomly selected point in the chromosome, as shown in
Figure 5.4.1. If the randomly generated number is higher than the crossover probability, the
chromosomes are passed to the next generation unchanged. For this project, a crossover rate
of 70% was used, which is within the standard range of 50 - 80 % for genetic algorithms [131].
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Figure 5.4.1: Two parent chromosomes are selected from the randomly generated first population.
If a randomly generated value is lower than the crossover probability, they will crossover at a
randomly selected point and the recombined chromosomes are added to the next generation. If
the randomly generated value is higher than the crossover probability, they are passed to the next
generation unchanged.
5.5 Mutation
Mutation in a genetic algorithm is used to introduce new material and avoid stagnation
[131]. Each individual in the recombined portion of the next generation, in this case 90%,
has a possibility of mutating. As illustrated in Figure 5.5.1, a random number is generated
for each gene in the eligible fraction of the population. If that random number is lower than
the mutation rate, a gene is mutated at random. If the random number is higher than the
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mutation rate, the gene is not changed. In the simplified example shown here, mutation
simply involves flipping a bit, but in the WPCF optimization problem a new value was
randomly generated from the allowable range defined in Table 5.0.1. The mutation rate is
typically much lower than the crossover rate, with < 10% typically recommended [145]. A
mutation rate (PM) of 3 % was used for this project, which is within the typical range [131].
Figure 5.5.1: A random number is generated for each chromosome in the recombined population.
If that random number is lower than the mutation rate, a gene is mutated at random. If the random
number is higher than the mutation rate, the chromosome is not changed.
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5.6 Optimization Results
The results from a genetic algorithm run that achieved a final score of 0, meaning predicted
effluent ammonia was below 0.6 mg/L, are presented in Table 5.6.1. As discussed in Chapter 4,
predictions varied between model instances depending on the training data used to build the
random forests. To test the proposed solution, 1,000 model instances were created using the
parameters presented in Table 5.6.1. The average effluent ammonia concentration predicted
was 0.59 mg/L. The predicted effluent ammonia concentration ranged from 0.37 mg/L to
0.95 mg/L using these parameters. The combination of factors determined by the genetic
algorithm was feasible and very interesting in terms of the system as a whole. While the
proposed settings were very different from the settings used for the ‘problem day’, they were
actually very much in line with settings that have been used on other problem days with
great success. Familiarity with the system and processes is still critical to interpreting these
results and ensuring the proposed solution is reasonable.
Table 5.6.1: The optimal treatment conditions proposed by the genetic algorithm compared to
the actual techniques applied on the selected problem day. The effluent ammonia concentration
measured on that day was 7.23 mg/L. The average predicted effluent ammonia concentration over
1,000 model instances using the control parameters determined by the genetic algorithm was 0.59
mg/L.
Control Parameter GA Value Actual Value
North basin WAS (gal) 34,705 0
South basin WAS (gal) 13,101 24,205
RAS sodium hypochlorite dose (gal) 21.5 0
Magnesium hydroxide dose (gal) 18 0
MicroC® dose (lb) 3657 0
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5.6.1 Waste Activated Sludge
The first two process control parameters, the volume of waste activated sludge (WAS)
from the north and south basins, were drastically different from the actual situation on that
day. In reality, only the south basin was online at that time, whereas the optimization results
propose having both basins online. The WAS value for the South basin is somewhat depressed
and the value for the North basin is somewhat elevated, which could be interpreted in two
ways. This may simply suggest that two basins online is the ideal case for this situation.
During the timeframe covered by this dataset, there were only two very brief time periods in
which both basins were operational at the same time, and both were during the transition
from one basin to another. During transition periods, one basin will have a much lower
concentration of sludge, and therefore will require less wasting, but the system will still
benefit from the additional treatment capacity as the new basin gets closer to full operation.
As a result, this model has very minimal context for the use of two fully operational basins
together. Alternately, this may reflect a benefit to a new basin being brought online, and
more specifically to the microbial community in the new basin undergoing its exponential
growth phase.
In-depth analysis of the microbial community may help to elucidate this situation, but
either way this is a very valid proposed solution, and is well supported by facility operations
outside the initial data collection phase. Since fall of 2018, once repairs had been completed
and both basins were fully serviceable, the facility has operated both basins simultaneously
from the beginning of the fall semester until the end of the spring semester. MicroC® is used
to maintain biomass activity during the shorter recesses, such that the system is able to
respond more rapidly to the spikes that occur when the students return.
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5.6.2 Return Activated Sludge Chlorination
The chlorination of the return activated sludge (RAS) is another situation where in-depth
microbiome analysis would be very valuable in interpreting these results. The suggested
dosing could be another model artifact, as RAS chlorination typically took place during the
summers when ammonia was removed very rapidly by the under-loaded system. However, it
may also imply a change in the community composition due to chlorination that allowed more
efficient ammonia removal. As discussed in Chapter 3, the purpose of the chlorine dosing
was to combat overgrowth of non-preferred bacterial strains, which may have given ammonia
oxidizing bacteria the opportunity to thrive when higher concentrations of ammonia became
available.
5.6.3 Magnesium Hydroxide Dose
The optimization results indicate that increased alkalinity in the system would have helped
reduce the effluent ammonia concentration. During this time period, there were significant
difficulties in maintaining a steady supply of magnesium hydroxide. On several occasions,
including the date used here, there was no magnesium hydroxide available and so the WPCF
staff were unable to dose the system appropriately. This was a situation in which this model
and optimization program may have proven very valuable in showing the need for these
chemicals before they were allowed to run out.
5.6.4 Carbon Supplementation
MicroC® supplementation, particularly near the end of recess periods, has been shown to
be very effective in reducing the spikes in effluent nutrient concentrations. Carbon supplemen-
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tation was not yet available to the facility on the selected problem day; however, since then it
has been used throughout shorter breaks and in the final weeks of longer breaks. Application
of MicroC ® has helped greatly to maintain or increase the biomass gradually, while avoiding
the system shock previously experienced at the beginning of UConn semesters. The proposed
dose of 3,657 pounds is higher than has actually been applied at the UConn WPCF, but the
day in question also had the highest effluent ammonia concentration during the study period.
As a result, suggestion of such a high dosage is not necessarily unreasonable. It is also worth
noting that this solution is based on a very short-term response to a severe problem. Given
the ability to dose more gradually over a longer period of time in anticipation of the students’
return, the cost might be reduced substantially.
5.6.5 Cost of Optimized Solution
The optimal solution determined by the genetic algorithm would have been significantly
more expensive. Among the chemical supplements, the cost of MicroC® outweighs the others
substantially. With a per-pound cost of $0.5195, a single-day dose of 3,657 lbs (the contents
of ˜1.35 totes) would have cost $1,899.81. In practice, the UConn WPCF typically uses
approximately 37,800 lbs of MicroC® (14 totes) over three weeks, which costs $19,637.10, or
$935.10 per day. The cost of magnesium hydroxide and sodium hypochlorite are negligible
beside the MicroC®. The cost of the additional wasting is not straightforward, as it is the
combination of a number of factors and is highly dependent on the sludge characteristics.
5.7 Conclusions
A flexible optimization framework was developed that can accomodate a wide variety
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of permit types and limits. A genetic algorithm was used in conjunction with the nested
random forest model described in Chapter 4 to determine the optimal process control settings
for a specific ‘problem day’ within the initial dataset. The settings proposed by the genetic
algorithm were both reasonable for this system and well supported by WPCF process control
practices observed outside the study period. The results also support the idea that microbiome
analysis could be very valuable in improving both the model and understanding of this system
as a whole. Finally, placed in the context of challenges faced by the WPCF staff in acquiring
the chemicals needed to maintain high effluent quality, these results show the potential for
this program to be a very valuable tool in predicting chemical needs and gaining approval for
necessary purchases.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
6.1 Summary
This work was carried out at the UConn Water Pollution Control Facility in Storrs, CT.
Influent nutrient loading and flow rate are highly variable at this facility due to the seasonal
nature of the student population. As a result, the biological treatment system responsible for
nutrient removal alternates regularly between starvation and overloading, and must adapt
very rapidly to minimize permit violations. There are also occasional unexpected spikes in
loading when on-campus entities such as the dairy bar or the central utilities plant release
waste. To combat this, there are a number of process control techniques available to operators
to help enhance system performance and stability, including sludge wasting rate and chemical
dosing. The objective of this predictive model is to provide a tool that could be useful to
operators in evaluating process control parameters and possibly in securing the funding
needed to implement the chosen techniques by showing the expected improvement.
The high spatial resolution of the data collected granted unique insight into the operation
of the activated sludge carousel. The system was typically able to respond to small-magnitude
variation in operating conditions with no observed lag or decline in effluent quality. High-
magnitude changes, however, did result in a temporary increase in effluent nutrient loading,
which typically returned to normal levels within 10 days after perturbation. Carbon sup-
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plementation was very beneficial during low COD loading periods, drastically enhancing
denitrification. Nitrite was found to be particularly responsive to system changes, despite
being relatively short-lived in the system as a whole. Nitrogen species concentration profiles
within the treatment basin, particularly nitrite, provided a pre-effluent indicator of system
health and performance.
A random forest approach was used to model 13 effluent water quality parameters as a
function of influent parameters, meteorological conditions, process control parameters, and
a small group of ‘other’ parameters, totaling 125 input variables. Six different approaches
to imputing missing data were evaluated, including three custom-made imputers which
greatly outperformed the built-in mechanisms. The original random forest provided strong
predictive ability, but was not conducive to optimization or real-world application. In order
to facilitate both optimization and real-world applications, a new model was developed
with one random forest nested within another. The internal forest predicted the response
of dependent system variables to changes in process control techniques. The external forest
used independent variables in conjunction with the predicted internal dependent variables to
predict effluent water quality. The resulting model under-predicted the magnitude of spikes
in effluent ammonia concentration, but did generally predict the incidence of these spikes.
Finally, a flexible optimization framework was developed that can accomodate a wide
variety of permit types and limits. A genetic algorithm was used in conjunction with the
nested random forest model described in Chapter 4 to determine the optimal process control
settings for a specific ‘problem day’ within the initial dataset. The settings proposed by the
genetic algorithm were both reasonable for this system and well supported by WPCF process
control practices observed outside the study period. The results also support the idea that
microbiome analysis could be very valuable in improving both the model and understanding
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of this system as a whole. Finally, placed in the context of challenges faced by the WPCF
staff in acquiring the chemicals needed to maintain high effluent quality, these results show
the potential for this program to be a very valuable tool in predicting chemical needs and
gaining approval for necessary purchases.
6.2 Significant Results
The major contributions from this work are:
1. High-resolution chemical characterization of the activated sludge system. Microbiome
samples were stored for later analysis.
2. Valuable experience mentoring undergraduate students in a research setting, and
valuable laboratory and field work experience for the undergraduate students involved.
3. A suite of tools written in python that allow for excellent flexibility in modeling and
optimizing complex systems.
4. A novel ‘nested random forest’ approach to predictive modeling of a system with many
critical but interdependent variables.
5. A flexible, expandable, and practical genetic algorithm for optimization of WPCF
process control parameters.
6.3 Future Work
There are four main directions for future work:
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1. Alternate Machine Learning Approaches - While random forests are very com-
putationally efficient, there are a number of other machine learning techniques that
may be better suited to this problem. Random forests have been outperformed by both
artificial neural networks and support vector regression in spatial predictions [146].
Artificial neural networks came into use as a computational tool in the late 1950s [147,
148] and have been applied to a wide range of problems since then. Bayesian additive
regression trees (BART) [149] may also perform very well for this system, and the
ability to predict a range rather than a single value may be better suited to this system.
2. Additional Techniques & Facilities - New process control techniques have been
applied at the UConn WPCF since the end of this study period. In addition to regularly
operating two basins from August until May, the operators have experimented with
a commercial microbial supplement intended to boost nitrification. They have also
begun experimenting with urea dosing at the end of recesses to provide a more gradual
increase in ammonia loading. The facility is also due for another major upgrade in the
near future, including a process revision to add phosphate removal, which is expected
to be required by the next NPDES permit. In addition to the new processes at the
UConn WPCF, this methodology could readily be applied to additional facilities to
capture additional treatment trains and techniques.
3. Genetic Sequencing - As mentioned above, microbiome samples were collected
alongside the samples used for chemical analysis. Using next generation sequencing
techniques to thoroughly characterize the activated sludge microbiome would provide
a unique dataset to aid in understanding the system. Machine learning techniques
have been applied with good results to predict microbial community behavior [47–49].
Furthermore, recent work found that incorporating taxonomic data along with chemical
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parameters from an MFC improved the predictive ability of an artifical neural network
[150].
4. Economic Analysis - Cost is an important factor in process control decisions. Most
facilities operate with an already limited budget, and so seek to find a balance between
the cost of chemical supplements and the cost of penalties for failing to meet permit
requirements. Incorporating a cost function into the optimization program would be
very valuable in terms of both control technique evaluation and policy decision-guiding.
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Appendix A
WPCF Protocols
This appendix contains the protocols used for data collection. Section A.1 is a formal SOP
developed in conjunction with WPCF staff in order to ensure student safety while collecting
samples from the activated sludge carousels. In addition to multiple training sessions to cover
sampling and analysis techniques, this document was reviewed with each student prior to
sampling. All students were also required to take the UConn EH& S Laboratory Safety &
Chemical Waste Management and Biosafety General courses prior to beginning research.
Section A.2 contains the procedures used for analysis in the WPCF laboratories and covers
both the use of the benchtop probes and the API test kits.
A.1 Safety Protocols
Apparel:
 Closed-toed shoes with good tread (No sandals, skate shoes, dress shoes, etc.)
 Long hair must be tied back/ secured.
 No loose or trailing clothing. Anything that may present a catching hazard or impede
mobility must be removed or secured.
 Any jewelry/ watches should be removed or secured.
Collection Protocol:
 Two researchers are to be present any time samples are being collected. One will be
collecting the samples, the other will be observing with hands free. The observer should
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have a cell phone available to call for help if needed. The observer may leave after
samples are collected and the sampler has returned to the lab.
 The sampling box and all equipment within the box should remain in a central location.
Equipment should be kept clear of the main walking path and placed in or immediately
next to the box when not actively in use.
 The security rope must be clipped to the basin railing before the sample is collected.
The rope should NEVER be tied or clipped to a person.
 Samples are to be collected at 2-3 ft depth. The bucket may need to be submerged
slightly below that level in order to purge air from the bucket, but should never go
deeper than 4 feet.
 After collection, the security rope must be unclipped and all slack must be gathered to
eliminate tripping or catching hazards. Note that even if the rope does not drag on the
ground, it may still catch on the railings if not pulled tight.
 When sampling is complete, the sampling pole should be secured back in its original
location. It must not in any way impede access to the life preserver, and the security
rope must be coiled such that it can’t come loose and become tangled around the life
preserver.
I, , have read and understand the above safety protocols and
will follow them. Should questions arise, I will request clarification before proceeding with
sampling.
Student Signature Date
Supervisor Signature Date
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A.2 Sampling & Analysis Procedures
A.2.1 Sample Collection
Key considerations:
1. Wind - Entire procedure is heavily dependent on wind. If it’s very windy (or if in
doubt), don’t carry the bucket up from Anoxic, keep the toolbox closed when not in
use, and pour the bucket out over the center grate, not just under the railing. Also keep
the lid closed as much as possible if it’s rainy.
2. Toolbox hygiene - Handle and clasps are strictly NO GLOVES, if the lid needs to be
opened or closed with gloves on, only touch the center of the lid.
3. Sampling order - Begin sampling at Anoxic basin, then follow along the direction of
flow (this is the order the micro tubes are in the storage tubes so they can just be
pulled out in order).
4. Bucket safety - Tie the safety rope to the guard rails for all sampling locations and
make sure the knot attaching the rope to the bucket is tight before sampling. When
sampling from Anoxic, gather slack in rope so it doesn’t drag through the wastewater/
Nocardia.
Procedure:
1. Grab sample from each location using the stick-bucket. Submerge to dark mark on the
stick, and try to sample around the Nocardia (minimize Nocardia collected).
2. Use pipette to collect microbial sample in 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tube (top off some,
but do not fill to the top as the tubes will pop open in the freezer).
3. Pour from bucket into beaker, and use beaker to pour sample into the appropriate
bottle. Fill bottles as close to the top as possible so probes will be able to reach. If
significant Nocardia is present on the top, pour some off and top off from beaker. Once
returned to toolbox, try not to disturb the bottles so they can settle.
4. Pour out remainder from bucket and move to the next location.
5. When finished, return the bucket to storage location with stick propped on the lifesaver
rack and the rope tied around the guard rail.
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A.2.2 Laboratory Analysis
Once inside:
1. Place microcentrifuge tube rack in freezer.
2. Line up sample bottles on lab bench (carefully, so they can continue to settle).
3. Disinfect outside of toolbox, toolbox inset, pipette, and pipette tip box with bleach
and ethanol, then place toolbox on the floor by the trash/ recycling.
4. Remove caps from sample bottles and use a paper towel to wipe any Nocardia/ oil from
the tops of the samples (to minimize soiling of probes). Use 5 mL pipette to transfer
clear sample from above the settled sludge to the test tubes. Be careful not to disturb
the sludge while pipetting or inserting probes as it will take time to settle again.
5. Can carry out analyses in any order, but this seems to be the most efficient:
(a) Nitrate & Phosphate & Chloride
(b) Conductivity (while finishing Chloride) & pH & wash tubes for next round
(c) Ammonia & Nitrite & Alkalinity
For all API test kits:
1. Pipette 5 mL of each sample into test tubes - do not rely on the markings on the test
tubes (not very accurate)
2. When adding drops from the test solution bottles, be sure the bottle is perfectly vertical
to ensure consistent drop size.
3. Shake all test solution bottles (except for Phosphate Bottle 2) before use to ensure the
solutions are well mixed.
4. Shaking and developing times are very important to achieve accurate results and should
be timed as carefully as possible.
5. After shaking, test tubes should also be inverted once or twice to ensure even mixing.
6. Hold tubes against the white part of the color card to read, and compare tubes side by
side for better resolution.
7. Between tests, rinse all test tubes and caps 3x with distilled water, let sit/ shake out
excess distilled water, and dry the outside of the tubes before using again. (Test tube
contents may be dumped into sink.)
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Chloride
Note: chloride measurements were found to be inconsistent and unreliable, so this step was
discontinued after the first year.
1. Power on meter and allow time for it to boot up.
2. Rinse Chloride probe with distilled water before first use.
3. Use ring stand to hold probe in sample bottle in the clear portion above the level
of the settled sludge. Shake probe a little once submerged to clear any trapped air
bubbles.(Can set up first sample right after removing aliquots needed for test tubes -
don’t try to do this before removing sample for API tests as the bottles will overflow.)
4. Probe takes a while to stabilize. Try to catch the first stabilization, it does not hold at
that value and each subsequent stabilization is higher.
5. Rinse probe with distilled water between samples and shake off excess water before
moving to next sample.
6. After final sample, rinse probe with distilled water, dry gently with a kimwipe, and
replace in storage bottle.
Nitrate
1. Add 10 drops from Bottle 1 to each sample. Cap all samples securely.
2. Invert/ shake all samples for 5 secondsto mix. Uncap when finished.
3. Shake Bottle 2 very vigorously for 30 seconds. This is very important for accurate
results.
4. Add 10 drops from Bottle 2 to each sample and replace caps securely (make sure the
caps go back on the same tubes they came off of after the first shaking).
5. Shake all samples vigorously for 1 minute, then invert several times.
6. Leave samples to develop for 5 minutes.
7. Invert tubes once to mix, then read against Freshwater color card. Zero is yellow with
no hint of red/ orange, light orange ≈ 15, Reese’s orange ≈ 25 (interpolate between),
40 is cherry red.
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Phosphate
1. Add 6 drops from Bottle 1 to each sample. Cap all samples securely.
2. Shake vigorously for 5 seconds. Uncap when finished.
3. Add 6 drops from Bottle 2 to each sample. This solution is very viscous so takes some
pressure to release drops. Replace caps securely, again on the same tubes they were on
before.
4. Shake vigorously for 5 seconds.
5. Leave samples to develop for 3 minutes.
6. Read against Freshwater color card. Dark blue ≈ 10 (very deep may be higher), 5 is
blue without a hint of green, green hue ¡5 (greener/ lighter is further below 5).
Conductivity
1. Rinse Conductivity probe with distilled water before first use.
2. Hold probe in sample bottle with the entire metal part submerged. Shake slightly to
release trapped air bubbles. This one is quick, the ring stand is not necessary and will
take longer to set up than the probe takes to stabilize.
3. Record first stable value (the reading will continue to be marked stable, but will change
over time).
4. After final sample, rinse probe with distilled water, dry gently with a kimwipe, then
replace in storage bottle. Power off meter once both Chloride and Conductivity testing
are complete.
pH
1. Power on pH meter, allow it to boot up before removing the probe from the storage
solution.
2. Rinse probe with distilled water before first sample.
3. Place probe in sample so the entire bulb is submerged and shake slightly to release air
bubbles.
4. Press ”Read” (the meter will make a noise when it’s stable)
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5. Rinse probe with distilled water between samples.
6. After final sample, rinse probe with distilled water and replace in electrode storage
solution.
7. Power off meter and replace dust cover.
Alkalinity (KH)
1. Use Hach test tubes (still with 5 mL for each sample).
2. Add 1 drop of test solution to each bottle and swirl until completely mixed.
3. Continue to add 1 drop at a time to each sample (mixing after each) until samples
changes from blue to yellow (or green), keeping track of the number of drops added.
4. Read alkalinity from chart taped to the back of the box (based on number of drops).
5. If sample did not turn fully yellow, approximate between drop counts as follows. Also
compare side-by-side for better resolution.
 Lime green (yellow-green) = 1/4 of the way between values on chart
 Standard green = 1/2 way between values on chart.
 Teal = 3/4 of the way between values on chart
Ammonia
1. Add 8 drops from Bottle 1 to each sample.
2. Add 8 drops from Bottle 2 to each sample.
3. Cap securely and shake for 5 seconds, then invert several times.
4. Leave samples to develop for 5 minutes.
5. Read against Freshwater color card. Zero will be yellow with no hint of green. Color
card is pretty good for this test.
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Nitrite
1. Add 5 drops to each sample.
2. Cap securely and shake for 5 seconds, then invert several times.
3. Leave samples to develop for 5 minutes.
4. Read against color card. Zero will be Robin’s egg blue, powder blue ≈ 0.1 -0.15 (compare
side by side to gauge), up to 0.5 judge based on degree of purple tint, above that judge
based on amount of pink tint.
Cleanup
1. If influent sampler is on, contents of bottles can be poured directly into sampler. If not,
contents should be brought outside and poured back into basin (can pour into large
beaker to carry outside, or just bring bottles out in toolbox).
2. Wash bottles, caps, and sampling beaker (and the large beaker if used for disposal)
with alconox and rinse well with sink water. Place upside down on bench to dry.
3. Wash all test tubes and caps with alconox, rinse well with sink water, then rinse 3
x with distilled water. Replace Hach tubes upside down in cardboard holder to dry.
Replace API tubes upside down on metal rack to dry. Tap caps several times on the
lab bench to shake off excess water then place on top of the test boxes.
4. Place bottles and sampling beaker right side up in toolbox, place caps in toolbox
open-side up on the bottom of the toolbox.
5. Reload toolbox inset with gloves, paper towels (if needed), and the tube of sample
tubes for the following day.
6. Retrieve microcentrifuge tubes from freezer, place into transport tube (marked “Clean!
Transport ONLY” - DO NOT use the tube they came in) and return tube rack to
toolbox inset.
7. Wipe down bench space with bleach and ethanol.
8. Wipe up any spilled water in lab and refill all distilled water bottles.
9. Return toolbox under chair in locker room. Return notebook to the top shelf of the
locker.
10. Bring microcentrifuge tubes back to lab for storage at −80◦.
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Appendix B
Additional Data
While these figures were not included in the main body of this dissertation, these parame-
ters do provide valuable insight into the system evaluated through this work. These variables
are all significant either as measures of effluent quality or in some cases as benchmarks for
sludge health. Their omission from the earlier chapters was in the interest of presenting a
concise, focused narrative and should in no way diminish their importance to the system as a
whole.
B.1 Plant Data
These figures represent data collected by the UConn WPCF laboratory. Where applicable,
influent parameters are represented in red, and effluent parameters are represented in blue.
The X axis is consistent on all plots, displaying the time frame of data collection used
for modeling and optimization. School recess periods had a significant impact on many
parameters, and are therefore shaded in grey. Where applicable, permit limits are shown with
dashed lines.
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B.2 Team Turtle Data
These figures represent data collected specifically for this project, though analysis was
carried out in the UConn WPCF laboratory and the data was inputted into the WPCF
database, HACH WIMS. Each sampling location is represented by a different color, with
warmer colors representing earlier sections of the basin and cooler colors representing later
sections. The X axis is consistent on all plots, displaying the time frame of data collection
used for modeling and optimization. As with the previous plots, school recess periods are
shaded in grey.
Figure B.2.1: This figure is the same as 2.1.1, repeated for easier reference in reviewing the
following figures. As discussed in Chapter 3, samples were collected at six locations within the
activated sludge carousel. The dark green arrows indicate the direction of flow within the carousel,
as well as influent and effluent locations. The colored location markers correspond to the colors used
in the data plots that follow.
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B.3 Meteorological Data
In addition to the facility-collected data and in-basin profiles discussed above, meteo-
rological data retrieved from the NOAA National Centers for Environmental Information
database was used in building this model. The station used for this version of model was at
the Windham Airport, Station USW00054767, which is approximately 6.3 miles southeast of
the UConn WPCF, as shown in B.3.1, which is repeated from Chapter 3. Although there is
now a weather station on the UConn campus, it was not established until the second year of
this study, so the Windham Airport station was used since that station was active during
both years.
Figure B.3.1: The meteorological data used for this model was collected at Windham Airport,
approximately 6.3 miles southeast of the UConn WPCF.
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Appendix C
Basin Structures & Operation
This appendix includes photographs of structural and operational aspects of the WPCF
that are valuable to understanding the system but did not fit neatly into any of the earlier
sections. Figure C.0.1 shows empty chemical delivery totes, stacked and awaiting disposal.
Full totes are stored in a building with secondary containment. Figure C.0.2 is a photograph
taken by Rian Savage of the WPCF which shows most major components of the facility. The
last three figures in this section show parts of one of the treatment carousels, empty and
cleaned out for repairs.
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Figure C.0.1: Chemical supplements are delivered in 275 gallon totes (empty totes awaiting
disposal are shown here), and dosing is managed manually.
Figure C.0.2: The two carousels used for biological treatment at the UConn WPCF are located
side by side. The secondary clarifiers are also visible in the background of this photograph. The
building behind the right basin is where full chemical totes are stored. Primary screening occurs in
the closer building on the right side of this image, and the WPCF laboratory and offices are in the
further building on the right.
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Figure C.0.3: The aerated part of the carousel, empty and cleaned for repairs. This photo gives a
good sense of the scale of the system as a whole, which can be hard to gauge when the basins are
full.
Figure C.0.4: Photo taken while this basin was empty and cleaned for repairs. Influent wastewater
enters the treatment basin through the small gate at the end of the anoxic basin. This occurs after
primary screening and grit removal.
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Figure C.0.5: Another photo taken while this basin was emptied and cleaned for repairs. This
provides another angle on the anoxic portion, and a good view of the anoxic mixer. The impeller in
the center maintains sludge movement without significantly aerating this section of the basin.
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Appendix D
Machine Learning Supplemental
D.1 Initial Random Forests
The first versions of the model utilized a time-continuous data set, with the full data set
simply divided in halves. Other test/train fractions were also evaluated, but 0.5 generally
seemed to provide the best balance in terms of providing sufficient training data without
overtraining. Since the data for the second year of this study had generally a higher temporal
resolution, the model was trained on the second half of the data and tested on the first half.
The splits were made this way due to the higher resolution of WPCF-collected data during
the second year, leaving less of the training data to be interpolated. The “best” random
forest possible for the given data were determined by hyperparameter cross-validation using
the function built into sci-kit learn. As shown in Figure D.1.1, even the best forests built this
way using the more effective imputing methods produce very poor predictions, which are not
useful either for system analysis or optimization.
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Figure D.1.1: The first attempt at modeling this system with a random forest performed very
poorly. These models used the second year for training the model, and tested on the first year, and
none successfully represented any of the spikes in effluent ammonia concentration.
Initially, this was thought to be due to the major change in system behavior between
the first and second year that was described in Chapter 3. In order to test this theory, new
models were built using only the second year, though this reduced the available training data
to only six months. Unfortunately, as shown in Figure D.1.2, this yielded even poorer results,
with almost no variation in effluent quality predicted regardless of influent conditions.
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Figure D.1.2: Random forests trained using only the second year of data, to test the theory that
the initial model failed due to the system behavioral shift between Year 1 and Year 2. These models
provided even worse predictions than the original.
D.2 Decision Trees
The hyperparameter cross-validation carried out on the original random forests revealed
that all variants actually performed better with fewer trees, so new models were developed
using decision tree regressors from sklearn instead of random forest regressors. These were
somewhat more effective than the original models in that the predicted effluent values showed
some variation and responsiveness to varying inputs, but the quality of the predictions was
still poor. The only variant that reasonably predicted the trends was the five day rolling
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average, as shown in Figure D.2.1. Even this variant, however, failed to predict the system
response in some situations, particularly the short-term variations that are most important
to this project.
Figure D.2.1: Decision tree-based models trained on continuous data sets yielded somewhat better
results than the initial random forests. While the magnitude of many of the predictions was incorrect,
these models at least showed a response to variable conditions.The five day rolling average variant
does reflect the general trends observed, though it only sometimes indicates appropriate responses
to changing conditions
As with the initial random forests, it was thought that the poor predictive strength could
be a result of the major system behavioral change between the first and second years, so these
models were also built using only the second year of data. Again, this actually means there
were 6 months available for training, as the other 6 were used for testing. As shown in Figure
D.2.2, the decision tree trained on linear interpolated data predicted no fluctuation in effluent
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ammonia concentration at all during the testing time frame. Much of the testing period was
during summer break in 2016, for which that is a reasonable prediction, but the test period
also included the beginning of fall semester in 2016 and a portion of spring semester 2016,
for which that prediction is extremely unreasonable. The decision tree trained on the 3-day
rolling average data predicted a very brief drop in effluent ammonia concentration before
spring break 2016, but otherwise no variation, which once again is extremely unreasonable.
The decision tree trained on the 5-day rolling average did actually show fluctuations in effluent
ammonia concentration throughout the testing period, but these appeared fairly random and
did not reflect any useful trends.
Figure D.2.2: Decision tree-based models trained on continuous data sets that used only 6 months
of data performed very poorly, with the first two showing no or nearly no fluctuation, and the five
day rolling average exhibiting fairly random fluctuations.
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D.3 Randomly Selected Training Data
As described in Chapter 4, randomly selecting training data yielded much better predictions
than the continuous training sets described above. Once again, an alternate model was trained
and testing using only the second year of data to test whether this would produce better
predictions. While this model was somewhat more responsive than those trained on continuous
data sets, all three variants generally failed to represent any of the major spikes at the end of
school breaks, as shown in Figure D.3.1.
Figure D.3.1: Random forests trained on only the second year of data, using each of the custom
imputing methods. The training and testing fractions were randomly selected from the available
data.
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D.4 Nested Forest with Reduced Data
In addition to the standard random forest trained using only the 41 parameters monitored
by the WPCF laboratory, an alternate version of the nested random forests was designed
to evaluate whether that approach would be feasible with the reduced data set. For this
version, the internal forest used the 33 independent model inputs to predict the eight sludge
parameters shown in 4.4.1. The outer forest then used all 41 parameters to predict effluent
water quality. The resulting models for each custom imputing method are shown in Figure
D.4.1.
Figure D.4.1: Reduced-data nested random forests using each of the custom imputing methods.
The training and testing fractions were still randomly selected from the available data, but an
internal random forest was used to predict 8 dependent variables, which were then used alongside
the 33 independent variables as inputs in the external random forest.
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The residuals for the reduced-data nested forests were near zero for much of the study
period, but still showed substantial underprediction of the spikes in effluent ammonia con-
centration, as shown in Figure D.4.2. This indicated that the nested version of the reduced
data model may have had the same problem with overfitting that was exhibited in the
standard reduced-data forest. As shown in Figure D.4.3, there was still minimal evidence of
autocorrelation.
Figure D.4.2: Residuals for the reduced-data version of the nested random forest also showed
more substantial under-prediction of spikes than the original nested random forests.
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Figure D.4.3: Autocorrelation plots for the reduced-data nested random forest residuals. Auto-
correlation is still very minimal, though there are several more points outside the 95 and 99 %
confidence limits than were observe for the original models.
As with the models presented in Chapter 4, the reduced-data nested random forests were
subject to some variation depending on the training and testing sets selected. To better
evaluate the behavior of the model, new model instances were generated on a loop to create
1,000 models with randomized training and testing sets. The results from this analysis are
shown in Table D.4.1. The testing and training scores are once again extremely high, but
the mean squared error was lower than any of the versions shown in Chapter 4. As shown in
Figure D.4.4, the scores for the both the training and testing sets were not only extraordinarily
high, but also once again very tightly clustered. While this could be indicative of a strong
model, there is the risk that they are simply overfitted.
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Table D.4.1: Mean values for 1,000 model instances: R2 for each model variant on testing vs
training data, mean squared error (MSE), and difference between actual and predicted.
3 Day 5 Day
Linear Rolling Rolling
Interpolation Average Average
Test Score 0.97 0.97 0.97
Train Score 1.00∗ 1.00∗ 0.99
MSE 0.18 0.19 0.27
Residuals 0.0024 0.0019 0.0002
∗ > 0.995
Figure D.4.4: Model R2 on both the training and testing datasets for each variant of the reduced-
data nested random forest, based on 1,000 model instances. The boxes span the 1st to 3rd quartiles,
the whiskers the full range, and the fliers represent outliers. The horizontal lines in the boxes show
the median value, which was typically fairly close to the mean.
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Appendix E
Data Plotting Code
E.1 Introduction
This code was used to generate the plots for this dissertation, and modified for the plots in
the resulting manuscripts. Each parameter was imported to its own easily-remembered variable
to make these more manageable. Shaded areas or dashed lines were added to represent school
breaks and key ranges (on some plots). Colors on the in-basin data were set to correspond
to the colors used on the location key. The colors for influent, effluent, and independent
parameters are not significant, and were selected for ease of reading the plots. Complex plots
have additional parameters and axes that can be commented out as needed. The scaling is
based on the plots being displayed full screen on a 4k 15.4” screen, so will need to be adjusted
for different monitors.
E.2 Code
1 # -*- coding: utf -8 -*-
2 import numpy as np
3 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
4 import matplotlib as mpl
5
6 NumCols = np.arange (1 ,140)
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7 AllData = np.genfromtxt('TwoYears.csv', delimiter=",", skip_header
=5, usecols=NumCols)
8 #AllData = AllData [~np.isnan(AllData)]
9 Date = np.genfromtxt('TwoYears.csv', delimiter=',', skip_header =5,
usecols=0, dtype=str)
10
11 #split each variable into its own array
12 InfFlow = AllData [:,0]
13 InfpH = AllData [:,1]
14 InfTemp = AllData [:,2]
15 InfAlk = AllData [:,3]
16 InfBOD = AllData [:,4]
17 InfTSS = AllData [:,5]
18 InfAmm = AllData [:,6]
19 InfNO3 = AllData [:,7]
20 InfNO2 = AllData [:,8]
21 InfTKN = AllData [:,9]
22 InfOPhos = AllData [: ,10]
23 InfTPhos = AllData [: ,11]
24 NDOAM = AllData [: ,12]
25 NDOPM = AllData [: ,13]
26 NAnoxDOAM = AllData [: ,14]
27 NAnoxDOPM = AllData [: ,15]
28 NMLSS = AllData [: ,16]
29 NSRTWAS = AllData [:,17]
30 NWAS18 = AllData [: ,18]
31 NWAS22 = AllData [: ,19]
32 NOnG = AllData [:,20]
33 NSRTRAS = AllData [:,21]
34 RASSS = AllData [: ,22]
35 WASSS = AllData [: ,23]
36 RASSCADA = AllData [: ,24]
37 RASCl2 = AllData [: ,25]
38 NAnoxAmm = AllData [: ,26]
39 NB1Amm = AllData [: ,27]
40 NB2Amm = AllData [: ,28]
41 NB3Amm = AllData [: ,29]
42 NB4Amm = AllData [: ,30]
43 NB5Amm = AllData [: ,31]
44 NAnoxNO2 = AllData [: ,32]
45 NB1NO2 = AllData [: ,33]
46 NB2NO2 = AllData [: ,34]
47 NB3NO2 = AllData [: ,35]
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48 NB4NO2 = AllData [:,36]
49 NB5NO2 = AllData [:,37]
50 NAnoxNO3 = AllData [: ,38]
51 NB1NO3 = AllData [:,39]
52 NB2NO3 = AllData [:,40]
53 NB3NO3 = AllData [:,41]
54 NB4NO3 = AllData [:,42]
55 NB5NO3 = AllData [:,43]
56 NAnoxpH = AllData [:,44]
57 NB1pH = AllData [: ,45]
58 NB2pH = AllData [: ,46]
59 NB3pH = AllData [: ,47]
60 NB4pH = AllData [: ,48]
61 NB5pH = AllData [: ,49]
62 NAnoxCond = AllData [: ,50]
63 NB1Cond = AllData [:,51]
64 NB2Cond = AllData [:,52]
65 NB3Cond = AllData [:,53]
66 NB4Cond = AllData [:,54]
67 NB5Cond = AllData [:,55]
68 NAnoxAlk = AllData [: ,56]
69 NB1Alk = AllData [:,57]
70 NB2Alk = AllData [:,58]
71 NB3Alk = AllData [:,59]
72 NB4Alk = AllData [:,60]
73 NB5Alk = AllData [:,61]
74 NAnoxPO4 = AllData [: ,62]
75 NB1PO4 = AllData [:,63]
76 NB2PO4 = AllData [:,64]
77 NB3PO4 = AllData [:,65]
78 NB4PO4 = AllData [:,66]
79 NB5PO4 = AllData [:,67]
80 SAnoxAmm = AllData [: ,68]
81 SB1Amm = AllData [:,69]
82 SB2Amm = AllData [:,70]
83 SB3Amm = AllData [:,71]
84 SB4Amm = AllData [:,72]
85 SB5Amm = AllData [:,73]
86 SAnoxNO2 = AllData [: ,74]
87 SB1NO2 = AllData [:,75]
88 SB2NO2 = AllData [:,76]
89 SB3NO2 = AllData [:,77]
90 SB4NO2 = AllData [:,78]
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91 SB5NO2 = AllData [:,79]
92 SAnoxNO3 = AllData [: ,80]
93 SB1NO3 = AllData [:,81]
94 SB2NO3 = AllData [:,82]
95 SB3NO3 = AllData [:,83]
96 SB4NO3 = AllData [:,84]
97 SB5NO3 = AllData [:,85]
98 SAnoxpH = AllData [:,86]
99 SB1pH = AllData [:,87]
100 SB2pH = AllData [: ,88]
101 SB3pH = AllData [: ,89]
102 SB4pH = AllData [: ,90]
103 SB5pH = AllData [: ,91]
104 SAnoxCond = AllData [: ,92]
105 SB1Cond = AllData [:,93]
106 SB2Cond = AllData [:,94]
107 SB3Cond = AllData [:,95]
108 SB4Cond = AllData [:,96]
109 SB5Cond = AllData [:,97]
110 SAnoxAlk = AllData [: ,98]
111 SB1Alk = AllData [:,99]
112 SB2Alk = AllData [: ,100]
113 SB3Alk = AllData [: ,101]
114 SB4Alk = AllData [: ,102]
115 SB5Alk = AllData [: ,103]
116 SAnoxPO4 = AllData [: ,104]
117 SB1PO4 = AllData [: ,105]
118 SB2PO4 = AllData [: ,106]
119 SB3PO4 = AllData [: ,107]
120 SB4PO4 = AllData [: ,108]
121 SB5PO4 = AllData [: ,109]
122 SDOAM = AllData [: ,110]
123 SDOPM = AllData [: ,111]
124 SAnoxDOAM = AllData [: ,112]
125 SAnoxDOPM = AllData [: ,113]
126 SMLSS = AllData [: ,114]
127 SSRT = AllData [: ,115]
128 SWAS18 = AllData [: ,116]
129 SWAS22 = AllData [: ,117]
130 SOnG = AllData [: ,118]
131 MgOH = AllData [: ,119]
132 Time = AllData [: ,120]
133 YearDay = AllData [: ,121]
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134 MicroC = AllData [: ,122]
135 TotBOD = AllData [: ,123]
136 FtM = AllData [: ,124]
137 StarDate = AllData [: ,125]
138 EffAlk = AllData [: ,126]
139 EffBOD = AllData [: ,127]
140 EffAmm = AllData [: ,128]
141 EffNO3 = AllData [: ,129]
142 EffNO2 = AllData [: ,130]
143 EffTKN = AllData [: ,131]
144 EffDO = AllData [: ,132]
145 EffpH = AllData [: ,133]
146 EffOPhos = AllData [: ,134]
147 EffTPhos = AllData [: ,135]
148 EffTSS = AllData [: ,136]
149 EffTemp = AllData [: ,137]
150 EffTurb = AllData [: ,138]
151
152 # Make taking subsections easy
153 RangeStart = 600
154 RangeEnd = 745
155 StarDateShort = StarDate[RangeStart:RangeEnd]
156 DateShort = Date[RangeStart:RangeEnd]
157
158 #Global Plot style parameters
159 mpl.rcParams['font.size '] = 35 #10 for seaborn plots
160 mpl.rcParams['legend.fontsize '] = 20
161 mpl.rcParams['axes.titlesize '] = 'x-large '
162 mpl.rcParams['axes.labelsize '] = 'large '
163 mpl.rcParams['axes.labelpad '] = 6.0
164 mpl.rcParams['xtick.labelsize '] = 'small '
165 mpl.rcParams['ytick.labelsize '] = 'small '
166 mpl.rcParams['lines.markeredgewidth '] = 15
167 mpl.rcParams['lines.linewidth '] = 5
168 mpl.rcParams['lines.markersize '] = 5
169 mpl.rcParams['figure.facecolor '] = 'w'
170 mpl.rcParams['legend.numpoints '] = 1
171 mpl.rcParams['legend.fontsize '] = 'medium '
172
173 # Flow
174 FlowFig = plt.figure (1)
175 ax1 = plt.subplot (111)
176 ax1.scatter(StarDateShort ,InfFlow , color='blue ', zorder=2, s=150)
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177 ax1.axvspan (20, 27, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 spring break
178 ax1.axvspan (75, 189, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 summer break
179 ax1.axvspan (272, 279, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 thanksgiving break
180 ax1.axvspan (300, 330, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 winter break
181 ax1.axvspan (384, 391, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 spring break
182 ax1.axvspan (441, 553, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 summer break
183 ax1.axvspan (636, 643, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 thanksgiving break
184 ax1.axvspan (664, 694, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2017 winter break
185 ax1.grid(color='lightgrey ', linestyle='-', linewidth=2, zorder = 1)
186 ax1.set_axisbelow(True)
187 ax1.set_axisbelow(True)
188 plt.xlabel('Date ')
189 plt.ylabel('Influent Flow (MGD)')
190 plt.xlim (0 ,745)
191 plt.ylim (0 ,2.5)
192 plt.xticks(StarDate [0::31] , Date [0::31] , rotation = 45)
193 plt.subplots_adjust(bottom =0.2)
194 plt.show()
195
196 #Influent pH
197 InfpHFig = plt.figure (2)
198 ax2 = plt.subplot (111)
199 ax2.axvspan (20, 27, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 spring break
200 ax2.axvspan (75, 189, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 summer break
201 ax2.axvspan (272, 279, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 thanksgiving break
202 ax2.axvspan (300, 330, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 winter break
203 ax2.axvspan (384, 391, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 spring break
204 ax2.axvspan (441, 553, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 summer break
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205 ax2.axvspan (636, 643, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 thanksgiving break
206 ax2.axvspan (664, 694, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2017 winter break
207 ax2.grid(color='lightgrey ', linestyle='-', linewidth =2)
208 ax2.scatter(StarDateShort ,InfpH , color='red', label='Influent pH',
zorder=2,s=150)
209 ax2.scatter(StarDateShort ,EffpH , color='blue ', label='Effluent pH',
zorder=2,s=150)
210 ax2.axhline(6, color='black ',linestyle='--', label='Instantaneous
range ', zorder =2)
211 ax2.axhline(9, color='black ',linestyle='--', zorder =2)
212 ax2.axhspan (7.5, 8.6, xmin=0, xmax=60, color='red', zorder=1,alpha
=0.15) #optimal for nitrification
213 ax2.axhspan(7, 8, xmin=0, xmax=60, color='blue ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.15) #optimal for denitrification
214 ax2.set_axisbelow(True)
215 #ax22 = ax2.twinx ()
216 #ax22.scatter(StarDateShort ,MicroC[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors
='black ', edgecolors='black ', zorder=2, linewidths =4, marker='*',
label=``C Supplementation",s=150)
217 ax2.set_ylabel('pH')
218 #ax22.set_ylabel('Carbon Supplementation \n (lb BOD/day)', labelpad
=25)
219 plt.xlabel('Date ')
220 plt.ylabel('pH')
221 plt.xlim (0 ,745)
222 plt.ylim (0,10)
223 plt.legend(loc=4, scatterpoints =1)
224 plt.xticks(StarDate [0::31] , Date [0::31] , rotation = 45)
225 plt.subplots_adjust(bottom =0.2)
226 plt.show()
227
228 #Temperature
229 TempFig = plt.figure (3)
230 ax3 = plt.subplot (111)
231 ax3.axvspan (20, 27, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 spring break
232 ax3.axvspan (75, 189, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 summer break
233 ax3.axvspan (272, 279, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 thanksgiving break
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234 ax3.axvspan (300, 330, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 winter break
235 ax3.axvspan (384, 391, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 spring break
236 ax3.axvspan (441, 553, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 summer break
237 ax3.axvspan (636, 643, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 thanksgiving break
238 ax3.axvspan (664, 694, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2017 winter break
239 ax3.grid(color='lightgrey ', linestyle='-', linewidth =2)
240 ax3.set_axisbelow(True)
241 ax3.scatter(StarDateShort ,InfTemp , color='red', label='Influent Temp
', zorder=2,s=150)
242 ax3.scatter(StarDateShort ,EffTemp , color='blue ', label='Effluent
Temp ', zorder=2,s=150)
243 plt.xlabel('Date ')
244 plt.ylabel('Temperature ($^\ circ$C)')
245 plt.xlim (0 ,745)
246 plt.ylim (0,30)
247 plt.legend(loc=2, scatterpoints =1)
248 plt.xticks(StarDate [0::31] , Date [0::31] , rotation = 45)
249 plt.subplots_adjust(bottom =0.2)
250 plt.show()
251
252 # Alkalinity
253 InfAlkFig = plt.figure (4)
254 ax4 = plt.subplot (111)
255 ax4.axvspan (20, 27, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 spring break
256 ax4.axvspan (75, 189, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 summer break
257 ax4.axvspan (272, 279, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 thanksgiving break
258 ax4.axvspan (300, 330, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 winter break
259 ax4.axvspan (384, 391, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 spring break
260 ax4.axvspan (441, 553, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 summer break
261 ax4.axvspan (636, 643, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 thanksgiving break
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262 ax4.axvspan (664, 694, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2017 winter break
263 ax4.grid(color='lightgrey ', linestyle='-', linewidth =2)
264 ax4.set_axisbelow(True)
265 ax4.scatter(StarDateShort ,InfAlk , color='red', label='Influent
Alkalinity ', zorder=2,s=150)
266 ax4.scatter(StarDateShort ,EffAlk , color='blue ', label='Effluent
Alkalinity ', zorder=2,s=150)
267 plt.xlabel('Date ')
268 plt.ylabel('Alkalinity (mg/L as CaCO$_3$)')
269 plt.xlim (0 ,745)
270 plt.ylim (0 ,425)
271 plt.legend(loc=2, scatterpoints =1)
272 plt.xticks(StarDate [0::31] , Date [0::31] , rotation = 45)
273 plt.subplots_adjust(bottom =0.2)
274 plt.show()
275
276 # BOD
277 BODFig = plt.figure (5)
278 ax5 = plt.subplot (111)
279 ax5.axvspan (20, 27, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 spring break
280 ax5.axvspan (75, 189, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 summer break
281 ax5.axvspan (272, 279, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 thanksgiving break
282 ax5.axvspan (300, 330, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 winter break
283 ax5.axvspan (384, 391, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 spring break
284 ax5.axvspan (441, 553, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 summer break
285 ax5.axvspan (636, 643, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 thanksgiving break
286 ax5.axvspan (664, 694, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2017 winter break
287 ax5.grid(color='lightgrey ', linestyle='-', linewidth =2)
288 ax5.set_axisbelow(True)
289 ax5.axhline (30, color='black ',linestyle='--', label='Daily Limit Oct
-June ', zorder =2)
290 ax5.axhline (20, color='black ',linestyle='-.', label='Daily Limit
July -Sep', zorder =2)
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291 ax5.scatter(StarDateShort ,InfBOD , color='red', label='Influent BOD',
zorder=2,s=150)
292 ax5.scatter(StarDateShort ,EffBOD , color='blue ', label='Effluent BOD'
, zorder=2,s=150)
293 plt.xlabel('Date ')
294 plt.ylabel('BOD (mg/L)')
295 plt.xlim (0 ,745)
296 plt.ylim (0 ,700)
297 plt.legend(loc=2, scatterpoints =1)
298 plt.xticks(StarDate [0::31] , Date [0::31] , rotation = 45)
299 plt.subplots_adjust(bottom =0.2)
300 plt.show()
301 #
302 # TSS
303 TSSFig = plt.figure (6)
304 ax6 = plt.subplot (111)
305 ax6.axvspan (20, 27, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 spring break
306 ax6.axvspan (75, 189, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 summer break
307 ax6.axvspan (272, 279, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 thanksgiving break
308 ax6.axvspan (300, 330, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 winter break
309 ax6.axvspan (384, 391, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 spring break
310 ax6.axvspan (441, 553, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 summer break
311 ax6.axvspan (636, 643, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 thanksgiving break
312 ax6.axvspan (664, 694, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2017 winter break
313 ax6.grid(color='lightgrey ', linestyle='-', linewidth =2)
314 ax6.set_axisbelow(True)
315 ax6.scatter(StarDateShort ,InfTSS , color='red', label='Influent TSS',
zorder=2,s=150)
316 ax6.scatter(StarDateShort ,EffTSS , color='blue ', label='Effluent TSS'
, zorder=2,s=150)
317 ax6.axhline (30, color='black ',linestyle='--',label='Daily Limit ',
zorder =2)
318 plt.xlabel('Date ')
319 plt.ylabel('TSS (mg/L)')
320 plt.xlim (0 ,745)
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321 plt.ylim (0 ,2000)
322 plt.legend(loc=2, scatterpoints =1)
323 plt.xticks(StarDate [0::31] , Date [0::31] , rotation = 45)
324 plt.subplots_adjust(bottom =0.2)
325 plt.show()
326
327 #Ammonia
328 InfAmmFig = plt.figure (7)
329 ax7 = plt.subplot (111)
330 ax7.axvspan (20, 27, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 spring break
331 ax7.axvspan (75, 189, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 summer break
332 ax7.axvspan (272, 279, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 thanksgiving break
333 ax7.axvspan (300, 330, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 winter break
334 ax7.axvspan (384, 391, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 spring break
335 ax7.axvspan (441, 553, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 summer break
336 ax7.axvspan (636, 643, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 thanksgiving break
337 ax7.axvspan (664, 694, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2017 winter break
338 ax7.grid(color='lightgrey ', linestyle='-', linewidth =2)
339 ax7.set_axisbelow(True)
340 ax7.scatter(StarDateShort ,InfAmm , color='red',label='Influent NH$_3$
-N', zorder=2,s=150)
341 ax7.scatter(StarDateShort ,EffAmm , color='blue ',label='Effluent
NH$_3$ -N', zorder=2,s=150)
342 ax7.axhline (20, color='black ', linestyle='--', label='Daily Limit
Nov - May', zorder =2)
343 ax7.axhline(2, color='black ', linestyle='-.', label='Daily Limit
June -Oct', zorder =2)
344 plt.xlabel('Date ')
345 plt.ylabel('Ammonia (mg/L NH$_3$ -N)')
346 plt.xlim (0 ,745)
347 plt.ylim (0,55)
348 plt.legend(loc=2, scatterpoints =1)
349 plt.xticks(StarDate [0::31] , Date [0::31] , rotation = 45)
350 plt.subplots_adjust(bottom =0.2)
351 plt.show()
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352
353 #Influent Nitrite
354 NO2Fig = plt.figure (8)
355 ax8 = plt.subplot (111)
356 ax8.axvspan (20, 27, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 spring break
357 ax8.axvspan (75, 189, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 summer break
358 ax8.axvspan (272, 279, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 thanksgiving break
359 ax8.axvspan (300, 330, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 winter break
360 ax8.axvspan (384, 391, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 spring break
361 ax8.axvspan (441, 553, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 summer break
362 ax8.axvspan (636, 643, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 thanksgiving break
363 ax8.axvspan (664, 694, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2017 winter break
364 ax8.scatter(StarDateShort ,InfNO2 , color='red',label='Influent NO$_2$
-N', zorder=2,s=150)
365 ax8.scatter(StarDateShort ,EffNO2 , color='blue ',label='Effluent
NO$_2$ -N', zorder=2,s=150)
366 ax8.grid(color='lightgrey ', linestyle='-', linewidth =2)
367 ax8.set_axisbelow(True)
368 plt.xlabel('Date ')
369 plt.ylabel('Nitrite (mg/L NO$_2$ -N)')
370 plt.xlim (0 ,745)
371 plt.ylim (0 ,1.5)
372 plt.legend(loc=2, scatterpoints =1)
373 plt.xticks(StarDate [0::31] , Date [0::31] , rotation = 45)
374 plt.subplots_adjust(bottom =0.2)
375 plt.show()
376
377 #Influent Nitrate
378 NO3Fig = plt.figure (9)
379 ax9 = plt.subplot (111)
380 ax9.axvspan (20, 27, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 spring break
381 ax9.axvspan (75, 189, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 summer break
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382 ax9.axvspan (272, 279, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 thanksgiving break
383 ax9.axvspan (300, 330, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 winter break
384 ax9.axvspan (384, 391, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 spring break
385 ax9.axvspan (441, 553, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 summer break
386 ax9.axvspan (636, 643, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 thanksgiving break
387 ax9.axvspan (664, 694, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2017 winter break
388 ax9.scatter(StarDateShort ,InfNO3 , color='red',label='Influent NO$_3$
-N', zorder=2,s=150)
389 ax9.scatter(StarDateShort ,EffNO3 , color='blue ',label='Effluent
NO$_3$ -N', zorder=2,s=150)
390 ax9.grid(color='lightgrey ', linestyle='-', linewidth =2)
391 ax9.set_axisbelow(True)
392 plt.xlabel('Date ')
393 plt.ylabel('Nitrate (mg/L NO$_3$ -N)')
394 plt.xlim (0 ,745)
395 plt.ylim (0,30)
396 plt.legend(loc=2, scatterpoints =1)
397 plt.xticks(StarDate [0::31] , Date [0::31] , rotation = 45)
398 plt.subplots_adjust(bottom =0.2)
399 plt.show()
400
401 #Influent TKN
402 InfTKNFig = plt.figure (10)
403 ax10 = plt.subplot (111)
404 ax10.axvspan (20, 27, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 spring break
405 ax10.axvspan (75, 189, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 summer break
406 ax10.axvspan (272, 279, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 thanksgiving break
407 ax10.axvspan (300, 330, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 winter break
408 ax10.axvspan (384, 391, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 spring break
409 ax10.axvspan (441, 553, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 summer break
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410 ax10.axvspan (636, 643, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 thanksgiving break
411 ax10.axvspan (664, 694, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2017 winter break
412 ax10.scatter(StarDateShort ,InfTKN , color='red',label='Influent TKN',
zorder=2,s=150)
413 ax10.scatter(StarDateShort ,EffTKN , color='blue ',label='Effluent TKN'
, zorder=2,s=150)
414 ax10.grid(color='lightgrey ', linestyle='-', linewidth =2)
415 ax10.set_axisbelow(True)
416 plt.xlabel('Date ')
417 plt.ylabel('TKN (mg/L)')
418 plt.xlim (0 ,745)
419 plt.ylim (0,90)
420 plt.legend(loc=2, scatterpoints =1)
421 plt.xticks(StarDate [0::31] , Date [0::31] , rotation = 45)
422 plt.subplots_adjust(bottom =0.2)
423 plt.show()
424
425 #Influent Orthophosphate
426 InfOPFig = plt.figure (11)
427 ax11 = plt.subplot (111)
428 ax11.axvspan (20, 27, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 spring break
429 ax11.axvspan (75, 189, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 summer break
430 ax11.axvspan (272, 279, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 thanksgiving break
431 ax11.axvspan (300, 330, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 winter break
432 ax11.axvspan (384, 391, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 spring break
433 ax11.axvspan (441, 553, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 summer break
434 ax11.axvspan (636, 643, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 thanksgiving break
435 ax11.axvspan (664, 694, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2017 winter break
436 ax11.scatter(StarDateShort ,InfOPhos , color='red',label='Influent
Orthophosphate ', zorder=2,s=150)
437 ax11.scatter(StarDateShort ,EffOPhos , color='blue ',label='Effluent
Orthophosphate ', zorder=2,s=150)
438 ax11.grid(color='lightgrey ', linestyle='-', linewidth =2)
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439 ax11.set_axisbelow(True)
440 plt.xlabel('Date ')
441 plt.ylabel('Orthophosphate (mg/L PO$_4$)')
442 plt.xlim (0 ,745)
443 plt.ylim (0,6)
444 plt.legend(loc=2, scatterpoints =1)
445 plt.xticks(StarDate [0::31] , Date [0::31] , rotation = 45)
446 plt.subplots_adjust(bottom =0.2)
447 plt.show()
448
449 #Influent Total Phosphate
450 InfTPFig = plt.figure (12)
451 ax12 = plt.subplot (111)
452 ax12.axvspan (20, 27, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 spring break
453 ax12.axvspan (75, 189, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 summer break
454 ax12.axvspan (272, 279, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 thanksgiving break
455 ax12.axvspan (300, 330, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 winter break
456 ax12.axvspan (384, 391, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 spring break
457 ax12.axvspan (441, 553, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 summer break
458 ax12.axvspan (636, 643, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 thanksgiving break
459 ax12.axvspan (664, 694, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2017 winter break
460 ax12.scatter(StarDateShort ,InfTPhos , color='red',label='Influent
Total Phosphate ', zorder=2,s=150)
461 ax12.scatter(StarDateShort ,EffTPhos , color='blue ',label='Effluent
Total Phosphate ', zorder=2,s=150)
462 ax12.grid(color='lightgrey ', linestyle='-', linewidth =2)
463 ax12.set_axisbelow(True)
464 plt.xlabel('Date ')
465 plt.ylabel('Total Phosphate (mg/L PO$_4$)')
466 plt.xlim (0 ,745)
467 plt.ylim (0,10)
468 plt.legend(loc=2, scatterpoints =1)
469 plt.xticks(StarDate [0::31] , Date [0::31] , rotation = 45)
470 plt.subplots_adjust(bottom =0.2)
471 plt.show()
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472
473 #Basin DO (manual)
474 DOFig = plt.figure (13)
475 ax13 = plt.subplot (111)
476 ax13.axvspan (20, 27, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 spring break
477 ax13.axvspan (75, 189, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 summer break
478 ax13.axvspan (272, 279, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 thanksgiving break
479 ax13.axvspan (300, 330, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 winter break
480 ax13.axvspan (384, 391, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 spring break
481 ax13.axvspan (441, 553, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 summer break
482 ax13.axvspan (636, 643, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 thanksgiving break
483 ax13.axvspan (664, 694, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2017 winter break
484 ax13.grid(color='lightgrey ', linestyle='-', linewidth =2)
485 ax13.set_axisbelow(True)
486 ax13.scatter(StarDateShort ,NDOAM , facecolors='blue ', edgecolors='
blue ', marker="o", label="North Aerated DO - AM", zorder=2,s=150)
487 ax13.scatter(StarDateShort ,SDOAM , facecolors='none ', edgecolors='
blue ', marker="^", label="South Aerated DO - AM", zorder=2,s=150)
488 ax13.scatter(StarDateShort ,NDOPM , facecolors='green ', edgecolors='
green ', marker="o", label="North Aerated DO - PM", zorder=2,s
=150)
489 ax13.scatter(StarDateShort ,SDOPM , facecolors='none ', edgecolors='
green ', marker="^", label="South Aerated DO - PM", zorder=2,s
=150)
490 ax13.scatter(StarDateShort ,NAnoxDOAM , facecolors='red', edgecolors='
red', marker="o", label="North Anoxic DO - AM", zorder=2,s=150)
491 ax13.scatter(StarDateShort ,SAnoxDOAM , facecolors='none ', edgecolors=
'red', marker="^", label="South Anoxic DO - AM", zorder=2,s=150)
492 ax13.scatter(StarDateShort ,NAnoxDOPM , facecolors='darkorange ',
edgecolors='darkorange ', marker="o", label="North Anoxic DO - PM"
, zorder=2,s=150)
493 ax13.scatter(StarDateShort ,SAnoxDOPM , facecolors='none ', edgecolors=
'darkorange ', marker="^", label="South Anoxic DO - PM", zorder=2,
s=150)
494 plt.xlabel('Date ')
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495 plt.ylabel('In-Basin DO (mg/L)')
496 box = ax13.get_position ()
497 #ax13.set_position ([box.x0, box.y0 + box.height * 0.1,
498 # box.width , box.height * 0.9])
499 #ax13.legend(loc='upper center ', bbox_to_anchor =(0.5 , -0.13), ncol
=4, scatterpoints =1)
500 ax13.legend(loc=2, scatterpoints =1, ncol =2)
501 plt.xlim (0 ,745)
502 plt.ylim (0,6)
503 plt.xticks(StarDate [0::31] , Date [0::31] , rotation = 45)
504 plt.subplots_adjust(bottom =0.3)
505 plt.show()
506
507 #MLSS
508 MLSSFig = plt.figure (14)
509 ax14 = plt.subplot (111)
510 ax14.axvspan (20, 27, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 spring break
511 ax14.axvspan (75, 189, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 summer break
512 ax14.axvspan (272, 279, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 thanksgiving break
513 ax14.axvspan (300, 330, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 winter break
514 ax14.axvspan (384, 391, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 spring break
515 ax14.axvspan (441, 553, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 summer break
516 ax14.axvspan (636, 643, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 thanksgiving break
517 ax14.axvspan (664, 694, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2017 winter break
518 ax14.grid(color='lightgrey ', linestyle='-', linewidth =2)
519 ax14.set_axisbelow(True)
520 ax14.scatter(StarDateShort ,NMLSS , color='blue ', label='North Basin
MLSS ', zorder=2,s=150)
521 ax14.scatter(StarDateShort ,SMLSS , facecolors='none ', edgecolors='
blue ', marker="^", label='South Basin MLSS ', zorder=2,s=150)
522 plt.xlabel('Date ')
523 plt.ylabel('Mixed Liquor Suspended Solids (mg/L)')
524 plt.legend(loc=2, scatterpoints =1)
525 plt.xlim (0 ,745)
526 plt.ylim (0 ,3500)
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527 plt.xticks(StarDate [0::31] , Date [0::31] , rotation = 45)
528 plt.subplots_adjust(bottom =0.2)
529 plt.show()
530
531 #WAS 18
532 WASFig = plt.figure (28)
533 ax14b = plt.subplot (111)
534 ax14b.axvspan (20, 27, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 spring break
535 ax14b.axvspan (75, 189, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 summer break
536 ax14b.axvspan (272, 279, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 thanksgiving break
537 ax14b.axvspan (300, 330, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 winter break
538 ax14b.axvspan (384, 391, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 spring break
539 ax14b.axvspan (441, 553, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 summer break
540 ax14b.axvspan (636, 643, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 thanksgiving break
541 ax14b.axvspan (664, 694, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2017 winter break
542 ax14b.grid(color='lightgrey ', linestyle='-', linewidth =2)
543 ax14b.set_axisbelow(True)
544 ax14b.scatter(StarDateShort ,NWAS18 , color='blue ', label='North Basin
18d WAS', zorder=2,s=150)
545 ax14b.scatter(StarDateShort ,SWAS18 , facecolors='none ', edgecolors='
blue ', marker="^", label='South Basin 18d WAS', zorder=2,s=150)
546 plt.xlabel('Date ')
547 plt.ylabel('18 Day Waste Activated Sludge (gal)')
548 plt.legend(loc=2, scatterpoints =1)
549 plt.xlim (0 ,745)
550 plt.ylim (0 ,70000)
551 plt.xticks(StarDate [0::31] , Date [0::31] , rotation = 45)
552 plt.subplots_adjust(bottom =0.2)
553 plt.show()
554
555 #SRT
556 SRTFig = plt.figure (15)
557 ax15 = plt.subplot (111)
558 ax15.axvspan (20, 27, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 spring break
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559 ax15.axvspan (75, 189, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 summer break
560 ax15.axvspan (272, 279, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 thanksgiving break
561 ax15.axvspan (300, 330, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 winter break
562 ax15.axvspan (384, 391, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 spring break
563 ax15.axvspan (441, 553, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 summer break
564 ax15.axvspan (636, 643, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 thanksgiving break
565 ax15.axvspan (664, 694, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2017 winter break
566 ax15.grid(color='lightgrey ', linestyle='-', linewidth =2)
567 ax15.set_axisbelow(True)
568 ax15.scatter(StarDateShort ,NSRTWAS , color='blue ', label='North Basin
SRT', zorder=2,s=150)
569 ax15.scatter(StarDateShort ,SSRT , facecolors='none ',edgecolors='blue '
, marker="^", label='South Basin SRT', zorder=2,s=150)
570 plt.xlabel('Date ')
571 plt.ylabel('Sludge Retention Time (days)')
572 plt.legend(loc=2, scatterpoints =1)
573 plt.xlim (0 ,745)
574 plt.ylim (0 ,350)
575 plt.xticks(StarDate [0::31] , Date [0::31] , rotation = 45)
576 plt.subplots_adjust(bottom =0.2)
577 plt.show()
578
579 #Oil and Grease
580 SRTFig = plt.figure (16)
581 ax16 = plt.subplot (111)
582 ax16.axvspan (20, 27, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 spring break
583 ax16.axvspan (75, 189, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 summer break
584 ax16.axvspan (272, 279, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 thanksgiving break
585 ax16.axvspan (300, 330, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 winter break
586 ax16.axvspan (384, 391, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 spring break
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587 ax16.axvspan (441, 553, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 summer break
588 ax16.axvspan (636, 643, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 thanksgiving break
589 ax16.axvspan (664, 694, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2017 winter break
590 ax16.grid(color='lightgrey ', linestyle='-', linewidth =2)
591 ax16.set_axisbelow(True)
592 ax16.scatter(StarDateShort ,NOnG , color='blue ', label='North Basin
Oil & Grease ', zorder=2,s=150)
593 ax16.scatter(StarDateShort ,SOnG , facecolors='none ', edgecolors='blue
', marker="^", label='South Basin Oil & Grease ', zorder=2,s=150)
594 plt.xlabel('Date ')
595 plt.ylabel('Oil & Grease (mg/L)')
596 plt.legend(loc=2, scatterpoints =1)
597 plt.xlim (0 ,745)
598 plt.ylim (0,20)
599 plt.xticks(StarDate [0::31] , Date [0::31] , rotation = 45)
600 plt.subplots_adjust(bottom =0.2)
601 plt.show()
602 #
603 #RAS rate
604 RASFig = plt.figure (17)
605 ax17 = plt.subplot (111)
606 ax17.axvspan (20, 27, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 spring break
607 ax17.axvspan (75, 189, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 summer break
608 ax17.axvspan (272, 279, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 thanksgiving break
609 ax17.axvspan (300, 330, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 winter break
610 ax17.axvspan (384, 391, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 spring break
611 ax17.axvspan (441, 553, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 summer break
612 ax17.axvspan (636, 643, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 thanksgiving break
613 ax17.axvspan (664, 694, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2017 winter break
614 ax17.grid(color='lightgrey ', linestyle='-', linewidth =2)
615 ax17.set_axisbelow(True)
616 ax17.scatter(StarDateShort ,RASSCADA , color='blue ', zorder=2,s=150)
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617 plt.xlabel('Date ')
618 plt.ylabel('RAS Set Point (MGD)')
619 plt.xlim (0 ,745)
620 plt.ylim (0 ,1.5)
621 plt.xticks(StarDate [0::31] , Date [0::31] , rotation = 45)
622 plt.subplots_adjust(bottom =0.2)
623 plt.show()
624
625 #RAS Chlorination
626 CL2Fig = plt.figure (18)
627 ax18 = plt.subplot (111)
628 ax18.axvspan (20, 27, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 spring break
629 ax18.axvspan (75, 189, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 summer break
630 ax18.axvspan (272, 279, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 thanksgiving break
631 ax18.axvspan (300, 330, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 winter break
632 ax18.axvspan (384, 391, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 spring break
633 ax18.axvspan (441, 553, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 summer break
634 ax18.axvspan (636, 643, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 thanksgiving break
635 ax18.axvspan (664, 694, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2017 winter break
636 ax18.scatter(StarDateShort ,RASCl2 , color='blue ', zorder=2,s=150)
637 ax18.grid(color='lightgrey ', linestyle='-', linewidth =2)
638 ax18.set_axisbelow(True)
639 plt.xlabel('Date ')
640 plt.ylabel('RAS Chlorine Dose (gal)')
641 plt.xlim (0 ,745)
642 plt.ylim (0,35)
643 plt.xticks(StarDate [0::31] , Date [0::31] , rotation = 45)
644 plt.subplots_adjust(bottom =0.2)
645 plt.show()
646
647 #MgOH
648 MagFig = plt.figure (19)
649 ax19 = plt.subplot (111)
650 ax19.axvspan (20, 27, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 spring break
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651 ax19.axvspan (75, 189, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 summer break
652 ax19.axvspan (272, 279, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 thanksgiving break
653 ax19.axvspan (300, 330, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 winter break
654 ax19.axvspan (384, 391, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 spring break
655 ax19.axvspan (441, 553, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 summer break
656 ax19.axvspan (636, 643, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 thanksgiving break
657 ax19.axvspan (664, 694, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2017 winter break
658 ax19.grid(color='lightgrey ', linestyle='-', linewidth =2)
659 ax19.set_axisbelow(True)
660 ax19.scatter(StarDateShort ,MgOH , facecolors='black ', edgecolors='
black ', zorder=2, linewidths =4, marker='*', label="MgOH Dose",s
=150)
661 plt.xlabel('Date ')
662 plt.ylabel('Magnesium Hydroxide Dose (gal)')
663 plt.xlim (0 ,745)
664 plt.ylim (0 ,160)
665 plt.xticks(StarDate [0::31] , Date [0::31] , rotation = 45)
666 plt.subplots_adjust(bottom =0.2)
667 plt.show()
668
669 #MicroC
670 MicroCFig = plt.figure (20)
671 ax20 = plt.subplot (111)
672 ax20.axvspan (20, 27, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 spring break
673 ax20.axvspan (75, 189, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 summer break
674 ax20.axvspan (272, 279, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 thanksgiving break
675 ax20.axvspan (300, 330, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 winter break
676 ax20.axvspan (384, 391, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 spring break
677 ax20.axvspan (441, 553, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 summer break
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678 ax20.axvspan (636, 643, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 thanksgiving break
679 ax20.axvspan (664, 694, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2017 winter break
680 ax20.grid(color='lightgrey ', linestyle='-', linewidth =2)
681 ax20.set_axisbelow(True)
682 ax20.scatter(StarDateShort ,MicroC , facecolors='black ', edgecolors='
black ', zorder=2, linewidths =4, marker='*', label="C
Supplementation",s=150)
683 plt.xlabel('Date ')
684 plt.ylabel('Carbon Supplementation \n (lb BOD/day)')
685 plt.xlim (0 ,745)
686 plt.ylim (0 ,2500)
687 plt.xticks(StarDate [0::31] , Date [0::31] , rotation = 45)
688 plt.subplots_adjust(bottom =0.2)
689 plt.show()
690
691 ##Basin pH
692 pHFig = plt.figure (21)
693 ax21 = plt.subplot (111)
694 ax21.axvspan (20, 27, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 spring break
695 ax21.axvspan (75, 189, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 summer break
696 ax21.axvspan (272, 279, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 thanksgiving break
697 ax21.axvspan (300, 330, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 winter break
698 ax21.axvspan (384, 391, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 spring break
699 ax21.axvspan (441, 553, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 summer break
700 ax21.axvspan (636, 643, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 thanksgiving break
701 ax21.axvspan (664, 694, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2017 winter break
702 nitopt = ax21.axhspan (7.5, 8.6, xmin=0, xmax=60, color='red', zorder
=1,alpha =0.15, label='Optimal for nitrification ') #optimal for
nitrification
703 denitopt = ax21.axhspan(7, 8, xmin=0, xmax=60, color='blue ', zorder
=1,alpha =0.15, label='Optimal for denitrification ') #optimal for
denitrification
704 ax21.grid(color='lightgrey ', linestyle='-', linewidth =2)
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705 ax21.set_axisbelow(True)
706 ax21.scatter(StarDateShort ,NAnoxpH[RangeStart:RangeEnd], color='red'
, label="North Anoxic", zorder=2, s=150)
707 ax21.scatter(StarDateShort ,SAnoxpH[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors=
'none ', edgecolors='red',marker="^", label="South Anoxic", zorder
=2, s=150)
708 ax21.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB1pH[RangeStart:RangeEnd], color='
darkorange ', label="North B1", zorder=2, s=150)
709 ax21.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB1pH[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='darkorange ',marker="^", label="South B1",
zorder=2, s=150)
710 ax21.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB2pH[RangeStart:RangeEnd], color='gold ',
label="North B2", zorder=2, s=150)
711 ax21.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB2pH[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='gold ',marker="^", label="South B2", zorder=2,
s=150)
712 ax21.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB3pH[RangeStart:RangeEnd], color='green '
, label="North B3", zorder=2, s=150)
713 ax21.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB3pH[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='green ',marker="^", label="South B3", zorder=2,
s=150)
714 ax21.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB4pH[RangeStart:RangeEnd], color='blue ',
label="North B4", zorder=2, s=150)
715 ax21.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB4pH[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='blue ',marker="^", label="South B4", zorder=2,
s=150)
716 ax21.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB5pH[RangeStart:RangeEnd], color='purple
', label="North B5", zorder=2, s=150)
717 ax21.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB5pH[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='purple ',marker="^", label="South B5", zorder
=2, s=150)
718 ax212 = ax21.twinx()
719 ax21.axhline(6, color='black ',linestyle='--', zorder =2) #label='
Instantaneous limit ',
720 ax21.axhline(9, color='black ',linestyle='--', zorder =2)
721 #ax212.set_ylim (4,8)
722 #ax212.set_yticklabels ([])
723 #ax212.scatter(StarDateShort ,MicroC , facecolors='black ', edgecolors
='black ', zorder=2, linewidths =4, marker='*', label="C
Supplementation",s=150)
724 #ax212.set_ylabel('Carbon Supplementation \n (lb BOD/day)', labelpad
=25)
725 #ax212.set_ylim (0 ,2500)
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726 #ax212.scatter(StarDateShort ,MgOH , facecolors='black ', edgecolors='
black ', zorder=2, linewidths =4, marker='*', label="MgOH Dose",s
=150)
727 #ax212.set_ylabel('Magnesium Hydroxide Dose (gal) ')
728 #ax212.set_ylim (0 ,160)
729 ax21.set_xlabel('Date ')
730 ax21.set_ylabel('pH')
731 box = ax21.get_position ()
732 ax21.set_position ([box.x0 , box.y0 + box.height * 0.1,
733 box.width , box.height * 0.9])
734 ax21.legend(loc='upper center ', bbox_to_anchor =(0.5, -0.13), ncol=6,
scatterpoints =1)
735 ax21.set_xlim(RangeStart ,RangeEnd)
736 ax21.set_ylim (4,8)
737 #ax21.legend(loc='upper center ', bbox_to_anchor =(0.35 , -.13), ncol
=6, scatterpoints =1)
738 ax212.legend(scatterpoints =1, loc=3) #loc='upper center ',
bbox_to_anchor =(0.9, -.13),
739 plt.xticks(StarDateShort [0::31] , DateShort [0::31])
740 plt.setp(ax21.get_xticklabels (), rotation =45)
741 plt.subplots_adjust(bottom =0.2)
742 plt.show()
743
744 ##Basin Ammonia
745 AllNFig = plt.figure (22)
746 ax22 = plt.subplot (111)
747 ax22.axvspan (20, 27, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 spring break
748 ax22.axvspan (75, 189, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 summer break
749 ax22.axvspan (272, 279, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 thanksgiving break
750 ax22.axvspan (300, 330, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 winter break
751 ax22.axvspan (384, 391, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 spring break
752 ax22.axvspan (441, 553, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 summer break
753 ax22.axvspan (636, 643, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 thanksgiving break
754 ax22.axvspan (664, 694, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2017 winter break
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755 ax22.axhline(2, color='black ', linestyle='-.', label='Daily Limit
June -Oct', zorder =2)
756 ax22.grid(color='lightgrey ', linestyle='-', linewidth =2)
757 ax22.set_axisbelow(True)
758 ax22.scatter(StarDateShort ,NAnoxAmm[RangeStart:RangeEnd], color='red
', label="North Anoxic", zorder=2,s=150)
759 ax22.scatter(StarDateShort ,SAnoxAmm[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors
='none ', edgecolors='red',marker="^", label="South Anoxic",
zorder=2, s=150)
760 ax22.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB1Amm[RangeStart:RangeEnd], color='
darkorange ', label="North B1", zorder=2, s=150)
761 ax22.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB1Amm[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='darkorange ',marker="^", label="South B1",
zorder=2, s=150)
762 ax22.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB2Amm[RangeStart:RangeEnd], color='gold '
, label="North B2", zorder=2, s=150)
763 ax22.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB2Amm[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='gold ',marker="^", label="South B2", zorder=2,
s=150)
764 ax22.scataxhline (2, color='black ', linestyle='-.', label='Daily
Limit June -Oct', zorder =2) ter(StarDateShort ,NB3Amm[RangeStart:
RangeEnd], color='green ', label="North B3", zorder=2, s=150)
765 ax22.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB3Amm[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='green ',marker="^", label="South B3", zorder=2,
s=150)
766 ax22.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB4Amm[RangeStart:RangeEnd], color='blue '
, label="North B4", zorder=2, s=150)
767 ax22.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB4Amm[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='blue ',marker="^", label="South B4", zorder=2,
s=150)
768 ax22.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB5Amm[RangeStart:RangeEnd], color='
purple ', label="North B5", zorder=2, s=150)
769 ax22.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB5Amm[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='purple ',marker="^", label="South B5", zorder
=2, s=150)
770 #ax222 = ax22.twinx ()
771 #ax222.scatter(StarDateShort ,MicroC , facecolors='black ', edgecolors
='black ', zorder=2, linewidths =4, marker='*', label="C
Supplementation",s=150)
772 #ax222.set_ylabel('Carbon Supplementation \n (lb BOD/day)', labelpad
=25)
773 #ax222.set_ylim (0 ,2500)
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774 #ax222.scatter(StarDateShort ,MgOH , facecolors='black ', edgecolors='
black ', zorder=2, linewidths =4, marker='*', label="MgOH Dose",s
=150)
775 #ax222.set_ylabel('Magnesium Hydroxide Dose (gal) ')
776 #ax222.set_ylim (0 ,160)
777 ax22.set_xlabel('Date ')
778 ax22.set_ylabel('Ammonia (mg/L NH$_3$ + NH${_4}^{+}$)')
779 box = ax22.get_position ()
780 ax22.set_position ([box.x0, box.y0 + box.height * 0.1,
781 box.width , box.height * 0.9])
782 ax22.legend(loc='upper center ', bbox_to_anchor =(0.5, -0.13), ncol=6,
scatterpoints =1)
783 plt.xlim(RangeStart ,RangeEnd)
784 ax22.set_ylim (0 ,25)
785 ax22.set_xlim(RangeStart ,RangeEnd)
786 #ax22.legend(loc='upper center ', bbox_to_anchor =(0.35 , -.13), ncol
=6, scatterpoints =1)
787 #ax222.legend(loc='upper center ', bbox_to_anchor =(0.9 , -.13),
scatterpoints =1)
788 plt.xticks(StarDateShort [0::31] , DateShort [0::31])
789 plt.setp(ax22.get_xticklabels (), rotation =45)
790 #plt.xticks(StarDateShort [0::31] , DateShort [0::31] , rotation = 45)
791 plt.subplots_adjust(bottom =0.2)
792 plt.show()
793
794 #Basin Nitrite
795 NO2Fig = plt.figure (23)
796 ax23 = plt.subplot (111)
797 ax23.axvspan (20, 27, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 spring break
798 ax23.axvspan (75, 189, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 summer break
799 ax23.axvspan (272, 279, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 thanksgiving break
800 ax23.axvspan (300, 330, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 winter break
801 ax23.axvspan (384, 391, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 spring break
802 ax23.axvspan (441, 553, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 summer break
803 ax23.axvspan (636, 643, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 thanksgiving break
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804 ax23.axvspan (664, 694, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2017 winter break
805 ax23.grid(color='lightgrey ', linestyle='-', linewidth =2)
806 ax23.set_axisbelow(True)
807 ax23.scatter(StarDateShort ,NAnoxNO2[RangeStart:RangeEnd], color='red
', label="North Anoxic", zorder=2, s=150)
808 ax23.scatter(StarDateShort ,SAnoxNO2[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors
='none ', edgecolors='red',marker="^", label="South Anoxic",
zorder=2, s=150)
809 ax23.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB1NO2[RangeStart:RangeEnd], color='
darkorange ', label="North B1", zorder=2, s=150)
810 ax23.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB1NO2[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='darkorange ',marker="^", label="South B1",
zorder=2, s=150)
811 ax23.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB2NO2[RangeStart:RangeEnd], color='gold '
, label="North B2", zorder=2, s=150)
812 ax23.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB2NO2[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='gold ',marker="^", label="South B2", zorder=2,
s=150)
813 ax23.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB3NO2[RangeStart:RangeEnd], color='green
', label="North B3", zorder=2, s=150)
814 ax23.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB3NO2[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='green ',marker="^", label="South B3", zorder=2,
s=150)
815 ax23.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB4NO2[RangeStart:RangeEnd], color='blue '
, label="North B4", zorder=2, s=150)
816 ax23.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB4NO2[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='blue ',marker="^", label="South B4", zorder=2,
s=150)
817 ax23.scatter(StarDateShort , NB5NO2[RangeStart:RangeEnd], color='
purple ', label="North B5", zorder=2, s=150)
818 ax23.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB5NO2[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='purple ',marker="^", label="South B5", zorder
=2, s=150)
819 #ax232 = ax23.twinx ()
820 #ax232.scatter(StarDateShort ,MicroC , facecolors='black ', edgecolors
='black ', zorder=2, linewidths =4, marker='*', label="C
Supplementation",s=150)
821 #ax232.set_ylabel('Carbon Supplementation \n (lb BOD/day)', labelpad
=25)
822 #ax232.set_ylim (0 ,2500)
823 #ax232.scatter(StarDateShort ,MgOH , facecolors='black ', edgecolors='
black ', zorder=2, linewidths =4, marker='*', label="MgOH Dose",s
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=150)
824 #ax232.set_ylabel('Magnesium Hydroxide Dose (gal) ')
825 #ax232.set_ylim (0 ,160)
826 ax23.set_xlabel('Date ')
827 ax23.set_ylabel('Nitrite (mg/L NO${_2}^{-}$-N)')
828 box = ax23.get_position ()
829 ax23.set_position ([box.x0 , box.y0 + box.height * 0.1,
830 box.width , box.height * 0.9])
831 ax23.legend(loc='upper center ', bbox_to_anchor =(0.5, -0.13), ncol=6,
scatterpoints =1)
832 plt.xlim(RangeStart ,RangeEnd)
833 ax23.set_ylim (0,5)
834 ax23.set_xlim(RangeStart ,RangeEnd)
835 #ax23.legend(loc='upper center ', bbox_to_anchor =(0.35 , -.13), ncol
=6, scatterpoints =1)
836 #ax232.legend(loc='upper center ', bbox_to_anchor =(0.9 , -.13),
scatterpoints =1)
837 plt.xticks(StarDateShort [0::31] , DateShort [0::31])
838 plt.setp(ax23.get_xticklabels (), rotation =45)
839 #plt.xticks(StarDateShort [0::31] , DateShort [0::31] , rotation = 45)
840 plt.subplots_adjust(bottom =0.2)
841
842 plt.show()
843
844 #Basin Nitrate
845 NO3Fig = plt.figure (24)
846 ax24 = plt.subplot (111)
847 ax24.axvspan (20, 27, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 spring break
848 ax24.axvspan (75, 189, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 summer break
849 ax24.axvspan (272, 279, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 thanksgiving break
850 ax24.axvspan (300, 330, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 winter break
851 ax24.axvspan (384, 391, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 spring break
852 ax24.axvspan (441, 553, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 summer break
853 ax24.axvspan (636, 643, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 thanksgiving break
854 ax24.axvspan (664, 694, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2017 winter break
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855 ax24.scatter(StarDateShort ,NAnoxNO3[RangeStart:RangeEnd], color='red
', label="North Anoxic", zorder=2,s=150)
856 ax24.scatter(StarDateShort ,SAnoxNO3[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors
='none ', edgecolors='red',marker="^", label="South Anoxic",
zorder=2,s=150)
857 ax24.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB1NO3[RangeStart:RangeEnd], color='
darkorange ', label="North B1", zorder=2,s=150)
858 ax24.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB1NO3 , facecolors='none ', edgecolors='
darkorange ',marker="^", label="South B1", zorder=2,s=150)
859 ax24.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB2NO3[RangeStart:RangeEnd], color='gold '
, label="North B2", zorder=2,s=150)
860 ax24.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB2NO3[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='gold ',marker="^", label="South B2", zorder=2,s
=150)
861 ax24.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB3NO3[RangeStart:RangeEnd], color='green
', label="North B3", zorder=2,s=150)
862 ax24.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB3NO3[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='green ',marker="^", label="South B3", zorder=2,
s=150)
863 ax24.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB4NO3[RangeStart:RangeEnd], color='blue '
, label="North B4", zorder=2,s=150)
864 ax24.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB4NO3[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='blue ',marker="^", label="South B4", zorder=2,s
=150)
865 ax24.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB5NO3[RangeStart:RangeEnd], color='
purple ', label="North B5", zorder=2,s=150)
866 ax24.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB5NO3[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='purple ',marker="^", label="South B5", zorder
=2,s=150)
867 ax24.grid(color='lightgrey ', linestyle='-', linewidth =2)
868 ax24.set_axisbelow(True)
869 ax242 = ax24.twinx()
870 ax242.scatter(StarDateShort ,MicroC , facecolors='black ', edgecolors='
black ', zorder=2, linewidths =4, marker='*', label="C
Supplementation",s=150)
871 ax242.set_ylabel('Carbon Supplementation \n (lb BOD/day)', labelpad
=25)
872 ax242.set_ylim (0 ,2500)
873 #ax242.scatter(StarDateShort ,MgOH , facecolors='black ', edgecolors='
black ', zorder=2, linewidths =4, marker='*', label="MgOH Dose",s
=150)
874 #ax242.set_ylabel('Magnesium Hydroxide Dose (gal) ')
875 #ax242.set_ylim (0 ,160)
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876 ax24.set_xlabel('Date ')
877 ax24.set_ylabel('Nitrate (mg/L NO${_3}^{-}$-N)')
878 box = ax24.get_position ()
879 ax24.set_position ([box.x0 , box.y0 + box.height * 0.1,
880 box.width , box.height * 0.9])
881 ax24.legend(loc='upper center ', bbox_to_anchor =(0.5, -.13), ncol=6,
scatterpoints =1)
882 ax24.set_ylim (0,30)
883 ax24.set_xlim(RangeStart ,RangeEnd)
884 #ax24.legend(loc='upper center ', bbox_to_anchor =(0.35 , -.13), ncol
=6, scatterpoints =1)
885 ax242.legend(loc=2, scatterpoints =1) # 'upper center ', bbox_to_anchor
=(0.9, -.13)
886 plt.xticks(StarDateShort [0::31] , DateShort [0::31])
887 plt.setp(ax24.get_xticklabels (), rotation =45)
888 #plt.xticks(StarDateShort [0::31] , DateShort [0::31] , rotation = 45)
889 plt.subplots_adjust(bottom =0.2)
890 plt.show()
891
892 #Basin Conductivity
893 CondFig = plt.figure (25)
894 ax25 = plt.subplot (111)
895 ax25.axvspan (20, 27, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 spring break
896 ax25.axvspan (75, 189, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 summer break
897 ax25.axvspan (272, 279, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 thanksgiving break
898 ax25.axvspan (300, 330, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 winter break
899 ax25.axvspan (384, 391, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 spring break
900 ax25.axvspan (441, 553, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 summer break
901 ax25.axvspan (636, 643, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 thanksgiving break
902 ax25.axvspan (664, 694, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2017 winter break
903 ax25.grid(color='lightgrey ', linestyle='-', linewidth =2)
904 ax25.set_axisbelow(True)
905 ax25.scatter(StarDateShort ,NAnoxCond , color='red', label="North
Anoxic", zorder=2, s=150)
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906 ax25.scatter(StarDateShort ,SAnoxCond , facecolors='none ', edgecolors=
'red',marker="^", label="South Anoxic", zorder=2, s=150)
907 ax25.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB1Cond , color='darkorange ', label="North
B1", zorder=2, s=150)
908 ax25.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB1Cond , facecolors='none ', edgecolors='
darkorange ',marker="^", label="South B1", zorder=2, s=150)
909 ax25.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB2Cond , color='gold ', label="North B2",
zorder=2, s=150)
910 ax25.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB2Cond , facecolors='none ', edgecolors='
gold ',marker="^", label="South B2", zorder=2, s=150)
911 ax25.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB3Cond , color='green ', label="North B3",
zorder=2, s=150)
912 ax25.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB3Cond , facecolors='none ', edgecolors='
green ',marker="^", label="South B3", zorder=2, s=150)
913 ax25.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB4Cond , color='blue ', label="North B4",
zorder=2, s=150)
914 ax25.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB4Cond , facecolors='none ', edgecolors='
blue ',marker="^", label="South B4", zorder=2, s=150)
915 ax25.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB5Cond , color='purple ', label="North B5"
, zorder=2, s=150)
916 ax25.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB5Cond , facecolors='none ', edgecolors='
purple ',marker="^", label="South B5", zorder=2, s=150)
917 #ax252 = ax25.twinx ()
918 #ax252.scatter(StarDateShort ,MicroC , facecolors='black ', edgecolors
='black ', zorder=2, linewidths =4, marker='*', label="C
Supplementation",s=150)
919 #ax252.set_ylabel('Carbon Supplementation \n (lb BOD/day)', labelpad
=25)
920 #ax252.set_ylim (0 ,2500)
921 #ax252.scatter(StarDateShort ,MgOH , facecolors='black ', edgecolors='
black ', zorder=2, linewidths =4, marker='*', label="MgOH Dose",s
=150)
922 #ax252.set_ylabel('Magnesium Hydroxide Dose (gal) ')
923 #ax252.set_ylim (0 ,160)
924 ax25.set_xlabel('Date ')
925 ax25.set_ylabel('Conductivity ($\mu$s/cm)')
926 box = ax25.get_position ()
927 ax25.set_position ([box.x0 , box.y0 + box.height * 0.1,
928 box.width , box.height * 0.9])
929 ax25.legend(loc='upper center ', bbox_to_anchor =(0.5, -0.13), ncol=6,
scatterpoints =1)
930 plt.xlim (0 ,745)
931 ax25.set_ylim (0 ,2000)
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932 #ax25.legend(loc='upper center ', bbox_to_anchor =(0.35 , -.13), ncol
=6, scatterpoints =1)
933 #ax252.legend(loc='upper center ', bbox_to_anchor =(0.9 , -.13),
scatterpoints =1)
934 plt.xticks(StarDateShort [0::31] , DateShort [0::31])
935 plt.setp(ax25.get_xticklabels (), rotation =45)
936 #plt.xticks(StarDateShort [0::31] , DateShort [0::31] , rotation = 45)
937 plt.subplots_adjust(bottom =0.2)
938 plt.show()
939
940 #Basin Alkalinity
941 AlkFig = plt.figure (26)
942 ax26 = plt.subplot (111)
943 ax26.axvspan (20, 27, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 spring break
944 ax26.axvspan (75, 189, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 summer break
945 ax26.axvspan (272, 279, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 thanksgiving break
946 ax26.axvspan (300, 330, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 winter break
947 ax26.axvspan (384, 391, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 spring break
948 ax26.axvspan (441, 553, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 summer break
949 ax26.axvspan (636, 643, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 thanksgiving break
950 ax26.axvspan (664, 694, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2017 winter break
951 ax26.grid(color='lightgrey ', linestyle='-', linewidth =2)
952 ax26.set_axisbelow(True)
953 ax26.scatter(StarDateShort ,NAnoxAlk[RangeStart:RangeEnd], color='red
', label="Anoxic", zorder=2, s=150)
954 ax26.scatter(StarDateShort ,SAnoxAlk[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors
='none ', edgecolors='red',marker="^", label="South Anoxic",
zorder=2, s=150)
955 ax26.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB1Alk[RangeStart:RangeEnd], color='
darkorange ', label="B1", zorder=2, s=150)
956 ax26.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB1Alk[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='darkorange ',marker="^", label="South B1",
zorder=2, s=150)
957 ax26.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB2Alk[RangeStart:RangeEnd], color='gold '
, label="B2", zorder=2, s=150)
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958 ax26.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB2Alk[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='gold ',marker="^", label="South B2", zorder=2,
s=150)
959 ax26.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB3Alk[RangeStart:RangeEnd], color='green
', label="B3", zorder=2, s=150)
960 ax26.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB3Alk[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='green ',marker="^", label="South B3", zorder=2,
s=150)
961 ax26.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB4Alk[RangeStart:RangeEnd], color='blue '
, label="B4", zorder=2, s=150)
962 ax26.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB4Alk[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='blue ',marker="^", label="South B4", zorder=2,
s=150)
963 ax26.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB5Alk[RangeStart:RangeEnd], color='
purple ', label="B5", zorder=2, s=150)
964 ax26.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB5Alk[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='purple ',marker="^", label="South B5", zorder
=2, s=150)
965 ax26.set_xlabel('Date ')
966 #ax262 = ax26.twinx ()
967 #ax262.scatter(StarDateShort ,MicroC , facecolors='black ', edgecolors
='black ', zorder=2, linewidths =4, marker='*', label="C
Supplementation",s=150)
968 #ax262.set_ylabel('Carbon Supplementation \n (lb BOD/day)', labelpad
=25)
969 #ax262.set_ylim (0 ,2500)
970 #ax262.scatter(StarDateShort ,MgOH , facecolors='black ', edgecolors='
black ', zorder=2, linewidths =4, marker='*', label="MgOH Dose",s
=150)
971 #ax262.set_ylabel('Magnesium Hydroxide Dose (gal) ')
972 #ax262.set_ylim (0 ,160)
973 ax26.set_ylabel('Alkalinity (mg/L as CaCO$_3$)')
974 box = ax26.get_position ()
975 ax26.set_position ([box.x0 , box.y0 + box.height * 0.1,
976 box.width , box.height * 0.9])
977 ax26.legend(loc='upper center ', bbox_to_anchor =(0.5, -0.15), ncol=6,
scatterpoints =1)
978 ax26.set_xlim(RangeStart ,RangeEnd)
979 #ax26.legend(loc='upper center ', bbox_to_anchor =(0.35 , -.13), ncol
=6, scatterpoints =1)
980 #ax262.legend(loc='upper center ', bbox_to_anchor =(0.9 , -.13),
scatterpoints =1)
981 plt.xticks(StarDateShort [0::31] , DateShort [0::31])
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982 plt.setp(ax26.get_xticklabels (), rotation =45)
983 ax26.set_ylim (0 ,250)
984 #plt.xticks(StarDateShort [0::31] , DateShort [0::31] , rotation = 45)
985 plt.subplots_adjust(bottom =0.2)
986 plt.show()
987
988 #Basin Phosphate
989 CondFig = plt.figure (27)
990 ax27 = plt.subplot (111)
991 ax27.axvspan (20, 27, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 spring break
992 ax27.axvspan (75, 189, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 summer break
993 ax27.axvspan (272, 279, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 thanksgiving break
994 ax27.axvspan (300, 330, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 winter break
995 ax27.axvspan (384, 391, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 spring break
996 ax27.axvspan (441, 553, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 summer break
997 ax27.axvspan (636, 643, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 thanksgiving break
998 ax27.axvspan (664, 694, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2017 winter break
999 ax27.grid(color='lightgrey ', linestyle='-', linewidth =2)
1000 ax27.set_axisbelow(True)
1001 ax27.scatter(StarDateShort ,NAnoxPO4 , color='red', label="North
Anoxic", zorder=2, s=150)
1002 ax27.scatter(StarDateShort ,SAnoxPO4 , facecolors='none ', edgecolors='
red',marker="^", label="South Anoxic", zorder=2, s=150)
1003 ax27.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB1PO4 , color='darkorange ', label="North
B1", zorder=2, s=150)
1004 ax27.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB1PO4 , facecolors='none ', edgecolors='
darkorange ',marker="^", label="South B1", zorder=2, s=150)
1005 ax27.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB2PO4 , color='gold ', label="North B2",
zorder=2, s=150)
1006 ax27.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB2PO4 , facecolors='none ', edgecolors='
gold ',marker="^", label="South B2", zorder=2, s=150)
1007 ax27.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB3PO4 , color='green ', label="North B3",
zorder=2, s=150)
1008 ax27.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB3PO4 , facecolors='none ', edgecolors='
green ',marker="^", label="South B3", zorder=2, s=150)
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1009 ax27.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB4PO4 , color='blue ', label="North B4",
zorder=2, s=150)
1010 ax27.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB4PO4 , facecolors='none ', edgecolors='
blue ',marker="^", label="South B4", zorder=2, s=150)
1011 ax27.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB5PO4 , color='purple ', label="North B5",
zorder=2, s=150)
1012 ax27.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB5PO4 , facecolors='none ', edgecolors='
purple ',marker="^", label="South B5", zorder=2, s=150)
1013 #ax272 = ax27.twinx ()
1014 #ax272.scatter(StarDateShort ,MicroC , facecolors='black ', edgecolors
='black ', zorder=2, linewidths =4, marker='*', label="C
Supplementation",s=150)
1015 #ax272.set_ylabel('Carbon Supplementation \n (lb BOD/day)', labelpad
=25)
1016 #ax272.set_ylim (0 ,2500)
1017 #ax272.scatter(StarDateShort ,MgOH , facecolors='black ', edgecolors='
black ', zorder=2, linewidths =4, marker='*', label="MgOH Dose",s
=150)
1018 #ax272.set_ylabel('Magnesium Hydroxide Dose (gal) ')
1019 #ax272.set_ylim (0 ,160)
1020 ax27.set_xlabel('Date ')
1021 ax27.set_ylabel('Total Phosphate (mg/L PO$_4$)')
1022 box = ax27.get_position ()
1023 ax27.set_position ([box.x0 , box.y0 + box.height * 0.1,
1024 box.width , box.height * 0.9])
1025 ax27.legend(loc='upper center ', bbox_to_anchor =(0.5, -0.15), ncol=6,
scatterpoints =1)
1026 plt.xlim (0 ,745)
1027 ax27.set_ylim (0 ,16)
1028 #ax27.legend(loc='upper center ', bbox_to_anchor =(0.35 , -.13), ncol
=6, scatterpoints =1)
1029 #ax272.legend(loc='upper center ', bbox_to_anchor =(0.9 , -.13),
scatterpoints =1)
1030 plt.xticks(StarDateShort [0::31] , DateShort [0::31])
1031 plt.setp(ax27.get_xticklabels (), rotation =45)
1032 #plt.xticks(StarDate [0::31] , DateShort [0::31] , rotation = 45)
1033 plt.subplots_adjust(bottom =0.2)
1034
1035 # Key Influent Parameters Combined
1036 Flow figure
1037 FlowFig = plt.figure (1)
1038 ax6 = plt.subplot (311)
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1039 recess = ax6.axvspan (636, 643, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder
=1, alpha =0.5, label='School Recess ') #2016 thanksgiving break
1040 ax6.axvspan (664, 694, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1, alpha
=0.5) #2017 winter break
1041 ax6.scatter(StarDateShort ,InfFlow[RangeStart:RangeEnd], color='blue '
, label='Influent Flow (MGD)', zorder=2, s=150)
1042 ax6.axvspan (20, 27, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ',alpha =0.5) #2015
spring break
1043 ax6.grid(color='lightgrey ', linestyle='-', linewidth =2)
1044 ax6.set_axisbelow(True)
1045 #plt.xlabel('Date ')
1046 ax6.set_ylabel('Flow \n (MGD)')
1047 ax6.set_xlim(RangeStart ,RangeEnd)
1048 ax6.set_ylim (0 ,1.5)
1049 #ax6.legend(loc='upper center ', scatterpoints =1)
1050 plt.xticks(StarDateShort [0::10] , DateShort [0::10])
1051 plt.setp(ax6.get_xticklabels (), rotation =30)
1052 plt.setp(ax6.get_xticklabels (), visible=False)
1053 plt.subplots_adjust(bottom =0.2)
1054
1055 ax7 = plt.subplot (312, sharex=ax6)
1056 ax7.axvspan (20, 27, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ',alpha =0.5) #2015
spring break
1057 ax7.axvspan (636, 643, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1, alpha
=0.5) #2016 thanksgiving break
1058 ax7.axvspan (664, 694, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1, alpha
=0.5) #2017 winter break
1059 ax7.scatter(StarDateShort ,InfAmm[RangeStart:RangeEnd], color='blue ',
label='Influent NH$_3$ -N', zorder=2, s=150)
1060 ax7.scatter(StarDateShort ,EffAmm[RangeStart:RangeEnd], color='red',
label='Effluent NH$_3$ -N', zorder=2, s=150)
1061 ax7.axhline (20, color='black ', linestyle='--', label='Daily Limit
Nov - May')
1062 ax7.axhline(2, color='black ', linestyle='-.', label='Daily Limit
June -Oct')
1063 ax7.grid(color='lightgrey ', linestyle='-', linewidth =2)
1064 ax7.set_axisbelow(True)
1065 ax7.set_ylabel('Ammonia \n (mg/L NH$_3$ -N)')
1066 ax7.set_xlim(RangeStart ,RangeEnd)
1067 plt.setp(ax7.get_xticklabels (), visible=False)
1068 ax7.set_ylim (0,60)
1069 ax7.legend(loc='upper center ', ncol = 4,scatterpoints =1)
1070
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1071 ax8 = plt.subplot (313, sharex=ax6)
1072 ax8.axvspan (20, 27, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ',alpha =0.5) #2015
spring break
1073 ax8.axvspan (636, 643, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1, alpha
=0.5) #2016 thanksgiving break
1074 ax8.axvspan (664, 694, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1, alpha
=0.5) #2017 winter break
1075 ax8.scatter(StarDateShort ,InfBOD[RangeStart:RangeEnd], color='blue ',
label='Influent BOD', zorder=2, s=150)
1076 ax8.scatter(StarDateShort ,EffBOD[RangeStart:RangeEnd], color='red',
label='Effluent BOD', zorder=2, s=150)
1077 ax8.axhline (30, color='black ',linestyle='--', label='Daily Limit Oct
-June ')
1078 ax8.axhline (20, color='black ',linestyle='-.', label='Daily Limit
July -Sep')
1079 ax8.grid(color='lightgrey ', linestyle='-', linewidth =2)
1080 ax8.set_axisbelow(True)
1081 ax8.set_xlabel('Date ')
1082 ax8.set_ylabel('Biochemical Oxygen \n Demand (mg/L)')
1083 ax8.set_xlim(RangeStart ,RangeEnd)
1084 ax8.set_ylim (0 ,650)
1085 ax8.legend(loc='upper center ', ncol = 4,scatterpoints =1)
1086
1087 plt.legend(handles =[ recess],loc='upper center ', bbox_to_anchor
=(0.78 , -1.27),ncol = 1,scatterpoints =1)
1088
1089 plt.xticks(StarDateShort [0::10] , DateShort [0::10] , rotation = 45)
1090 plt.subplots_adjust(bottom =0.2)
1091
1092 # Combined Nitrogen Series
1093 AllNFig = plt.figure (2)
1094 # Basin Nitrate
1095 ax3 = plt.subplot (313)
1096 ax3.axvspan (441, 553, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ',zorder=1, alpha
=0.5) #2016 summer break
1097 recess = ax3.axvspan (636, 643, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder
=1, alpha =0.5, label='School recess ') #2016 thanksgiving break
1098 ax3.axvspan (664, 694, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1, alpha
=0.5) #2017 winter break
1099 ax3.grid(color='lightgrey ', linestyle='-', linewidth =2)
1100 ax3.set_axisbelow(True)
1101 ax4 = ax3.twinx()
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1102 anox = ax3.scatter(StarDateShort ,NAnoxNO3[RangeStart:RangeEnd],
facecolors='none ', edgecolors='red', zorder=2, linewidths =4,
label="Anoxic",s=150)
1103 b1 = ax3.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB1NO3[RangeStart:RangeEnd],
facecolors='none ', edgecolors='darkorange ', zorder=2, linewidths
=4, label="1",s=150)
1104 b2 = ax3.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB2NO3[RangeStart:RangeEnd],
facecolors='none ', edgecolors='gold ', zorder=2, linewidths =4,
label="2",s=150)
1105 b3 = ax3.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB3NO3[RangeStart:RangeEnd],
facecolors='none ', edgecolors='green ', zorder=2, linewidths =4,
label="3",s=150)
1106 b4 = ax3.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB4NO3[RangeStart:RangeEnd],
facecolors='none ', edgecolors='blue ', zorder=2, linewidths =4,
label="4",s=150)
1107 b5 = ax3.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB5NO3[RangeStart:RangeEnd],
facecolors='none ', edgecolors='purple ', zorder=2, linewidths =4,
label="5",s=150)
1108 #ax3.scatter(StarDateShort ,SAnoxNO3[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors
='none ', edgecolors='red ', linewidths =4, label =" Anoxic",s=150)
1109 #ax3.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB1NO3[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='darkorange ', linewidths =4, label ="1",s=150)
1110 #ax3.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB2NO3[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='gold ', linewidths =4, label ="2",s=150)
1111 #ax3.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB3NO3[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='green ', linewidths =4, label ="3",s=150)
1112 #ax3.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB4NO3[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='blue ', linewidths =4, label ="4",s=150)
1113 #ax3.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB5NO3[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='purple ', linewidths =4, label ="5",s=150)
1114 carb = ax4.scatter(StarDateShort ,MicroC[RangeStart:RangeEnd],
facecolors='black ', edgecolors='black ', zorder=2, linewidths =4,
marker='*', label="C Supplementation",s=150)
1115 ax3.set_ylabel('Nitrate \n (mg/L NO${_3}^{-}$-N)')
1116 ax4.set_ylabel('Carbon \n Supplementation \n (lb BOD/day)', labelpad
=25)
1117 ax3.set_xlabel('Date ')
1118 #ax3.legend(loc='upper center ', bbox_to_anchor =(0.23 , -.28), ncol=6,
scatterpoints =1) #.35 and -.43
1119 #ax4.legend(loc='upper center ', bbox_to_anchor =(0.72 , -.28),
scatterpoints =1) # .85 and -.43
1120 ax3.legend(handles = [anox ,b1 ,b2 ,b3 ,b4 ,b5],loc='upper center ',
bbox_to_anchor =(0.78 , -0.25), ncol=3, scatterpoints =1) #
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bbox_to_anchor =(0.35 , -0.3)
1121 plt.legend(handles =[carb ,recess],loc='upper center ', bbox_to_anchor
=(0.23 , -1.43),ncol = 2,scatterpoints =1) #
bbox_to_anchor =(0.85 , -.3)
1122
1123 ax3.set_ylim (0,27)
1124 ax4.set_ylim (0 ,2500)
1125 ax3.set_xlim(RangeStart ,RangeEnd)
1126
1127 #Basin Ammonia
1128 ax1 = plt.subplot (311, sharex=ax3)
1129 #ax1.axvspan (441, 553, ymin=0, ymax=1, color ='0.85', zorder=1, alpha
=0.5) #2016 summer break
1130 ax1.axvspan (636, 643, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ',zorder=1, alpha
=0.5) #2016 thanksgiving break
1131 ax1.axvspan (664, 694, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ',zorder=1, alpha
=0.5) #2017 winter break
1132 ax1.grid(color='lightgrey ', linestyle='-', linewidth =2)
1133 ax1.set_axisbelow(True)
1134 ax5 = ax1.twinx()
1135 ax1.scatter(StarDateShort ,NAnoxAmm[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors=
'none ', edgecolors='red', zorder=2, linewidths =4, label="Anoxic",
s=150)
1136 ax1.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB1Amm[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='darkorange ', zorder=2, linewidths =4, label="1"
,s=150)
1137 ax1.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB2Amm[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='gold ', zorder=2, linewidths =4, label="2",s
=150)
1138 ax1.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB3Amm[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='green ', zorder=2, linewidths =4, label="3",s
=150)
1139 ax1.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB4Amm[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='blue ', zorder=2, linewidths =4, label="4",s
=150)
1140 ax1.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB5Amm[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='purple ', zorder=2, linewidths =4, label="5",s
=150)
1141 #ax1.scatter(StarDateShort ,SAnoxAmm[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors
='none ', edgecolors='red ', linewidths =4, label =" Anoxic",s=150)
1142 #ax1.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB1Amm[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='darkorange ', linewidths =4, label ="1",s=150)
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1143 #ax1.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB2Amm[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='gold ', linewidths =4, label ="2",s=150)
1144 #ax1.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB3Amm[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='green ', linewidths =4, label ="3",s=150)
1145 #ax1.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB4Amm[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='blue ', linewidths =4, label ="4",s=150)
1146 #ax1.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB5Amm[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='purple ', linewidths =4, label ="5",s=150)
1147 ax5.scatter(StarDateShort ,MicroC[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
black ', edgecolors='black ', zorder=2, linewidths =4, marker='*',
label="C Supplementation",s=150)
1148 ax5.set_ylabel('Carbon \n Supplementation \n (lb BOD/day)', labelpad
=25)
1149 #wintlim = ax1.axhline (20, color='black ', linestyle='--', label='
Daily Limit Nov - May ', zorder =2)
1150 sumlim = ax1.axhline(2, color='black ', linestyle='-.', label='Daily
Limit June -Oct', zorder =2)
1151 ax1.legend(handles = [sumlim],loc = 1)
1152 ax5.set_ylim (0 ,2500)
1153 ax1.set_ylabel('Total Ammonia \n (mg/L NH$_3$ + NH${_4}^{+}$)')
1154 ax1.set_ylim (0,11)
1155 ax1.set_xlim(RangeStart ,RangeEnd)
1156
1157 #Basin Nitrite
1158 ax2 = plt.subplot (312, sharex=ax3)
1159 #ax2.axvspan (441, 553, ymin=0, ymax=1, color ='0.85', zorder=1, alpha
=0.5) #2016 summer break
1160 ax2.axvspan (636, 643, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1, alpha
=0.5) #2016 thanksgiving break
1161 ax2.axvspan (664, 694, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1, alpha
=0.5) #2017 winter break
1162 ax2.grid(color='lightgrey ', linestyle='-', linewidth =2)
1163 ax2.set_axisbelow(True)
1164 ax6 = ax2.twinx()
1165 ax2.scatter(StarDateShort ,NAnoxNO2[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors=
'none ', edgecolors='red', zorder=2, linewidths =4, label="Anoxic",
s=150)
1166 ax2.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB1NO2[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='darkorange ', zorder=2, linewidths =4, label="1"
,s=150)
1167 ax2.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB2NO2[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='gold ', zorder=2, linewidths =4, label="2",s
=150)
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1168 ax2.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB3NO2[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='green ', zorder=2, linewidths =4, label="3",s
=150)
1169 ax2.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB4NO2[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='blue ', zorder=2, linewidths =4, label="4",s
=150)
1170 ax2.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB5NO2[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='purple ', zorder=2, linewidths =4, label="5",s
=150)
1171 #ax2.scatter(StarDateShort ,SAnoxNO2[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors
='none ', edgecolors='red ', linewidths =4, label =" Anoxic",s=150)
1172 #ax2.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB1NO2[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='darkorange ', linewidths =4, label ="1",s=150)
1173 #ax2.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB2NO2[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='gold ', linewidths =4, label ="2",s=150)
1174 #ax2.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB3NO2[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='green ', linewidths =4, label ="3",s=150)
1175 #ax2.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB4NO2[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='blue ', linewidths =4, label ="4",s=150)
1176 #ax2.scatter(StarDateShort ,SB5NO2[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='purple ', linewidths =4, label ="5",s=150)
1177 ax6.scatter(StarDateShort ,MicroC[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
black ', edgecolors='black ', zorder=2, linewidths =4, marker='*',
label="C Supplementation",s=150)
1178 ax6.set_ylabel('Carbon \n Supplementation \n (lb BOD/day)', labelpad
=25)
1179 ax6.set_ylim (0 ,2500)
1180 ax2.set_ylabel('Nitrite \n (mg/L NO${_2}^{-}$-N)')
1181 ax2.set_ylim (0,2)
1182 ax2.set_xlim(RangeStart ,RangeEnd)
1183 plt.setp(ax1.get_xticklabels (), visible=False)
1184 plt.setp(ax2.get_xticklabels (), visible=False)
1185 plt.xticks(StarDateShort [0::10] , DateShort [0::10])
1186 plt.setp(ax3.get_xticklabels (), rotation =30)
1187 plt.subplots_adjust(bottom =0.15)
1188 plt.show()
1189
1190 # Combined pH & Alkalinity
1191 pHFig = plt.figure (3)
1192 ax5 = plt.subplot (212, sharex=ax3)
1193 recess = ax5.axvspan (20, 27, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ',alpha =0.5,
label='School recess ') #2015 spring break
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1194 ax5.axvspan (636, 643, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1, alpha
=0.5) #2016 thanksgiving break
1195 ax5.axvspan (664, 694, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1, alpha
=0.5) #2017 winter break
1196 ax5.set_axisbelow(True)
1197 ax5.grid(color='lightgrey ', linestyle='-', linewidth =2)
1198 residalk = ax5.axhline (70, color='black ',linestyle='--', label = '
Target residual alkalinity ')
1199 ax6 = ax5.twinx()
1200 anox = ax5.scatter(StarDateShort ,NAnoxAlk[RangeStart:RangeEnd],
facecolors='none ', edgecolors='red', linewidths =4, zorder=2,
label="Anoxic", s=150)
1201 b1 = ax5.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB1Alk[RangeStart:RangeEnd],
facecolors='none ', edgecolors='darkorange ', linewidths =4,zorder
=2, label="1", s=150)
1202 b2 = ax5.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB2Alk[RangeStart:RangeEnd],
facecolors='none ', edgecolors='gold ', linewidths =4, zorder=2,
label="2", s=150)
1203 b3 = ax5.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB3Alk[RangeStart:RangeEnd],
facecolors='none ', edgecolors='green ', linewidths =4, zorder=2,
label="3", s=150)
1204 b4 = ax5.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB4Alk[RangeStart:RangeEnd],
facecolors='none ', edgecolors='blue ', linewidths =4,zorder=2,
label="4", s=150)
1205 b5 = ax5.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB5Alk[RangeStart:RangeEnd],
facecolors='none ', edgecolors='purple ', linewidths =4, zorder=2,
label="5", s=150)
1206 carb = ax6.scatter(StarDateShort ,MicroC[RangeStart:RangeEnd],
facecolors='black ', edgecolors='black ', zorder=2, linewidths =4,
marker='*', label="C Supplementation",s=150)
1207 ax5.set_xlabel('Date ', labelpad =25)
1208 ax6.set_ylim (0 ,2500)
1209 ax5.set_ylabel('Alkalinity \n (mg/L as CaCO$_3$)')
1210 ax6.set_ylabel('Carbon Supplementation \n (lb BOD/day)', labelpad
=25)
1211 ax5.legend(handles = [anox ,b1 ,b2 ,b3 ,b4 ,b5],loc='upper center ',
bbox_to_anchor =(0.23 , -0.17), ncol=6, scatterpoints =1) #
bbox_to_anchor =(0.35 , -0.3)
1212 plt.legend(handles =[carb ,recess],loc='upper center ', bbox_to_anchor
=(0.78 , -1.27),ncol = 2,scatterpoints =1) #
bbox_to_anchor =(0.85 , -.3)
1213 ax6.legend(handles = [residalk],loc = 1)
1214 ax5.set_xlim(RangeStart ,RangeEnd)
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1215 ax5.set_ylim (0 ,250)
1216
1217 #Basin pH
1218 ax4 = plt.subplot (211, sharex=ax3)
1219 ax4.axvspan (20, 27, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ',alpha =0.5, label='
School Recess ') #2015 spring break
1220 ax4.axvspan (636, 643, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1, alpha
=0.5) #2016 thanksgiving break
1221 ax4.axvspan (664, 694, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1, alpha
=0.5) #2017 winter break
1222 minpH = ax4.axhline(6, color='black ',linestyle='--', label='
Instantaneous minimum pH')
1223 nitopt = ax4.axhspan (7.5, 8.6, xmin=0, xmax=60, color='red',alpha
=0.15, label='Optimal for nitrification ') #optimal for
nitrification
1224 denitopt = ax4.axhspan(7, 8, xmin=0, xmax=60, color='blue ',alpha
=0.15, label='Optimal for denitrification ') #optimal for
denitrification
1225 ax4.set_axisbelow(True)
1226 ax7 = ax4.twinx()
1227 ax4.grid(color='lightgrey ', linestyle='-', linewidth =2)
1228 ax4.scatter(StarDateShort ,NAnoxpH[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='red', linewidths =4, zorder=2,label="Anoxic", s
=150)
1229 ax4.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB1pH[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='darkorange ', linewidths =4, zorder=2,label="1",
s=150)
1230 ax4.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB2pH[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='gold ', linewidths =4,zorder=2, label="2", s
=150)
1231 ax4.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB3pH[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='green ', linewidths =4,zorder=2, label="3", s
=150)
1232 ax4.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB4pH[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='blue ', linewidths =4,zorder=2,label="4", s=150)
1233 ax4.scatter(StarDateShort ,NB5pH[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
none ', edgecolors='purple ', linewidths =4,zorder=2, label="5", s
=150)
1234 ax7.scatter(StarDateShort ,MicroC[RangeStart:RangeEnd], facecolors='
black ', edgecolors='black ', zorder=2, linewidths =4, marker='*',
label="C Supplementation",s=150)
1235 ax4.set_ylabel('pH')
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1236 ax7.set_ylabel('Carbon Supplementation \n (lb BOD/day)', labelpad
=25)
1237 ax4.set_xlim(RangeStart ,RangeEnd)
1238 ax4.set_ylim (5,9)
1239 ax7.set_ylim (0 ,2500)
1240 ax4.legend(handles = [minpH , nitopt , denitopt],loc = 1)
1241 ax4.set_xticks(StarDateShort [0::10])
1242 plt.setp(ax4.get_xticklabels (), visible=False)
1243 plt.xticks(StarDateShort [0::10] , DateShort [0::10])
1244 plt.setp(ax5.get_xticklabels (), rotation =30)
1245 plt.subplots_adjust(bottom =0.2)
1246 plt.show()
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Appendix F
Tools Code
F.1 Introduction
This file contains functions called within the main programs for this work, in modular
form as they were designed to be broadly useful and will likely be incorporated into future
work. The first four generally handle pre-processing and sampling of data sets, the remaining
functions provide the core functionality for the genetic algorithm.
F.2 Code
1 # -*- coding: utf -8 -*-
2 import numpy as np
3 import random
4 import math
5
6 def Interpolator(array , X_cords):
7 # find dimensions of input array
8 rows , columns = array.shape
9 # make new empty array to fill
10 newarray = np.zeros ((rows ,columns))
11 i = 0
12 while i < columns:
13 # Start with first column
14 Var = array[:,i]
15
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16 # Find indices of NaNs (array with 1 at each point that has
NaN)
17 A = np.isnan(Var)
18
19 # If sum = 0, there are no NaNs in the array
20 if np.sum(A) == 0:
21 # If no NaNs , return without changing
22 Var = Var
23 # If there are NaNs , change it
24 else:
25 # Numpy interpolate for column - linear interpolate
between points where A has a 1, round to keep output
neat
26 VarInt = np.round(np.interp(X_cords[A], X_cords [~A], Var
[~A]), decimals = 2)
27
28 # Replace NaN values in column with interpolated values
29 Var[A] = VarInt
30 # Place interpolated column into empty array at the same
index of the old column
31 newarray[:,i] = Var
32 i += 1 # Move to the next column
33 return newarray # Return the imputed array
34
35 def Trim(array ,max):
36 # Create empty array same size as original (this only
accomodates a 1 column array)
37 newarray = np.zeros(len(array))
38 i = 0
39 while i < len(array):
40 num = array[i] # Pull value i from array
41 if num < max: # If less than threshold:
42 num = num # OK , pass through untouched
43 else:
44 num = 'nan' # If not , zero out
45 # place value at corresponding index of new array
46 newarray[i] = num
47 i+=1 # repeat for all values
48 # Remove all nan values - won't work for arrays that might have
valid nans
49 newarray = [x for x in newarray if not math.isnan(x)]
50
51 # Convert to integers (floats aren 't accepted later)
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52 newarray = [int(x) for x in newarray]
53 return newarray # Return new array
54
55 def DatePicker(indates , offset , TestFraction ,begin):
56 # Find number of dates needed (fraction used to test)
57 number = int(round(TestFraction * len(indates)))
58
59 # Pick from input array , leaving room for offset , -1 because
index
60 pickdates = indates [0:( len(indates)-offset -1)]
61
62 # Subtract starting StarDate so these can be used as indices
63 pickdates = pickdates - (begin)
64
65 # Randomly select the needed number of dates from the pool
defined above
66 inputpicks = random.sample(pickdates ,number)
67
68 # Random sampler provides floats , we need integers to be indices
69 inpicks = [int(x) for x in inputpicks]
70
71 # Add offset to predict future dates
72 outputpicks = [x+offset for x in inpicks]
73
74 # Convert to integers
75 outpicks = [int(x) for x in outputpicks]
76
77 # Return dates for inputs and outputs as well as array of all
indices
78 return inpicks , outpicks , pickdates
79
80 def Sampler(inputs ,outputs ,testinpicks ,testoutpicks ,traininpicks ,
trainoutpicks):
81 testinputs = inputs[testinpicks]
82 testoutputs = outputs[testoutpicks]
83 traininputs = inputs[traininpicks]
84 trainoutputs = outputs[trainoutpicks]
85 return testinputs , testoutputs , traininputs , trainoutputs
86
87 # Scoring when goal is to minimize value
88 def ScoreMin(arr ,lim ,weight):
89 pop = len(arr)
90 i = 0
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91 scores = np.zeros(pop)
92 while i< pop:
93 if ((arr[i] - lim)/lim) <= 0:
94 scores[i] = 0
95 elif 0 < ((arr[i] - lim)/lim) <= 1:
96 scores[i] = ((arr[i] - lim)/lim)*weight
97 else:
98 scores[i] = weight *(( arr[i] - lim)/lim)**2
99 i += 1
100 return scores
101
102 def ScoreRange(arr ,upper ,lower ,weight):
103 pop = len(arr)
104 i = 0
105 scores = np.zeros(pop)
106 while i< pop:
107 if lower <= arr[i] <= upper:
108 scores[i] = 0
109 elif upper < arr[i]:
110 if 0 < (arr[i] - upper) <= 1:
111 scores[i] = 1* weight
112 else:
113 scores[i] = weight *(arr[i] - upper)**2
114 else:
115 if 0 < (lower - arr[i]) <= 1:
116 scores[i] = 1* weight
117 else:
118 scores[i] = weight *( lower - arr[i])**2
119 i += 1
120 return scores
121
122 # Scoring when goal is to maximize value
123 def ScoreMax(arr ,target ,weight):
124 pop = len(arr)
125 i = 0
126 scores = np.zeros(pop)
127 while i< pop:
128 if (( target - arr[i])/target) <= 0:
129 scores[i] = 0
130 elif 0 < (( target - arr[i])/target) <= 1:
131 scores[i] = (( target - arr[i])/target)*weight
132 else:
133 scores[i] = weight *(( target - arr[i])/target)**2
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134 i += 1
135 return scores
136
137 def Best(scores ,pop ,popsize ,elite ,copies):
138 isort = np.argsort(scores) # Sorted array of indices
139 temp = np.arange(copies) # Indices of top x individuals
140 top = isort[temp]
141 best = pop[top] # Pull top individuals
142 sortall = pop[isort]
143 sortedscores = scores[isort]
144 return best , sortall , sortedscores
145
146 def Recombine(startpop ,popsize ,params ,copies ,elite ,recomb):
147 length = int(len(params))
148 j = 0
149 new = np.zeros((int(popsize -copies),length))
150 while j < popsize -copies -1:
151 dice = random.randint (0 ,100)
152 if dice <= recomb:
153 # First individual involved in recombination
154 ind1 = startpop[random.randint(0,popsize -1)]
155
156 # Second individual involved in recombination
157 ind2 = startpop[random.randint(0,popsize -1)]
158
159 # Beginning of splice
160 begin = random.randint (0,(length -1))
161
162 # End of splice
163 end = random.randint(begin+1,length)
164 splice = np.arange(begin ,end)
165 ind1[splice], ind2[splice] = ind2[splice], ind1[splice]
166 new[j] = ind1
167 new[j+1]= ind2
168 j+=2
169 return new
170
171 def Roulette(startpop ,popsize ,params ,copies ,elite ,scores , recomb):
172 length = int(len(params))
173 probs =np.zeros(popsize)
174 i = 0
175 while i < popsize:
176 probs[i] = scores[i]/(sum(scores))
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177 i += 1
178 j = 0
179 new = np.zeros((int(popsize -copies),length))
180 while j < popsize -copies -1:
181 popdex = np.arange(0,popsize)
182 # First individual involved in recombination
183 indx1 , indx2 = np.random.choice(popdex , size=2,p=probs)
184 ind1 , ind2 = startpop[indx1], startpop[indx2]
185 dice = random.randint (0 ,100)
186 if dice <= recomb:
187 # Beginning of splice
188 begin = random.randint (0,(length -1))
189
190 # End of splice
191 end = random.randint(begin+1,length)
192 splice = np.arange(begin ,end)
193 ind1[splice], ind2[splice] = ind2[splice], ind1[splice]
194 new[j] = ind1
195 new[j+1]= ind2
196 j+=2
197 return new
198
199 def Mutate(parameter ,elite , popsize ,valrange ,mut):
200 pi = 0
201 # For each individual in the population
202 while pi < popsize:
203 # Roll the dice
204 dicem = random.randint (0 ,100)
205 if dicem <= mut:
206 parameter[pi] = random.choice(valrange)
207 pi += 1
208 return parameter
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Appendix G
Random Forest with Continuous
Training Data
G.1 Introduction
The initial approach to this project used temporally contiguous blocks for training and
testing random forests. As described in Appendix D Section D.1, this was not very effective.
The code is included here for completeness. As described in the comments, the time frame,
training fraction, and temporal offset of predictions can be modified using variables defined
at the beginning.
G.2 Code
1 begin = 372 # Beginning of data used (StarDate), 372 is
beginning of year 2 (0 to use all)
2 end = 745 # Beginning of data used (StarDate), 745 is final
data point available
3 TestFraction = 0.5 # Fraction of data to be used for test set
4 offset = 1 # predict x days forward from input data
5 inputfile ='TwoYearsZeroed.csv'
6 filename='Corrected -Train25 -Offset1 -AllData.csv' # Save best
results
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78 import sklearn.ensemble as ensemble
9 from sklearn.preprocessing import Imputer
10 import numpy as np
11 import matplotlib as mpl
12 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
13 import pandas as pd
14 import Tools as T
15
16 #Global plot style parameters
17 mpl.rcParams['font.size '] = 35 #10 for seaborn plots
18 mpl.rcParams['legend.fontsize '] = 20
19 mpl.rcParams['axes.titlesize '] = 'x-large '
20 mpl.rcParams['axes.labelsize '] = 'large '
21 mpl.rcParams['axes.labelpad '] = 6.0
22 mpl.rcParams['xtick.labelsize '] = 'small '
23 mpl.rcParams['ytick.labelsize '] = 'small '
24 mpl.rcParams['lines.markeredgewidth '] = 25
25 mpl.rcParams['lines.linewidth '] = 10
26 mpl.rcParams['lines.markersize '] = 10
27 mpl.rcParams['figure.facecolor '] = 'w'
28 mpl.rcParams['legend.numpoints '] = 1
29 mpl.rcParams['legend.fontsize '] = 'medium '
30
31 # Import data
32 # Use to specify all but first column in next command
33 NumCols = np.arange (1 ,136)
34
35 # Import everything but date
36 TwoYearData = np.genfromtxt(inputfile , delimiter=",", skip_header =5,
usecols=NumCols)
37
38 # Import date (in normal date format)
39 Date = np.genfromtxt(inputfile , delimiter=',', skip_header =5,
usecols=0, dtype=str)
40
41 # Import variable names (for presentation purposes)
42 VarNames = np.genfromtxt(inputfile , delimiter=",", skip_header =4,
max_rows=1, dtype=str)
43
44 # Remove first column (not needed)
45 VarNames = np.delete(VarNames , (0), axis =0)
46
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47 InVars = VarNames [0:121] # Input variable
names
48 OutVars = VarNames [122:136] # Output variables
names
49 AllData = TwoYearData[begin:end ,:] # Pull out only the
desired time range (all columns , from row 'begin ' to row 'end ')
50
51 # Integer representation of day within sampling range
52 StarDate = AllData [: ,121]
53
54 # StarDates available as input day indices (ends early to allow for
offset , -1 b/c index starts at 0)
55 StarIn = StarDate [0:end -begin -offset -1]
56
57 # StarDates available as output day indices (starts late to allow
for offset , -1 b/c index starts at 0)
58 StarOut = StarDate[offset:end -begin -1]
59
60 # For plotting purposes
61 TrimmedDate = Date[begin:end]
62
63 # SKLearn doesn 't support missing values , need to impute NaNs
64 # Three built -in methods + 3 custom methodss
65
66 # Initialize the built -in imputers
67 impmean = Imputer(missing_values="NaN", strategy="mean", axis =0)
68 impmedian = Imputer(missing_values="NaN", strategy="median", axis =0)
69 impmode = Imputer(missing_values="NaN", strategy="most_frequent",
axis =0)
70
71 # Fit the built -in imputers
72 AllDataMean = impmean.fit_transform(AllData)
73 AllDataMedian = impmedian.fit_transform(AllData)
74 AllDataMode = impmode.fit_transform(AllData)
75
76 #Split Data into inputs and outputs for each imputing method , plus
raw for comparison
77 Inputs = AllData [0:end -begin -offset -1 ,0:121]
78 Outputs = AllData[offset:end -begin -1 ,122:135]
79
80 MeanInputs = AllDataMean [0:end -begin -offset -1 ,0:121]
81 MeanOutputs = AllDataMean[offset:end -begin -1 ,122:135]
82
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83 MedianInputs = AllDataMedian [0:end -begin -offset -1 ,0:121]
84 MedianOutputs = AllDataMedian[offset:end -begin -1 ,122:135]
85
86 ModeInputs = AllDataMode [0:end -begin -offset -1 ,0:121]
87 ModeOutputs = AllDataMode[offset:end -begin -1 ,122:135]
88
89 # Custom imputer - linear interpolation , split into inputs and
outputs
90 InterpolatedInputs = T.Interpolator(np.copy(Inputs), StarIn)
91 InterpolatedOutputs = T.Interpolator(np.copy(Outputs), StarOut)
92
93 # Take 3 and 5 day rolling averages of linear interpolated data (
built in methods are already very flat) and split into inputs +
outputs
94 DataFrameIntIn = pd.DataFrame(InterpolatedInputs)
95 Roll3IntIn = np.array(DataFrameIntIn.rolling(window=3,center=True).
mean())[2: -2]
96 Roll5IntIn = np.array(DataFrameIntIn.rolling(window=5,center=True).
mean())[2: -3]
97 DataFrameIntOut = pd.DataFrame(InterpolatedOutputs)
98 Roll3IntOut = np.array(DataFrameIntOut.rolling(window=3,center=True)
.mean())[2:-2]
99 Roll5IntOut = np.array(DataFrameIntOut.rolling(window=5,center=True)
.mean())[2:-3]
100
101 # Define division of training and testing sets
102 Start = 0
103 Stop = len(StarDate)
104 Stop3 = len(Roll3IntIn)
105 Stop5 = len(Roll5IntIn)
106
107 # Starting point of training set for raw data , built -in imputers ,
and linear interpolated data
108 TrainStart = int(round(Stop*TestFraction))
109
110 # Starting point of training set for 3 day rolling average
111 Train3Start = int(round(Stop3*TestFraction))
112
113 # Starting point of training set for 5 day rolling average
114 Train5Start = int(round(Stop5*TestFraction))
115
116 # Define testing and training sets for each imputing method (and raw
) using the start and stop points defined above
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117 RawTrainInputs = Inputs[TrainStart -offset:Stop -offset ,:]
118 RawTrainOutputs = Outputs[TrainStart:Stop ,:] # Outputs pulled out
the same way as inputs
119 RawTestInputs = Inputs[Start:TrainStart -offset -1,:]
120 RawTestOutputs = Outputs[Start+offset:TrainStart -1,:]
121
122 MeanTrainInputs = MeanInputs[TrainStart -offset:Stop -offset ,:]
123 MeanTrainOutputs = MeanOutputs[TrainStart:Stop ,:]
124 MeanTestInputs = MeanInputs[Start:TrainStart -offset -1,:]
125 MeanTestOutputs = MeanOutputs[Start+offset:TrainStart -1,:]
126
127 MedianTrainInputs = MedianInputs[TrainStart -offset:Stop -offset ,:]
128 MedianTrainOutputs = MedianOutputs[TrainStart:Stop ,:]
129 MedianTestInputs = MedianInputs[Start:TrainStart -offset -1,:]
130 MedianTestOutputs = MedianOutputs[Start+offset:TrainStart -1,:]
131
132 ModeTrainInputs = ModeInputs[TrainStart -offset:Stop -offset ,:]
133 ModeTrainOutputs = ModeOutputs[TrainStart:Stop ,:]
134 ModeTestInputs = ModeInputs[Start:TrainStart -offset -1,:]
135 ModeTestOutputs = ModeOutputs[Start+offset:TrainStart -1,:]
136
137 IntTrainInputs = InterpolatedInputs[TrainStart:Stop ,:]
138 IntTrainOutputs = InterpolatedOutputs[TrainStart:Stop ,:]
139 IntTestInputs = InterpolatedInputs[Start:TrainStart -offset -1,:]
140 IntTestOutputs = InterpolatedOutputs[Start+offset:TrainStart -1,:]
141
142 Roll3TrainInputs = Roll3IntIn[Train3Start:Stop3 ,:]
143 Roll3TrainOutputs = Roll3IntOut[Train3Start:Stop3 ,:]
144 Roll3TestInputs = Roll3IntIn[Start:Train3Start -offset -1,:]
145 Roll3TestOutputs = Roll3IntOut[Start+offset:Train3Start -1,:]
146
147 Roll5TrainInputs = Roll5IntIn[Train5Start:Stop5 ,:]
148 Roll5TrainOutputs = Roll5IntOut[Train5Start:Stop5 ,:]
149 Roll5TestInputs = Roll5IntIn[Start:Train5Start -offset -1,:]
150 Roll5TestOutputs = Roll5IntOut[Start+offset:Train5Start -1,:]
151
152 # Indices for plotting purposes
153 TestDates = StarDate[Start+offset:TrainStart -1]
154 Test3Dates = StarDate[Start+offset:Train3Start -1]
155 Test5Dates = StarDate[Start+offset:Train5Start -1]
156
157 # Grow random forests for each imputing method
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158 MeanWaterForest = ensemble.RandomForestRegressor(n_estimators =10,
criterion='mse', max_depth=None , min_samples_split =50,
min_samples_leaf =2, min_weight_fraction_leaf =0.0, max_features='
auto ', max_leaf_nodes=None , min_impurity_split=None , bootstrap=
True , oob_score=True , n_jobs=-1, random_state =29, verbose=0,
warm_start=True)
159
160 MedianWaterForest = ensemble.RandomForestRegressor(n_estimators =10,
criterion='mse', max_depth=None , min_samples_split =50,
min_samples_leaf =2, min_weight_fraction_leaf =0.0, max_features='
auto ', max_leaf_nodes=None , min_impurity_split=None , bootstrap=
True , oob_score=True , n_jobs=-1, random_state =29, verbose=0,
warm_start=True)
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162 ModeWaterForest = ensemble.RandomForestRegressor(n_estimators =70,
criterion='mse', max_depth=None , min_samples_split =10,
min_samples_leaf =3, min_weight_fraction_leaf =0.0, max_features='
sqrt ', max_leaf_nodes=None ,min_impurity_split=None , bootstrap=
True , oob_score=True , n_jobs=-1, random_state =29, verbose=0,
warm_start=True)
163
164 IntWaterForest = ensemble.RandomForestRegressor(n_estimators =10,
criterion='mse', max_depth=None , min_samples_split =2,
min_samples_leaf =6, min_weight_fraction_leaf =0.0, max_features='
auto ', max_leaf_nodes=None , min_impurity_split=None , bootstrap=
True , oob_score=True , n_jobs=-1, random_state =29, verbose=0,
warm_start=True)
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166 Roll3WaterForest = ensemble.RandomForestRegressor(n_estimators =30,
criterion='mse', max_depth=None , min_samples_split =10,
min_samples_leaf =10, min_weight_fraction_leaf =0.0, max_features=
'auto ', max_leaf_nodes=None , min_impurity_split=None , bootstrap=
True , oob_score=True , n_jobs=-1, random_state =29, verbose=0,
warm_start=True)
167
168 Roll5WaterForest = ensemble.RandomForestRegressor(n_estimators =10,
criterion='mse', max_depth=None , min_samples_split =30,
min_samples_leaf =6, min_weight_fraction_leaf =0.0, max_features='
auto ', max_leaf_nodes=None , min_impurity_split=None , bootstrap=
True , oob_score=True , n_jobs=-1, random_state =29, verbose=0,
warm_start=True)
169
170 # Forest using mean imputing
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171 MeanForest = MeanWaterForest.fit(MeanTrainInputs ,MeanTrainOutputs)
172 MeanOutputs = MeanForest.predict(MeanTestInputs)
173 MeanFeatureImportance = MeanForest.feature_importances_
174 MeanTrainScore = MeanForest.score(MeanTrainInputs ,MeanTrainOutputs)
175 MeanTestScore = MeanForest.score(MedianTestInputs ,MeanTestOutputs)
176
177 # Forest using median imputing
178 MedianForest = MedianWaterForest.fit(MedianTrainInputs ,
MedianTrainOutputs)
179 MedianOutputs = MedianForest.predict(MedianTestInputs)
180 MedianFeatureImportance = MedianForest.feature_importances_
181 MedianTrainScore = MedianForest.score(MedianTrainInputs ,
MedianTrainOutputs)
182 MedianTestScore = MedianForest.score(MedianTestInputs ,
MedianTestOutputs)
183
184 # Forest using mode imputing
185 ModeForest = ModeWaterForest.fit(ModeTrainInputs ,ModeTrainOutputs)
186 ModeOutputs = ModeForest.predict(ModeTestInputs)
187 ModeFeatureImportance = ModeForest.feature_importances_
188 ModeTrainScore = ModeForest.score(ModeTrainInputs ,ModeTrainOutputs)
189 ModeTestScore = ModeForest.score(ModeTestInputs ,ModeTestOutputs)
190
191 # Forest using linear interpolated data
192 IntForest = IntWaterForest.fit(IntTrainInputs ,IntTrainOutputs)
193 IntOutputs = IntForest.predict(IntTestInputs)
194 IntFeatureImportance = IntForest.feature_importances_
195 IntTrainScore = IntForest.score(IntTrainInputs ,IntTrainOutputs)
196 IntTestScore = IntForest.score(IntTestInputs ,IntTestOutputs)
197
198 # Forest using 3 day rolling average of interpolated data
199 Roll3Forest = Roll3WaterForest.fit(Roll3TrainInputs ,
Roll3TrainOutputs)
200 Roll3Outputs = Roll3Forest.predict(Roll3TestInputs)
201 Roll3FeatureImportance = Roll3Forest.feature_importances_
202 Roll3TrainScore = Roll3Forest.score(Roll3TrainInputs ,
Roll3TrainOutputs)
203 Roll3TestScore = Roll3Forest.score(Roll3TestInputs ,Roll3TestOutputs)
204
205 # Forest using 5 day rolling average of interpolated data
206 Roll5Forest = Roll5WaterForest.fit(Roll5TrainInputs ,
Roll5TrainOutputs)
207 Roll5Outputs = Roll5Forest.predict(Roll5TestInputs)
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208 Roll5FeatureImportance = Roll5Forest.feature_importances_
209 Roll5TrainScore = Roll5Forest.score(Roll5TrainInputs ,
Roll5TrainOutputs)
210 Roll5TestScore = Roll5Forest.score(Roll5TestInputs ,Roll5TestOutputs)
211
212 Imps = np.vstack ((InVars , MeanFeatureImportance ,
MedianFeatureImportance ,ModeFeatureImportance ,
IntFeatureImportance ,Roll3FeatureImportance ,
Roll5FeatureImportance))
213 np.savetxt(filename ,Imps.T,delimiter=",",fmt=['%s','%s','%s','%s','%
s','%s','%s'])
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215 ## Uncomment these and remove the additional subplot lines from the
lower section to plot all six variants
216 #Comparefig = plt.figure (1)
217 #ax1 = plt.subplot (321)
218 #ax1.scatter(TestDates ,MeanOutputs [:,2], marker='^', edgecolors='red
', facecolors='none ', label='Predicted ', s=150)
219 #ax1.scatter(TestDates ,RawTestOutputs [:,2], edgecolors='blue ',
marker = '*', facecolors='none ', label='Actual ', s=150)
220 #ax1.scatter(TestDates ,MeanTestOutputs [:,2], edgecolors='green ',
facecolors='none ', label='Imputed ', s=150)
221 #ax1.set_title('Mean ')
222 #ax1.set_xlim(begin ,begin+TrainStart -1)
223 #ax1.set_ylim (0,3)
224 #ax1.grid(True , which='both ')
225 #ax1.legend(loc='upper left ')
226 #ax2 = plt.subplot (322)
227 #ax2.scatter(TestDates ,MedianOutputs [:,2], marker='^', edgecolors='
red ', facecolors='none ', label='Predicted ', s=150)
228 #ax2.scatter(TestDates ,RawTestOutputs [:,2], edgecolors='blue ',
marker = '*', facecolors='none ', label='Actual ', s=150)
229 #ax2.scatter(TestDates ,MedianTestOutputs [:,2], edgecolors='green ',
facecolors='none ', label='Imputed ', s=150)
230 #ax2.set_title('Median ')
231 #ax2.set_xlim(begin ,begin+TrainStart -1)
232 #ax2.set_ylim (0,3)
233 #ax2.grid(True , which='both ')
234 #ax2.legend(loc='upper left ')
235 #ax3 = plt.subplot (323)
236 #ax3.scatter(TestDates ,ModeOutputs [:,2], marker='^', edgecolors='red
', facecolors='none ', label='Predicted ', s=150)
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237 #ax3.scatter(TestDates ,RawTestOutputs [:,2], edgecolors='blue ',
marker = '*', facecolors='none ', label='Actual ', s=150)
238 #ax3.scatter(TestDates ,ModeTestOutputs [:,2], edgecolors='green ',
facecolors='none ', label='Imputed ', s=150)
239 #ax3.set_title('Mode ')
240 #ax3.set_xlim(begin ,begin+TrainStart -1)
241 #ax3.set_ylim (0,3)
242 #ax3.grid(True , which='both ')
243 #ax3.legend(loc='upper left ')
244
245 # Figure showing results for only the 3 custom imputers
246 ax6 = plt.subplot (313)
247 pred = ax6.scatter(Test5Dates ,Roll5Outputs [:,2], marker='^',
edgecolors='red',facecolors='none ', label='Predicted ', s=150)
248 act = ax6.scatter(Test5Dates ,RawTestOutputs[Start+offset:Train5Start
-1,2], edgecolors='blue ', marker = '*', facecolors='none ', label=
'Actual ', s=150)
249 ax6.axvspan (20, 27, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 spring break
250 ax6.axvspan (75, 189, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 summer break
251 ax6.axvspan (272, 279, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 thanksgiving break
252 ax6.axvspan (300, 330, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 winter break
253 ax6.axvspan (384, 391, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 spring break
254 ax6.axvspan (441, 553, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 summer break
255 ax6.axvspan (636, 643, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 thanksgiving break
256 ax6.axvspan (664, 694, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2017 winter break
257 ammlim = ax6.axhline(2, color='black ', linestyle='--', label='Daily
Limit June -Oct', zorder =2)
258 ax6.set_title('5 Day \n Rolling \n Average ', x = 1.07, y = .38)
259 ax6.set_xlim(begin ,begin+TrainStart -1)
260 ax6.set_ylim (0,3)
261 ax6.grid(color='lightgrey ', linestyle='-', linewidth =2)
262 ax6.set_axisbelow(True)
263 ax6.set_xlabel('Date ')
264 ax6.legend(handles = [pred ,act],bbox_to_anchor =(.35 , -.3), ncol=2,
scatterpoints =1)
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265 plt.legend(handles = [ammlim], bbox_to_anchor =(.85 , -1.45), ncol=1,
scatterpoints =1)
266
267 ax4 = plt.subplot (311, sharex=ax6)
268 ax4.scatter(TestDates ,IntOutputs [:,2], marker='^', edgecolors='red',
facecolors='none ', label='Predicted ', s=150)
269 ax4.scatter(TestDates ,RawTestOutputs [:,2], edgecolors='blue ', marker
= '*', facecolors='none ', label='Actual ', s=150)
270 ax4.axvspan (20, 27, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 spring break
271 ax4.axvspan (75, 189, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 summer break
272 ax4.axvspan (272, 279, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 thanksgiving break
273 ax4.axvspan (300, 330, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 winter break
274 ax4.axvspan (384, 391, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 spring break
275 ax4.axvspan (441, 553, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 summer break
276 ax4.axvspan (636, 643, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 thanksgiving break
277 ax4.axvspan (664, 694, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2017 winter break
278 ax4.set_title('Linear \n Interpolation ', x = 1.08, y = .38)
279 ax4.axhline(2, color='black ', linestyle='--', label='Daily Limit
June -Oct', zorder =2)
280 ax4.set_xlim(begin ,begin+TrainStart -1)
281 ax4.set_ylim (0,3)
282 ax4.grid(True , which='both ')
283 ax4.grid(color='lightgrey ', linestyle='-', linewidth =2)
284 ax4.set_axisbelow(True)
285 ax5 = plt.subplot (312, sharex=ax6)
286 ax5.scatter(Test3Dates ,Roll3Outputs [:,2], marker='^', edgecolors='
red',facecolors='none ', label='Predicted ', s=150)
287 ax5.scatter(Test3Dates ,RawTestOutputs[Start+offset:Train3Start -1,2],
edgecolors='blue ', marker = '*', facecolors='none ', label='
Actual ', s=150)
288 ax5.axvspan (20, 27, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 spring break
289 ax5.axvspan (75, 189, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 summer break
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290 ax5.axvspan (272, 279, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 thanksgiving break
291 ax5.axvspan (300, 330, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 winter break
292 ax5.axvspan (384, 391, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 spring break
293 ax5.axvspan (441, 553, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 summer break
294 ax5.axvspan (636, 643, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 thanksgiving break
295 ax5.axvspan (664, 694, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2017 winter break
296 ax5.axhline(2, color='black ', linestyle='--', label='Daily Limit
June -Oct', zorder =2)
297 ax5.set_title('3 Day \n Rolling \n Average ', x = 1.07, y = .38)
298 ax5.set_ylabel('Effluent Ammonia (mg/L NH$_3$ -N)')
299 ax5.set_xlim(begin ,begin+TrainStart -1)
300 ax5.set_ylim (0,3)
301 ax5.grid(color='lightgrey ', linestyle='-', linewidth =2)
302 ax5.set_axisbelow(True)
303 plt.setp(ax4.get_xticklabels (), visible=False)
304 plt.setp(ax5.get_xticklabels (), visible=False)
305 plt.xticks(StarDate [0::14] , TrimmedDate [0::14])
306 plt.setp(ax6.get_xticklabels (), rotation =45)
307 plt.show()
308
309 Roll3Dates = StarDate[begin:len(Roll3IntIn)]
310 Roll5Dates = StarDate[begin:len(Roll5IntIn)]
311
312 # Figure showing input data for each of the imputing methods (
uncomment to use)
313 #ImputeFig = plt.figure (2)
314 #ax1 = plt.subplot (321)
315 #ax1.scatter(StarOut ,Outputs [:,2], edgecolors='blue ', marker = '*',
facecolors='blue ', zorder=2, label='Actual ', s=200)
316 #ax1.scatter(StarOut ,MeanOutputs [:,2], edgecolors='green ',facecolors
='green ', zorder=1, label='Imputed ', s=150)
317 #ax1.set_title('Mean ')
318 #ax1.set_xlim(begin ,end)
319 #ax1.set_ylim (0,3)
320 #ax1.grid(True , which='both ')
321 #ax2 = plt.subplot (322)
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322 #ax2.scatter(StarOut ,Outputs [:,2], edgecolors='blue ', marker = '*',
facecolors='blue ', zorder=2, label='Actual ', s=200)
323 #ax2.scatter(StarOut ,MedianOutputs [:,2], edgecolors='green ',
facecolors='green ', zorder=1, label='Imputed ', s=150)
324 #ax2.set_title('Median ')
325 #ax2.set_xlim(begin ,end)
326 #ax2.set_ylim (0,3)
327 #ax2.grid(True , which='both ')
328 #ax3 = plt.subplot (323)
329 #ax3.scatter(StarOut ,Outputs [:,2], edgecolors='blue ', marker = '*',
facecolors='blue ', zorder=2, label='Actual ', s=200)
330 #ax3.scatter(StarOut ,ModeOutputs [:,2], edgecolors='green ',facecolors
='green ', zorder=1, label='Imputed ', s=150)
331 #ax3.set_ylabel('Effluent Ammonia (mg/L NH$_3$ -N) ')
332 #ax3.set_title('Mode ')
333 #ax3.set_xlim(begin ,end)
334 #ax3.set_ylim (0,3)
335 #ax3.grid(True , which='both ')
336 #ax4 = plt.subplot (324)
337 #ax4.scatter(StarOut ,Outputs [:,2], edgecolors='blue ', marker = '*',
facecolors='blue ', zorder=2, label='Actual ', s=200)
338 #ax4.scatter(StarOut ,InterpolatedOutputs [:,2], edgecolors='green ',
facecolors='green ', zorder=1, label='Imputed ', s=150)
339 #ax4.set_title('Interpolated ')
340 #ax4.set_xlim(begin ,end)
341 #ax4.set_ylim (0,3)
342 #ax4.grid(True , which='both ')
343 #ax5 = plt.subplot (325)
344 #ax5.scatter(StarOut ,Outputs [:,2], edgecolors='blue ', marker = '*',
facecolors='blue ', zorder=2, label='Actual ', s=200)
345 #ax5.scatter(Roll3Dates ,Roll3IntOut [:,2], edgecolors='green ',
facecolors='green ', zorder=1, label='Imputed ', s=150)
346 #ax5.set_title ('3 Day Rolling Average ')
347 #ax5.set_xlim(begin ,end)
348 #ax5.set_ylim (0,3)
349 #ax5.set_xlabel('Day ')
350 #ax5.grid(True , which='both ')
351 #ax6 = plt.subplot (326)
352 #ax6.scatter(StarOut ,Outputs [:,2], edgecolors='blue ', marker = '*',
facecolors='blue ', zorder=2, label='Actual ', s=200)
353 #ax6.scatter(Roll5Dates ,Roll5IntOut [:,2], edgecolors='green ',
facecolors='green ', zorder=1, label='Imputed ', s=150)
354 #ax6.set_title ('5 Day Rolling Average ')
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355 #ax6.set_xlim(begin ,end)
356 #ax6.set_ylim (0,3)
357 #ax6.grid(True , which='both ')
358 #ax6.set_xlabel('Day ')
359 #plt.setp(ax1.get_xticklabels (), visible=False)
360 #plt.setp(ax2.get_xticklabels (), visible=False)
361 #plt.setp(ax3.get_xticklabels (), visible=False)
362 #plt.setp(ax4.get_xticklabels (), visible=False)
363 ##plt.xticks(StarDate [0::31] , TrimmedDate [0::31])
364 ##plt.setp(ax6.get_xticklabels (), rotation =45)
365 #ax6.legend(loc='upper center ', bbox_to_anchor =(-0.1, -.15), ncol=2,
scatterpoints =1)
366 #plt.show()
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Appendix H
Decision Trees
H.1 Introduction
As described in Appendix D Section D.2, early work on this project carried out with
continuous training set indicated that forests with fewer trees performed better. Followup
work was carried out using the DecisionTreeRegressor from sklearn to further evaluate the
efficacy of individual trees, but ultimately these still did not perform as well as random
forests with randomly selected training data. This appendix also includes work with the three
built-in imputers, which were excluded from future model versions since they provided very
poor fits for the real-world data.
H.2 Code
1 # -*- coding: utf -8 -*-
2 # Beginning of data used (StarDate), 372 is beginning of year 2 (0
to use all)
3 begin = 0
4
5 # Beginning of data used (StarDate), 745 is final data point
available
6 end = 745
7
8 # Fraction of data to be used for test set
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9 TestFraction = 0.5
10
11 # Predict x days forward from input data
12 offset = 1
13
14 # File for input data
15 inputfile ='TwoYearsZeroed.csv'
16
17 #File to save feature importance arrays
18 filename='1Offset -BestTreeImps -AllData.csv'
19
20 import sklearn.tree as tree
21 from sklearn.preprocessing import Imputer
22 import numpy as np
23 import matplotlib as mpl
24 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
25 import pandas as pd
26 import Interpolator as I
27
28 #Global plot style parameters
29 mpl.rcParams['font.size '] = 35 #10 for seaborn plots
30 mpl.rcParams['legend.fontsize '] = 20
31 mpl.rcParams['axes.titlesize '] = 'x-large '
32 mpl.rcParams['axes.labelsize '] = 'large '
33 mpl.rcParams['axes.labelpad '] = 6.0
34 mpl.rcParams['xtick.labelsize '] = 'small '
35 mpl.rcParams['ytick.labelsize '] = 'small '
36 mpl.rcParams['lines.markeredgewidth '] = 15
37 mpl.rcParams['lines.linewidth '] = 5
38 mpl.rcParams['lines.markersize '] = 5
39 mpl.rcParams['figure.facecolor '] = 'w'
40 mpl.rcParams['legend.numpoints '] = 1
41 mpl.rcParams['legend.fontsize '] = 'medium '
42
43 # Import data. This version does not include
44 NumCols = np.arange (1 ,136)
45
46 # Import everything but date column
47 TwoYearData = np.genfromtxt(inputfile , delimiter=",", skip_header =5,
usecols=NumCols)
48
49 # Import date (in normal date format)
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50 Date = np.genfromtxt(inputfile , delimiter=',', skip_header =5,
usecols=0, dtype=str)
51
52 # Import variable names (for presentation purposes)
53 VarNames = np.genfromtxt(inputfile , delimiter=",", skip_header =4,
max_rows=1, dtype=str)
54
55 # Remove first column (not needed)
56 VarNames = np.delete(VarNames , (0), axis =0)
57
58 InVars = VarNames [0:121] # Input variable names
59 OutVars = VarNames [122:136] # Output variables names
60
61 # Pull out only the desired time range (all columns , from row 'begin
' to row 'end ')
62 AllData = TwoYearData[begin:end ,:]
63
64 # Integer representation of day within sampling range
65 StarDate = AllData [: ,121]
66
67 # StarDates available as input day indices (ends early to allow for
offset , -1 b/c index starts at 0)
68 StarIn = StarDate [0:end -begin -offset -1]
69
70 # StarDates available as output day indices (starts late to allow
for offset , -1 b/c index starts at 0)
71 StarOut = StarDate[offset:end -begin -1]
72
73 #StarOut = [int(x) for x in StarOut]
74 TrimmedDate = Date[begin:end]
75
76
77 # SKLearn doesn 't support missing values , need to impute NaNs -
testing all three defaul options
78 impmean = Imputer(missing_values="NaN", strategy="mean", axis =0)
79 impmedian = Imputer(missing_values="NaN", strategy="median", axis =0)
80 impmode = Imputer(missing_values="NaN", strategy="most_frequent",
axis =0)
81
82 AllDataMean = impmean.fit_transform(AllData)
83 AllDataMedian = impmedian.fit_transform(AllData)
84 AllDataMode = impmode.fit_transform(AllData)
85
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86 #Split Data into inputs/ outputs/ traing set/ test set.
87 #One for each imputing method , plus one base one for comparison
88 Inputs = AllData [0:end -begin -offset -1 ,0:121]
89 Outputs = AllData[offset:end -begin -1 ,122:135]
90
91 MeanInputs = AllDataMean [: ,0:124]
92 MeanOutputs = AllDataMean [: ,126:138]
93
94 MedianInputs = AllDataMedian [: ,0:124]
95 MedianOutputs = AllDataMedian [: ,126:138]
96
97 ModeInputs = AllDataMode [: ,0:124]
98 ModeOutputs = AllDataMode [: ,126:138]
99
100 InterpolatedInputs = I.Interpolator(np.copy(Inputs), StarIn)
101 InterpolatedOutputs = I.Interpolator(np.copy(Outputs), StarOut)
102
103 # Take 3 day and 5 day rolling averages of linear interpolated data
(other inputing methods are already very flat).
104 DataFrameIntIn = pd.DataFrame(InterpolatedInputs)
105 Roll3IntIn = np.array(DataFrameIntIn.rolling(window=3,center=True).
mean())[2: -2]
106 Roll5IntIn = np.array(DataFrameIntIn.rolling(window=5,center=True).
mean())[2: -3]
107 DataFrameIntOut = pd.DataFrame(InterpolatedOutputs)
108 Roll3IntOut = np.array(DataFrameIntOut.rolling(window=3,center=True)
.mean())[2:-2]
109 Roll5IntOut = np.array(DataFrameIntOut.rolling(window=5,center=True)
.mean())[2:-3]
110
111 # Define training + testing split
112 Start = 0
113 Stop = len(StarDate)
114 Stop3 = len(Roll3IntIn)
115 Stop5 = len(Roll5IntIn)
116
117 # starting point for training set based on split fraction
118 TrainStart = int(round(Stop*TestFraction))
119
120 # starting point for training set based on split fraction
121 Train3Start = int(round(Stop3*TestFraction))
122
123 # starting point for training set based on split fraction
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124 Train5Start = int(round(Stop5*TestFraction))
125
126 # Train inputs start at "trainstart" and continue to end
127 # Actual values
128 RawTrainInputs = Inputs[TrainStart -offset:Stop -offset ,:]
129 RawTestInputs = Inputs[Start:TrainStart -offset -1,:]
130
131 # Built in imputer - mean method
132 MeanTrainInputs = MeanInputs[TrainStart -offset:Stop -offset ,:]
133 MeanTestInputs = MeanInputs[Start:TrainStart -offset -1,:]
134
135 # Built in imputer - median method
136 MedianTrainInputs = MedianInputs[TrainStart -offset:Stop -offset ,:]
137 MedianTestInputs = MedianInputs[Start:TrainStart -offset -1,:]
138
139 # Built in imputer - mode method
140 ModeTrainInputs = ModeInputs[TrainStart -offset:Stop -offset ,:]
141 ModeTestInputs = ModeInputs[Start:TrainStart -offset -1,:]
142
143 # Custom imputer - linear interpolation
144 IntTrainInputs = InterpolatedInputs[TrainStart:Stop ,:]
145 IntTestInputs = InterpolatedInputs[Start:TrainStart -offset -1,:]
146
147 # Custom imputer - 3 day rolling average
148 Roll3TrainInputs = Roll3IntIn[Train3Start:Stop3 ,:]
149 Roll3TestInputs = Roll3IntIn[Start:Train3Start -offset -1,:]
150
151 # Custom Imputer - 5 day rolling average
152 Roll5TrainInputs = Roll5IntIn[Train5Start:Stop5 ,:]
153 Roll5TestInputs = Roll5IntIn[Start:Train5Start -offset -1,:]
154
155 # Outputs pulled out the same way as inputs
156 # Actual values
157 RawTrainOutputs = Outputs[TrainStart:Stop ,:]
158 RawTestOutputs = Outputs[Start+offset:TrainStart -1,:]
159
160 # Built -in imputer - mean method
161 MeanTrainOutputs = MeanOutputs[TrainStart:Stop ,:]
162 MeanTestOutputs = MeanOutputs[Start+offset:TrainStart -1,:]
163
164 # Built -in imputer - median method
165 MedianTrainOutputs = MedianOutputs[TrainStart:Stop ,:]
166 MedianTestOutputs = MedianOutputs[Start+offset:TrainStart -1,:]
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167
168 # Built -in imputer - mode method
169 ModeTrainOutputs = ModeOutputs[TrainStart:Stop ,:]
170 ModeTestOutputs = ModeOutputs[Start+offset:TrainStart -1,:]
171
172 # Custom Imputer - linear interpolation
173 IntTrainOutputs = InterpolatedOutputs[TrainStart:Stop ,:]
174 IntTestOutputs = InterpolatedOutputs[Start+offset:TrainStart -1,:]
175
176 # Custom Imputer - 3 day rolling average
177 Roll3TrainOutputs = Roll3IntOut[Train3Start:Stop3 ,:]
178 Roll3TestOutputs = Roll3IntOut[Start+offset:Train3Start -1,:]
179
180 # Custom Imputer - 5 day rolling average
181 Roll5TrainOutputs = Roll5IntOut[Train5Start:Stop5 ,:]
182 Roll5TestOutputs = Roll5IntOut[Start+offset:Train5Start -1,:]
183
184 # Input + Output StarDate arrays for plotting purposes
185 TestDates = StarDate[Start+offset:TrainStart -1]
186 Test3Dates = StarDate[Start+offset:Train3Start -1]
187 Test5Dates = StarDate[Start+offset:Train5Start -1]
188
189 # Grow the trees
190 MeanWaterTree = tree.DecisionTreeRegressor(max_features='sqrt ',
min_samples_split =20, min_samples_leaf =9, criterion='mse',
splitter='best ', max_depth=None , min_weight_fraction_leaf =0.0,
random_state =29, max_leaf_nodes=None , min_impurity_decrease =0.0,
min_impurity_split=None , presort=False)
191
192 MedianWaterTree = tree.DecisionTreeRegressor(max_features='auto ',
min_samples_split =40, min_samples_leaf =10, criterion='mse',
splitter='best ', max_depth=None , min_weight_fraction_leaf =0.0,
random_state =29, max_leaf_nodes=None , min_impurity_decrease =0.0,
min_impurity_split=None , presort=False)
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194 ModeWaterTree = tree.DecisionTreeRegressor(max_features='auto ',
min_samples_split =30, min_samples_leaf =10, criterion='mse',
splitter='best ', max_depth=None , min_weight_fraction_leaf =0.0,
random_state =29, max_leaf_nodes=None , min_impurity_decrease =0.0,
min_impurity_split=None , presort=False)
195
196 IntWaterTree = tree.DecisionTreeRegressor(max_features='sqrt ',
min_samples_split =30, min_samples_leaf =3, criterion='mse',
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splitter='best ', max_depth=None , min_weight_fraction_leaf =0.0,
random_state =29, max_leaf_nodes=None , min_impurity_decrease =0.0,
min_impurity_split=None , presort=False)
197
198 Roll3WaterTree = tree.DecisionTreeRegressor(max_features='sqrt ',
min_samples_split =40, min_samples_leaf =9, criterion='mse',
splitter='best ', max_depth=None , min_weight_fraction_leaf =0.0,
random_state =29, max_leaf_nodes=None , min_impurity_decrease =0.0,
min_impurity_split=None , presort=False)
199
200 Roll5WaterTree = tree.DecisionTreeRegressor(max_features='sqrt ',
min_samples_split =20, min_samples_leaf =2, criterion='mse',
splitter='best ', max_depth=None , min_weight_fraction_leaf =0.0,
random_state =29, max_leaf_nodes=None , min_impurity_decrease =0.0,
min_impurity_split=None , presort=False)
201
202 # Train each type of tree (names correspond to imputer type)
203 MeanTree = MeanWaterTree.fit(MeanTrainInputs ,MeanTrainOutputs)
204 MedianTree = MedianWaterTree.fit(MedianTrainInputs ,
MedianTrainOutputs)
205 ModeTree = ModeWaterTree.fit(ModeTrainInputs ,ModeTrainOutputs)
206 IntTree = IntWaterTree.fit(IntTrainInputs ,IntTrainOutputs)
207 Roll3Tree = Roll3WaterTree.fit(Roll3TrainInputs ,Roll3TrainOutputs)
208 Roll5Tree = Roll5WaterTree.fit(Roll5TrainInputs ,Roll5TrainOutputs)
209
210 # Predict effluent quality with each type of tree (names correspond
to imputer type)
211 MeanOutputs = MeanTree.predict(MeanTestInputs)
212 MedianOutputs = MedianTree.predict(MedianTestInputs)
213 ModeOutputs = ModeTree.predict(ModeTestInputs)
214 IntOutputs = IntTree.predict(IntTestInputs)
215 Roll3Outputs = Roll3Tree.predict(Roll3TestInputs)
216 Roll5Outputs = Roll5Tree.predict(Roll5TestInputs)
217
218 # Save feature importances for each type of tree (names correspond
to imputer type)
219 MeanFeatureImportance = MeanTree.feature_importances_
220 MedianFeatureImportance = MedianTree.feature_importances_
221 ModeFeatureImportance = ModeTree.feature_importances_
222 IntFeatureImportance = IntTree.feature_importances_
223 Roll3FeatureImportance = Roll3Tree.feature_importances_
224 Roll5FeatureImportance = Roll5Tree.feature_importances_
225
229
226 # Training score for each type of tree (names correspond to imputer
type)
227 MeanTrainScore = MeanTree.score(MeanTrainInputs ,MeanTrainOutputs)
228 MedianTrainScore = MedianTree.score(MedianTrainInputs ,
MedianTrainOutputs)
229 ModeTrainScore = ModeTree.score(ModeTrainInputs ,ModeTrainOutputs)
230 IntTrainScore = IntTree.score(IntTrainInputs ,IntTrainOutputs)
231 Roll3TrainScore = Roll3Tree.score(Roll3TrainInputs ,Roll3TrainOutputs
)
232 Roll5TrainScore = Roll5Tree.score(Roll5TrainInputs ,Roll5TrainOutputs
)
233
234 # Testing score for each type of tree (names correspond to imputer
type)
235 MeanTestScore = MeanTree.score(MedianTestInputs ,MeanTestOutputs)
236 MedianTestScore = MedianTree.score(MedianTestInputs ,
MedianTestOutputs)
237 ModeTestScore = ModeTree.score(ModeTestInputs ,ModeTestOutputs)
238 IntTestScore = IntTree.score(IntTestInputs ,IntTestOutputs)
239 Roll3TestScore = Roll3Tree.score(Roll3TestInputs ,Roll3TestOutputs)
240 Roll5TestScore = Roll5Tree.score(Roll5TestInputs ,Roll5TestOutputs)
241
242 # Save feature importance values
243 Imps = np.vstack ((InVars , MeanFeatureImportance ,
MedianFeatureImportance ,ModeFeatureImportance ,
IntFeatureImportance ,Roll3FeatureImportance ,
Roll5FeatureImportance))
244 np.savetxt(filename ,Imps.T,delimiter=",",fmt=['%s','%s','%s','%s','%
s','%s','%s'])
245
246 # Plot outputs for visual comparison
247 ## This block plots all six types together in rough form. Must
comment out either this block or the next to avoid sharing of
plots
248 Comparefig = plt.figure (1)
249 ax1 = plt.subplot (321)
250 ax1.scatter(TestDates ,MeanOutputs [:,2], marker='^', edgecolors='red'
, facecolors='none ', label='Predicted ', s=150)
251 ax1.scatter(TestDates ,RawTestOutputs [:,2], edgecolors='blue ', marker
= '*', facecolors='none ', label='Actual ', s=150)
252 ax1.scatter(TestDates ,MeanTestOutputs [:,2], edgecolors='green ',
facecolors='none ', label='Imputed ', s=150)
253 ax1.set_title('Mean ')
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254 ax1.set_xlim(begin ,begin+TrainStart -1)
255 ax1.set_ylim (-1,3)
256 ax1.grid(True , which='both ')
257 ax1.legend(loc='upper left ')
258 ax2 = plt.subplot (322)
259 ax2.scatter(TestDates ,MedianOutputs [:,2], marker='^', edgecolors='
red', facecolors='none ', label='Predicted ', s=150)
260 ax2.scatter(TestDates ,RawTestOutputs [:,2], edgecolors='blue ', marker
= '*', facecolors='none ', label='Actual ', s=150)
261 ax2.scatter(TestDates ,MedianTestOutputs [:,2], edgecolors='green ',
facecolors='none ', label='Imputed ', s=150)
262 ax2.set_title('Median ')
263 ax2.set_xlim(begin ,begin+TrainStart -1)
264 ax2.set_ylim (-1,3)
265 ax2.grid(True , which='both ')
266 ax2.legend(loc='upper left ')
267 ax3 = plt.subplot (323)
268 ax3.scatter(TestDates ,ModeOutputs [:,2], marker='^', edgecolors='red'
, facecolors='none ', label='Predicted ', s=150)
269 ax3.scatter(TestDates ,RawTestOutputs [:,2], edgecolors='blue ', marker
= '*', facecolors='none ', label='Actual ', s=150)
270 ax3.scatter(TestDates ,ModeTestOutputs [:,2], edgecolors='green ',
facecolors='none ', label='Imputed ', s=150)
271 ax3.set_title('Mode ')
272 ax3.set_xlim(begin ,begin+TrainStart -1)
273 ax3.set_ylim (-1,3)
274 ax3.grid(True , which='both ')
275 ax3.legend(loc='upper left ')
276 ax4 = plt.subplot (324)
277 ax4.scatter(TestDates ,IntOutputs [:,2], marker='^', edgecolors='red',
facecolors='none ', label='Predicted ', s=150)
278 ax4.scatter(TestDates ,RawTestOutputs [:,2], edgecolors='blue ', marker
= '*', facecolors='none ', label='Actual ', s=150)
279 ax4.scatter(TestDates ,IntTestOutputs [:,2], edgecolors='green ',
facecolors='none ', label='Imputed ', s=150)
280 ax4.set_title('Interpolated ')
281 ax4.set_xlim(begin ,begin+TrainStart -1)
282 ax4.set_ylim (-1,3)
283 ax4.grid(True , which='both ')
284 ax4.legend(loc='upper left ')
285 ax5 = plt.subplot (325)
286 ax5.scatter(Test3Dates ,Roll3Outputs [:,2], marker='^', edgecolors='
red',facecolors='none ', label='Predicted ', s=150)
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287 ax5.scatter(Test3Dates ,RawTestOutputs[Start+offset:Train3Start -1,2],
edgecolors='blue ', marker = '*', facecolors='none ', label='
Actual ', s=150)
288 ax5.scatter(Test3Dates ,Roll3TestOutputs [:,2], edgecolors='green ',
facecolors='none ', label='Averaged ', s=150)
289 ax5.set_title('3 Day Rolling Average ')
290 ax5.set_xlim(begin ,begin+TrainStart -1)
291 ax5.set_ylim (-1,3)
292 ax5.set_xlabel('Date ')
293 ax5.grid(True , which='both ')
294 ax5.legend(loc='upper left ')
295 ax6 = plt.subplot (326)
296 ax6.scatter(Test5Dates ,Roll5Outputs [:,2], marker='^', edgecolors='
red',facecolors='none ', label='Predicted ', s=150)
297 ax6.scatter(Test5Dates ,RawTestOutputs[Start+offset:Train5Start -1,2],
edgecolors='blue ', marker = '*', facecolors='none ', label='
Actual ', s=150)
298 ax6.scatter(Test5Dates ,Roll5TestOutputs [:,2], edgecolors='green ',
facecolors='none ', label='Averaged ', s=150)
299 ax6.set_title('5 Day Rolling Average ')
300 ax6.set_xlim(begin ,begin+TrainStart -1)
301 ax6.set_ylim (-1,3)
302 ax6.grid(True , which='both ')
303 ax6.set_xlabel('Date ')
304 ax6.legend(loc='upper left ')
305 plt.show()
306
307 # This block shows only the three custom methods , more nicely
formatted than the previous block. Comment out either this block
or the previous before running.
308 ax6 = plt.subplot (313)
309 pred = ax6.scatter(Test5Dates ,Roll5Outputs [:,2], marker='^',
edgecolors='red',facecolors='none ', label='Predicted ', s=150)
310 act = ax6.scatter(StarOut ,Outputs [:,2], edgecolors='blue ', marker =
'*', facecolors='none ', label='Actual ', s=150)
311 ax6.axvspan (20, 27, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 spring break
312 ax6.axvspan (75, 189, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 summer break
313 ax6.axvspan (272, 279, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 thanksgiving break
314 ax6.axvspan (300, 330, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 winter break
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315 ax6.axvspan (384, 391, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 spring break
316 ax6.axvspan (441, 553, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 summer break
317 ax6.axvspan (636, 643, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 thanksgiving break
318 ax6.axvspan (664, 694, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2017 winter break
319 ammlim = ax6.axhline(2, color='black ', linestyle='--', label='Daily
Limit June -Oct', zorder =2)
320 ax6.set_title('5 Day \n Rolling \n Average ', x = 1.07, y = .38)
321 ax6.set_xlim(begin ,begin+TrainStart -1)
322 ax6.set_ylim (0,3)
323 ax6.grid(color='lightgrey ', linestyle='-', linewidth =2)
324 ax6.set_axisbelow(True)
325 ax6.set_xlabel('Date ')
326 ax6.legend(handles = [pred ,act],bbox_to_anchor =(.35 , -.3), ncol=2,
scatterpoints =1)
327 plt.legend(handles = [ammlim], bbox_to_anchor =(.85 , -1.45), ncol=1,
scatterpoints =1)
328
329 ax4 = plt.subplot (311, sharex=ax6)
330 ax4.scatter(TestDates ,IntOutputs [:,2], marker='^', edgecolors='red',
facecolors='none ', label='Predicted ', s=150)
331 ax4.scatter(StarOut ,Outputs [:,2], edgecolors='blue ', marker = '*',
facecolors='none ', label='Actual ', s=150)
332 ax4.axvspan (20, 27, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 spring break
333 ax4.axvspan (75, 189, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 summer break
334 ax4.axvspan (272, 279, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 thanksgiving break
335 ax4.axvspan (300, 330, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 winter break
336 ax4.axvspan (384, 391, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 spring break
337 ax4.axvspan (441, 553, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 summer break
338 ax4.axvspan (636, 643, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 thanksgiving break
339 ax4.axvspan (664, 694, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2017 winter break
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340 ax4.axhline(2, color='black ', linestyle='--', label='Daily Limit
June -Oct', zorder =2)
341 ax4.set_title('Linear \n Interpolation ', x = 1.08, y = .38)
342 ax4.set_xlim(begin ,begin+TrainStart -1)
343 ax4.set_ylim (0,3)
344 ax4.grid(True , which='both ')
345 ax4.grid(color='lightgrey ', linestyle='-', linewidth =2)
346 ax4.set_axisbelow(True)
347 ax5 = plt.subplot (312, sharex=ax6)
348 ax5.scatter(Test3Dates ,Roll3Outputs [:,2], marker='^', edgecolors='
red',facecolors='none ', label='Predicted ', s=150)
349 ax5.scatter(StarOut ,Outputs [:,2], edgecolors='blue ', marker = '*',
facecolors='none ', label='Actual ', s=150)
350 ax5.axvspan (20, 27, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 spring break
351 ax5.axvspan (75, 189, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 summer break
352 ax5.axvspan (272, 279, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 thanksgiving break
353 ax5.axvspan (300, 330, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 winter break
354 ax5.axvspan (384, 391, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 spring break
355 ax5.axvspan (441, 553, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 summer break
356 ax5.axvspan (636, 643, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 thanksgiving break
357 ax5.axvspan (664, 694, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2017 winter break
358 ax5.axhline(2, color='black ', linestyle='--', label='Daily Limit
June -Oct', zorder =2)
359 ax5.set_title('3 Day \n Rolling \n Average ', x = 1.07, y = .38)
360 ax5.set_ylabel('Effluent Ammonia (mg/L NH$_3$ -N)')
361 ax5.set_xlim(begin ,begin+TrainStart -1)
362 ax5.set_ylim (0,3)
363 ax5.grid(color='lightgrey ', linestyle='-', linewidth =2)
364 ax5.set_axisbelow(True)
365 plt.setp(ax4.get_xticklabels (), visible=False)
366 plt.setp(ax5.get_xticklabels (), visible=False)
367 plt.xticks(StarDate [0::14] , TrimmedDate [0::14])
368 plt.setp(ax6.get_xticklabels (), rotation =45)
369 plt.show()
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Appendix I
Baseline Random Forest
I.1 Introduction
The precursor to the final model used for this dissertation used randomly selected training
data, but did not include the nested structure described in Chapter 4. This work still
utilized the RandomForestRegressor from sklearn, but using randomly selected training data
drastically improved the model performance. This appendix includes the code used for the
random forest that provides the core of the nested forest. The predictions of this version are
stronger than the nested version, but as discussed in the main body of this dissertation it is
not well-suited to real-world needs. It runs more quickly than the nested version, but the
built-in multiprocessing capacity makes both versions very efficient.
I.2 Random Forest
1 # -*- coding: utf -8 -*-
2 # Beginning of data used (StarDate), 372 is beginning of year 2 (0
to use all)
3 begin = 0
4
5 # End of data used (StarDate), 745 is final data point available
6 end = 745
7
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8 # Fraction of data to be used for test set
9 TestFraction = 0.5
10
11 # predict x days forward from input data
12 offset = 1
13
14 # File for input data
15 inputfile ='TwoYearsZeroedPlus.csv'
16
17 # File to save feature importance arrays
18 filename='Test10 -Offset1 -RandomPick -All.csv'
19
20 import sklearn.ensemble as ensemble
21 #from sklearn.preprocessing import Imputer
22 import numpy as np
23 import matplotlib as mpl
24 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
25 import pandas as pd
26 import Tools as T
27
28 #Global plot style parameters
29 mpl.rcParams['font.size '] = 35 #10 for seaborn plots
30 mpl.rcParams['legend.fontsize '] = 20
31 mpl.rcParams['axes.titlesize '] = 'x-large '
32 mpl.rcParams['axes.labelsize '] = 'large '
33 mpl.rcParams['axes.labelpad '] = 6.0
34 mpl.rcParams['xtick.labelsize '] = 'small '
35 mpl.rcParams['ytick.labelsize '] = 'small '
36 mpl.rcParams['lines.markeredgewidth '] = 15
37 mpl.rcParams['lines.linewidth '] = 5
38 mpl.rcParams['lines.markersize '] = 5
39 mpl.rcParams['figure.facecolor '] = 'w'
40 mpl.rcParams['legend.numpoints '] = 1
41 mpl.rcParams['legend.fontsize '] = 'medium '
42
43 #Import data
44 NumCols = np.arange (1 ,139) # All but index 0
45
46 # Import everything but date column
47 TwoYearData = np.genfromtxt(inputfile , delimiter=",", skip_header =5,
usecols=NumCols)
48
49 # Import date (in normal date format)
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50 Date = np.genfromtxt(inputfile , delimiter=',', skip_header =5,
usecols=0, dtype=str)
51
52 # Import variable names (for presentation purposes)
53 VarNames = np.genfromtxt(inputfile , delimiter=",", skip_header =4,
max_rows=1, dtype=str)
54
55 # Remove first column (not needed)
56 VarNames = np.delete(VarNames , (0), axis =0)
57
58 InVars = VarNames [0:125] # Input variable names
59 OutVars = VarNames [126:139] # Output variable names
60 AllData = TwoYearData[begin:end ,:] # Full dataset
61 StarDate = TwoYearData [: ,125] # Sampling day (integer)
62
63 # StarDates available as input day indices (ends early to allow for
offset , -1 b/c index starts at 0)
64 StarIn = StarDate [0:end -begin -offset -1]
65
66 # StarDates available as output day indices (starts late to allow
for offset , -1 b/c index starts at 0)
67 StarOut = StarDate[offset:end -begin -1]
68
69 # SKLearn doesn 't support missing values , need to impute NaNs
70 Inputs = AllData [0:end -begin -offset -1 ,0:125] # Raw inputs
71 Outputs = AllData[offset:end -begin -1 ,126:139] # Raw outputs
72
73 # Custom imputer (linear interpolation)
74 InterpolatedInputs = T.Interpolator(Inputs , StarIn)
75 InterpolatedOutputs = T.Interpolator(Outputs , StarOut)
76
77 # Take 3 day and 5 day rolling averages of linear interpolated data.
78 # Pandas has a very clean way to do rolling averages , but only on a
pandas dataframe - so convert array to dataframe
79 DataFrameIntIn = pd.DataFrame(InterpolatedInputs)
80
81 # 3 day rolling average of inputs , converted back to np array for
the next steps
82 Roll3IntIn = np.array(DataFrameIntIn.rolling(window=3,center=True).
mean())[2: -2]
83
84 # 3 day rolling average of outputs , converted back to np array for
the next steps
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85 Roll5IntIn = np.array(DataFrameIntIn.rolling(window=5,center=True).
mean())[2: -3]
86
87 # Convert to pandas dataframe to take rolling average
88 DataFrameIntOut = pd.DataFrame(InterpolatedOutputs)
89
90 # 5 day rolling average of inputs , converted back to np array for
the next steps
91 Roll3IntOut = np.array(DataFrameIntOut.rolling(window=3,center=True)
.mean())[2:-2]
92
93 # 5 day rolling average of outputs , converted back to np array for
the next steps
94 Roll5IntOut = np.array(DataFrameIntOut.rolling(window=5,center=True)
.mean())[2:-3]
95
96 # Define training + testing split
97 # There is a built -in random sampler in sklearn.model_selection (
train_test_split), but for the sake of comparison , being able to
do offset prediction , and plotting I'm doing the random picking
manually
98 # DatePicker returns randomly selected dates for inputs and outputs
and also full range of indices selected from
99 TestInDates , TestOutDates , AllInDates = T.DatePicker(StarIn ,offset ,
TestFraction ,begin)
100 TestInDates = np.array(TestInDates)
101 TestOutDates = np.array(TestOutDates)
102 AllOutDates = [x+offset for x in AllInDates]
103
104 # Now define train dates as dates not included in testing selection
105 TestIndices = [x-1 for x in TestInDates]
106 TrainInDates = np.array(np.delete(AllInDates ,TestIndices))
107 TrainInDates = np.array([int(x) for x in TrainInDates ])
108 TrainOutDates = [x+offset for x in TrainInDates]
109
110
111 # Trim removes indices higher than available for rolling averaged
data
112 Roll3TestInDates = T.Trim(TestInDates ,(max(TestInDates) -(3+ offset +1)
))
113 Roll3TestOutDates = [x+offset for x in Roll3TestInDates]
114
115 # Total input dates available for 3 day rolling average
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116 Roll3StarIn = T.Trim(AllInDates ,(max(TestInDates) -(3+ offset +1)))
117 Roll3StarIn = np.array ([int(x) for x in Roll3StarIn ])
118
119 # Total output dates available for 3 day rolling average
120 Roll3StarOut = [x+offset for x in Roll3StarIn]
121 Roll3StarOut = np.array([int(x) for x in Roll3StarOut ])
122 Roll3TestIndices = [x-1 for x in Roll3TestInDates]
123
124 # Define training data as only non test dates
125 Roll3TrainInDates = np.array(np.delete(Roll3StarIn ,Roll3TestIndices)
)
126 Roll3TrainOutDates = [x+offset for x in Roll3TrainInDates]
127
128 Roll5TestInDates = T.Trim(TestInDates ,(max(TestInDates) -(5+ offset +1)
))
129 Roll5TestOutDates = [x+offset for x in Roll5TestInDates]
130
131 # Total input dates available for 3 day rolling average
132 Roll5StarIn = T.Trim(AllInDates ,(max(TestInDates) -(5+ offset +1)))
133 Roll5StarIn = np.array ([int(x) for x in Roll5StarIn ])
134
135 # Total output dates available for 3 day rolling average
136 Roll5StarOut = [x+offset for x in Roll5StarIn]
137 Roll5StarOut = np.array([int(x) for x in Roll5StarOut ])
138 Roll5TestIndices = [x-1 for x in Roll5TestInDates]
139
140 # Define training data as only non test dates
141 Roll5TrainInDates = np.array(np.delete(Roll5StarIn ,Roll5TestIndices)
)
142 Roll5TrainOutDates = [x+offset for x in Roll5TrainInDates]
143
144 # Randomly select training (and testing) data.
145 # Sampler function returns testinputs , testoutputs , traininputs ,
trainoutputs
146 RawTestInputs , RawTestOutputs , RawTrainInputs , RawTrainOutputs = T.
Sampler(Inputs , Outputs , TestInDates , TestOutDates , TrainInDates ,
TrainOutDates)
147 IntTestInputs , IntTestOutputs , IntTrainInputs , IntTrainOutputs = T.
Sampler(InterpolatedInputs , InterpolatedOutputs , TestInDates ,
TestOutDates , TrainInDates , TrainOutDates)
148 Roll3TestInputs , Roll3TestOutputs , Roll3TrainInputs ,
Roll3TrainOutputs = T.Sampler(Roll3IntIn , Roll3IntOut ,
Roll3TestInDates , Roll3TestOutDates , Roll3TrainInDates ,
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Roll3TrainOutDates)
149 Roll5TestInputs , Roll5TestOutputs , Roll5TrainInputs ,
Roll5TrainOutputs = T.Sampler(Roll5IntIn , Roll5IntOut ,
Roll5TestInDates , Roll5TestOutDates , Roll5TrainInDates ,
Roll5TrainOutDates)
150
151 # Grow random forests for each imputing method
152 IntWaterForest = ensemble.RandomForestRegressor(n_estimators =10,
criterion='mse', max_depth=None , min_samples_split =5,
min_samples_leaf =1, min_weight_fraction_leaf =0.0, max_features='
log2 ', max_leaf_nodes=None , min_impurity_split=None , bootstrap=
True , oob_score=True , n_jobs=-1, random_state =29, verbose=0,
warm_start=True)
153
154 Roll3WaterForest = ensemble.RandomForestRegressor(n_estimators =10,
criterion='mse', max_depth=None , min_samples_split =2,
min_samples_leaf =4, min_weight_fraction_leaf =0.0, max_features='
log2 ', max_leaf_nodes=None , min_impurity_split=None , bootstrap=
True , oob_score=True , n_jobs=-1, random_state =29, verbose=0,
warm_start=True)
155
156 Roll5WaterForest = ensemble.RandomForestRegressor(n_estimators =10,
criterion='mse', max_depth=None , min_samples_split =10,
min_samples_leaf =1, min_weight_fraction_leaf =0.0, max_features='
log2 ', max_leaf_nodes=None , min_impurity_split=None , bootstrap=
True , oob_score=True , n_jobs=-1, random_state =29, verbose=0,
warm_start=True)
157
158 # Train , validate , and score forest using linear interpolated data
159 IntForest = IntWaterForest.fit(IntTrainInputs ,IntTrainOutputs)
160 IntOutputs = IntForest.predict(IntTestInputs)
161 IntFeatureImportance = IntForest.feature_importances_
162 IntTrainScore = IntForest.score(IntTrainInputs ,IntTrainOutputs)
163 IntTestScore = IntForest.score(IntTestInputs ,IntTestOutputs)
164
165 # Train , validate , and score forest using 3 day rolling average of
interpolated data
166 Roll3Forest = Roll3WaterForest.fit(Roll3TrainInputs ,
Roll3TrainOutputs)
167 Roll3Outputs = Roll3Forest.predict(Roll3TestInputs)
168 Roll3FeatureImportance = Roll3Forest.feature_importances_
169 Roll3TrainScore = Roll3Forest.score(Roll3TrainInputs ,
Roll3TrainOutputs)
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170 Roll3TestScore = Roll3Forest.score(Roll3TestInputs ,Roll3TestOutputs)
171
172 # Train , validate , and score forest using 5 day rolling average of
interpolated data
173 Roll5Forest = Roll5WaterForest.fit(Roll5TrainInputs ,
Roll5TrainOutputs)
174 Roll5Outputs = Roll5Forest.predict(Roll5TestInputs)
175 Roll5FeatureImportance = Roll5Forest.feature_importances_
176 Roll5TrainScore = Roll5Forest.score(Roll5TrainInputs ,
Roll5TrainOutputs)
177 Roll5TestScore = Roll5Forest.score(Roll5TestInputs ,Roll5TestOutputs)
178
179 # Output feature importance scores into a csv
180 Imps = np.vstack ((InVars ,IntFeatureImportance ,Roll3FeatureImportance
,Roll5FeatureImportance))
181 np.savetxt(filename ,Imps.T,delimiter=",",fmt=['%s','%s','%s','%s'])
I.3 Hyperparameter Cross Validation
HPCV was performed using sklearn.model selection (imported here as ms). The built-in
imputing methods were excluded to save computational time.
1 # -*- coding: utf -8 -*-
2 # Beginning of data used (StarDate), 372 is beginning of year 2 (0
to use all)
3 begin = 0
4
5 # Beginning of data used (StarDate), 745 is final data point
available
6 end = 745
7
8 # Fraction of data to be used for test set
9 TestFraction = 0.5
10
11 # predict 'offset ' days forward from input date
12 offset = 1
13
14 # Make it easier to change input file
15 inputfile ='TwoYearsZeroedPlus.csv'
16
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17 import sklearn.ensemble as ensemble
18 import numpy as np
19 import pandas as pd
20 import Tools as T
21 import sklearn.model_selection as ms
22
23 #Import data
24 NumCols = np.arange (1 ,139) # All but index 0
25
26 # Import everything but date column
27 TwoYearData = np.genfromtxt(inputfile , delimiter=",", skip_header =5,
usecols=NumCols)
28
29 # Import date (in normal date format)
30 Date = np.genfromtxt(inputfile , delimiter=',', skip_header =5,
usecols=0, dtype=str)
31
32 # Import variable names (for presentation purposes)
33 VarNames = np.genfromtxt(inputfile , delimiter=",", skip_header =4,
max_rows=1, dtype=str)
34
35 # Remove first column (not needed)
36 VarNames = np.delete(VarNames , (0), axis =0)
37
38 InVars = VarNames [0:125] # Input variable names
39 OutVars = VarNames [126:139] # Output variables names
40 AllData = TwoYearData[begin:end ,:] # Full dataset
41 StarDate = TwoYearData [: ,125] # Sampling day (integer)
42
43 # StarDates available as input day indices (ends early to allow for
offset , -1 b/c index starts at 0)
44 StarIn = StarDate [0:end -begin -offset -1]
45
46 # StarDates available as output day indices (starts late to allow
for offset , -1 b/c index starts at 0)
47 StarOut = StarDate[offset:end -begin -1]
48
49 # SKLearn doesn 't support missing values , need to impute NaNs
50 Inputs = AllData [0:end -begin -offset -1 ,0:125] # Raw inputs
51 Outputs = AllData[offset:end -begin -1 ,126:139] # Raw outputs
52
53 # Custom imputer (linear interpolation)
54 InterpolatedInputs = T.Interpolator(Inputs , StarIn)
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55 InterpolatedOutputs = T.Interpolator(Outputs , StarOut)
56
57 # Take 3 day and 5 day rolling averages of linear interpolated data.
58 # Pandas has a very clean way to do rolling averages , but only on a
pandas dataframe - so convert array to dataframe
59 DataFrameIntIn = pd.DataFrame(InterpolatedInputs)
60
61 # 3 day rolling average of inputs , converted back to np array for
the next steps
62 Roll3IntIn = np.array(DataFrameIntIn.rolling(window=3,center=True).
mean())[2: -2]
63
64 # 3 day rolling average of outputs , converted back to np array for
the next steps
65 Roll5IntIn = np.array(DataFrameIntIn.rolling(window=5,center=True).
mean())[2: -3]
66
67 # Convert to pandas dataframe to take rolling average
68 DataFrameIntOut = pd.DataFrame(InterpolatedOutputs)
69
70 # 5 day rolling average of inputs , converted back to np array for
the next steps
71 Roll3IntOut = np.array(DataFrameIntOut.rolling(window=3,center=True)
.mean())[2:-2]
72
73 # 5 day rolling average of outputs , converted back to np array for
the next steps
74 Roll5IntOut = np.array(DataFrameIntOut.rolling(window=5,center=True)
.mean())[2:-3]
75
76 # Define training + testing split
77 # There is a built -in random sampler in sklearn.model_selection (
train_test_split), but for the sake of comparison , being able to
do offset prediction , and plotting I'm doing the random picking
manually
78 # DatePicker returns randomly selected dates for inputs and outputs
and also full range of indices used for selection
79 TestInDates , TestOutDates , AllInDates = T.DatePicker(StarIn ,offset ,
TestFraction ,begin)
80 TestInDates = np.array(TestInDates)
81 TestOutDates = np.array(TestOutDates)
82 AllOutDates = [x+offset for x in AllInDates]
83
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84 # Now define train dates as dates not included in testing selection
85 TestIndices = [x-1 for x in TestInDates]
86 TrainInDates = np.array(np.delete(AllInDates ,TestIndices))
87 TrainInDates = np.array([int(x) for x in TrainInDates ])
88 TrainOutDates = [x+offset for x in TrainInDates]
89
90
91 # Trim removes indices higher than available for rolling averaged
data
92 Roll3TestInDates = T.Trim(TestInDates ,(max(TestInDates) -(3+ offset +1)
))
93 Roll3TestOutDates = [x+offset for x in Roll3TestInDates]
94
95 # Total input dates available for 3 day rolling average
96 Roll3StarIn = T.Trim(AllInDates ,(max(TestInDates) -(3+ offset +1)))
97 Roll3StarIn = np.array ([int(x) for x in Roll3StarIn ])
98
99 # Total output dates available for 3 day rolling average
100 Roll3StarOut = [x+offset for x in Roll3StarIn]
101 Roll3StarOut = np.array([int(x) for x in Roll3StarOut ])
102 Roll3TestIndices = [x-1 for x in Roll3TestInDates]
103
104 # Define training data as only non test dates
105 Roll3TrainInDates = np.array(np.delete(Roll3StarIn ,Roll3TestIndices)
)
106 Roll3TrainOutDates = [x+offset for x in Roll3TrainInDates]
107
108 Roll5TestInDates = T.Trim(TestInDates ,(max(TestInDates) -(5+ offset +1)
))
109 Roll5TestOutDates = [x+offset for x in Roll5TestInDates]
110
111 # Total input dates available for 3 day rolling average
112 Roll5StarIn = T.Trim(AllInDates ,(max(TestInDates) -(5+ offset +1)))
113 Roll5StarIn = np.array ([int(x) for x in Roll5StarIn ])
114
115 # Total output dates available for 3 day rolling average
116 Roll5StarOut = [x+offset for x in Roll5StarIn]
117 Roll5StarOut = np.array([int(x) for x in Roll5StarOut ])
118 Roll5TestIndices = [x-1 for x in Roll5TestInDates]
119
120 # Define training data as only non test dates
121 Roll5TrainInDates = np.array(np.delete(Roll5StarIn ,Roll5TestIndices)
)
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122 Roll5TrainOutDates = [x+offset for x in Roll5TrainInDates]
123
124 # Randomly select training (and testing) data.
125 # Sampler function returns testinputs , testoutputs , traininputs ,
trainoutputs
126 RawTestInputs , RawTestOutputs , RawTrainInputs , RawTrainOutputs = T.
Sampler(Inputs , Outputs , TestInDates , TestOutDates , TrainInDates ,
TrainOutDates)
127 IntTestInputs , IntTestOutputs , IntTrainInputs , IntTrainOutputs = T.
Sampler(InterpolatedInputs , InterpolatedOutputs , TestInDates ,
TestOutDates , TrainInDates , TrainOutDates)
128 Roll3TestInputs , Roll3TestOutputs , Roll3TrainInputs ,
Roll3TrainOutputs = T.Sampler(Roll3IntIn , Roll3IntOut ,
Roll3TestInDates , Roll3TestOutDates , Roll3TrainInDates ,
Roll3TrainOutDates)
129 Roll5TestInputs , Roll5TestOutputs , Roll5TrainInputs ,
Roll5TrainOutputs = T.Sampler(Roll5IntIn , Roll5IntOut ,
Roll5TestInDates , Roll5TestOutDates , Roll5TrainInDates ,
Roll5TrainOutDates)
130
131
132 #### Use sklearn cross validation package (GridSearchCV) for HPCV
for each variant
133 ## Linear Interpolated
134 # Build forest - exclude parameters to be included in HPCV
135 WaterForest = ensemble.RandomForestRegressor(
min_weight_fraction_leaf =0.0, criterion='mse', max_leaf_nodes=
None , max_depth=None , min_impurity_decrease =0, bootstrap=True ,
oob_score=True , n_jobs=-1, random_state =29, verbose=0, warm_start
=True)
136
137 # Define parameters to be evaluated in a dictionary
138 parameters = {'n_estimators ':(10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90,
100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 450, 500), 'max_features ':('
auto ', 'sqrt ', 'log2 '), 'min_samples_split ':(2, 5, 10, 20, 30,
40, 50), 'min_samples_leaf ':(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10)}
139
140 # Parameter sweep
141 sweep = ms.GridSearchCV(WaterForest , parameters , scoring=None ,
n_jobs=-1, iid=True , refit=True , cv=None , verbose=1, pre_dispatch
='2* n_jobs ', error_score='raise ', return_train_score='warn ')
142
143 # Fit sweep based on training data
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144 intsweep = sweep.fit(IntTrainInputs , IntTrainOutputs)
145
146 # Print best scores & parameter combination
147 print intsweep.best_score_
148 print intsweep.best_params_
149
150 ## 3 Day rolling average of linear interpolated
151 # Build forest - exclude parameters to be included in HPCV
152 WaterForest = ensemble.RandomForestRegressor(
min_weight_fraction_leaf =0.0, criterion='mse', max_leaf_nodes=
None , max_depth=None , min_impurity_decrease =0, bootstrap=True ,
oob_score=True , n_jobs=-1, random_state =29, verbose=0, warm_start
=True)
153
154 # Define parameters to be evaluated in a dictionary
155 parameters = {'n_estimators ':(10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90,
100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 450, 500), 'max_features ':('
auto ', 'sqrt ', 'log2 '), 'min_samples_split ':(2, 5, 10, 20, 30,
40, 50), 'min_samples_leaf ':(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10)}
156
157 # Parameter sweep
158 sweep = ms.GridSearchCV(WaterForest , parameters , scoring=None ,
n_jobs=-1, iid=True , refit=True , cv=None , verbose=1, pre_dispatch
='2* n_jobs ', error_score='raise ', return_train_score='warn ')
159
160 # Fit sweep based on training data
161 roll3sweep = sweep.fit(Roll3TrainInputs , Roll3TrainOutputs)
162
163 # Print best scores & parameter combination
164 print roll3sweep.best_score_
165 print roll3sweep.best_params_
166
167 ## 5 Day rolling average of linear interpolated
168 # Build forest - exclude parameters to be included in HPCV
169 WaterForest = ensemble.RandomForestRegressor(
min_weight_fraction_leaf =0.0, criterion='mse', max_leaf_nodes=
None , max_depth=None , min_impurity_decrease =0, bootstrap=True ,
oob_score=True , n_jobs=-1, random_state =29, verbose=0, warm_start
=True)
170
171 # Define parameters to be evaluated in a dictionary
172 parameters = {'n_estimators ':(10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90,
100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 450, 500), 'max_features ':('
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auto ', 'sqrt ', 'log2 '), 'min_samples_split ':(2, 5, 10, 20, 30,
40, 50), 'min_samples_leaf ':(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10)}
173
174 # Parameter sweep
175 sweep = ms.GridSearchCV(WaterForest , parameters , scoring=None ,
n_jobs=-1, iid=True , refit=True , cv=None , verbose=1, pre_dispatch
='2* n_jobs ', error_score='raise ', return_train_score='warn ')
176
177 # Fit sweep based on training data
178 roll5sweep = sweep.fit(Roll5TrainInputs , Roll5TrainOutputs)
179
180 # Print best scores & parameter combination
181 print roll5sweep.best_score_
182 print roll5sweep.best_params_
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Appendix J
Nested Random Forests
J.1 Introduction
This appendix contains the code used for the main model described in Chapter 4.
J.2 Code
1 # -*- coding: utf -8 -*-
2 # Beginning of data used (StarDate), 372 is beginning of year 2 (0
to use all)
3 begin = 0
4
5 # End of data used (StarDate), 745 is final data point available
6 end = 745
7
8 # Fraction of data to be used for test set
9 TestFraction = 0.5
10
11 # predict x days forward from input data
12 offset = 1
13
14 # File for input data
15 inputfile ='TwoYearsZeroedPlus.csv'
16
17 # File to save feature importance arrays
18 filename='Test10 -Offset1 -Nested -All.csv'
19
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20 import sklearn.ensemble as ensemble
21 import numpy as np
22 import matplotlib as mpl
23 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
24 import pandas as pd
25 import Tools as T
26
27 #Global plot style parameters
28 mpl.rcParams['font.size '] = 35 #10 for seaborn plots
29 mpl.rcParams['legend.fontsize '] = 20
30 mpl.rcParams['axes.titlesize '] = 'x-large '
31 mpl.rcParams['axes.labelsize '] = 'large '
32 mpl.rcParams['axes.labelpad '] = 6.0
33 mpl.rcParams['xtick.labelsize '] = 'small '
34 mpl.rcParams['ytick.labelsize '] = 'small '
35 mpl.rcParams['lines.markeredgewidth '] = 15
36 mpl.rcParams['lines.linewidth '] = 5
37 mpl.rcParams['lines.markersize '] = 5
38 mpl.rcParams['figure.facecolor '] = 'w'
39 mpl.rcParams['legend.numpoints '] = 1
40 mpl.rcParams['legend.fontsize '] = 'medium '
41
42 #Import data
43 NumCols = np.arange (1 ,139) # All but index 0
44
45 # Import everything but date column
46 TwoYearData = np.genfromtxt(inputfile , delimiter=",", skip_header =5,
usecols=NumCols)
47
48 # Import date (in normal date format)
49 Date = np.genfromtxt(inputfile , delimiter=',', skip_header =5,
usecols=0, dtype=str)
50
51 # Import variable names (for presentation purposes)
52 VarNames = np.genfromtxt(inputfile , delimiter=",", skip_header =4,
max_rows=1, dtype=str)
53
54 # Remove first column (not needed)
55 VarNames = np.delete(VarNames , (0), axis =0)
56
57 InVars = VarNames [0:125] # Input variable names
58 OutVars = VarNames [126:139] # Output variables names
59 AllData = TwoYearData[begin:end ,:] # Full dataset
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60 StarDate = TwoYearData [: ,125] # Sampling day (integer)
61
62 # StarDates available as input day indices (ends early to allow for
offset , -1 b/c index starts at 0)
63 StarIn = StarDate [0:end -begin -offset -1]
64
65 # StarDates available as output day indices (starts late to allow
for offset , -1 b/c index starts at 0)
66 StarOut = StarDate[offset:end -begin -1]
67
68 # SKLearn doesn 't support missing values , need to impute NaNs
69 Inputs = AllData [0:end -begin -offset -1 ,0:125] # Raw inputs
70 Outputs = AllData[offset:end -begin -1 ,126:139] # Raw outputs
71
72 # Custom imputer (linear interpolation)
73 InterpolatedInputs = T.Interpolator(Inputs , StarIn)
74 InterpolatedOutputs = T.Interpolator(Outputs , StarOut)
75
76 # Take 3 day and 5 day rolling averages of linear interpolated data.
Convert to pandas dataframe to use pandas rolling average
function
77 DataFrameIntIn = pd.DataFrame(InterpolatedInputs)
78
79 # 3 day rolling average of inputs , converted back to np array for
the next steps
80 Roll3IntIn = np.array(DataFrameIntIn.rolling(window=3,center=True).
mean())[2: -2]
81
82 # 3 day rolling average of outputs , converted back to np array for
the next steps
83 Roll5IntIn = np.array(DataFrameIntIn.rolling(window=5,center=True).
mean())[2: -3]
84
85 # Convert to pandas dataframe to take rolling average
86 DataFrameIntOut = pd.DataFrame(InterpolatedOutputs)
87
88 # 5 day rolling average of inputs , converted back to np array for
the next steps
89 Roll3IntOut = np.array(DataFrameIntOut.rolling(window=3,center=True)
.mean())[2:-2]
90
91 # 5 day rolling average of outputs , converted back to np array for
the next steps
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92 Roll5IntOut = np.array(DataFrameIntOut.rolling(window=5,center=True)
.mean())[2:-3]
93
94 # Define training + testing split
95 # There is a built -in random sampler in sklearn.model_selection (
train_test_split), but for the sake of comparison , being able to
do offset prediction , and plotting I'm doing the random picking
manually
96 # DatePicker returns randomly selected dates for inputs and outputs
and also full range of indices selected from
97 TestInDates , TestOutDates , AllInDates = T.DatePicker(StarIn ,offset ,
TestFraction ,begin)
98 TestInDates = np.array(TestInDates)
99 TestOutDates = np.array(TestOutDates)
100 AllOutDates = [x+offset for x in AllInDates]
101
102 # Now define train dates as dates not included in testing selection
103 TestIndices = [x-1 for x in TestInDates]
104 TrainInDates = np.array(np.delete(AllInDates ,TestIndices))
105 TrainInDates = np.array([int(x) for x in TrainInDates ])
106 TrainOutDates = [x+offset for x in TrainInDates]
107
108
109 # Trim removes indices higher than available for rolling averaged
data
110 Roll3TestInDates = T.Trim(TestInDates ,(max(TestInDates) -(3+ offset +1)
))
111 Roll3TestOutDates = [x+offset for x in Roll3TestInDates]
112
113 # Total input dates available for 3 day rolling average
114 Roll3StarIn = T.Trim(AllInDates ,(max(TestInDates) -(3+ offset +1)))
115 Roll3StarIn = np.array ([int(x) for x in Roll3StarIn ])
116
117 # Total output dates available for 3 day rolling average
118 Roll3StarOut = [x+offset for x in Roll3StarIn]
119 Roll3StarOut = np.array([int(x) for x in Roll3StarOut ])
120 Roll3TestIndices = [x-1 for x in Roll3TestInDates]
121
122 # Define training data as only non test dates
123 Roll3TrainInDates = np.array(np.delete(Roll3StarIn ,Roll3TestIndices)
)
124 Roll3TrainOutDates = [x+offset for x in Roll3TrainInDates]
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126 Roll5TestInDates = T.Trim(TestInDates ,(max(TestInDates) -(5+ offset +1)
))
127 Roll5TestOutDates = [x+offset for x in Roll5TestInDates]
128
129 # Total input dates available for 3 day rolling average
130 Roll5StarIn = T.Trim(AllInDates ,(max(TestInDates) -(5+ offset +1)))
131 Roll5StarIn = np.array ([int(x) for x in Roll5StarIn ])
132
133 # Total output dates available for 3 day rolling average
134 Roll5StarOut = [x+offset for x in Roll5StarIn]
135 Roll5StarOut = np.array([int(x) for x in Roll5StarOut ])
136 Roll5TestIndices = [x-1 for x in Roll5TestInDates]
137
138 # Define training data as only non test dates
139 Roll5TrainInDates = np.array(np.delete(Roll5StarIn ,Roll5TestIndices)
)
140 Roll5TrainOutDates = [x+offset for x in Roll5TrainInDates]
141
142 # Randomly select training (and testing) data.
143 # Sampler function returns testinputs , testoutputs , traininputs ,
trainoutputs
144 RawTestInputs , RawTestOutputs , RawTrainInputs , RawTrainOutputs = T.
Sampler(Inputs , Outputs , TestInDates , TestOutDates , TrainInDates ,
TrainOutDates)
145 IntTestInputs , IntTestOutputs , IntTrainInputs , IntTrainOutputs = T.
Sampler(InterpolatedInputs , InterpolatedOutputs , TestInDates ,
TestOutDates , TrainInDates , TrainOutDates)
146 Roll3TestInputs , Roll3TestOutputs , Roll3TrainInputs ,
Roll3TrainOutputs = T.Sampler(Roll3IntIn , Roll3IntOut ,
Roll3TestInDates , Roll3TestOutDates , Roll3TrainInDates ,
Roll3TrainOutDates)
147 Roll5TestInputs , Roll5TestOutputs , Roll5TrainInputs ,
Roll5TrainOutputs = T.Sampler(Roll5IntIn , Roll5IntOut ,
Roll5TestInDates , Roll5TestOutDates , Roll5TrainInDates ,
Roll5TrainOutDates)
148
149 # Internal forest!
150 #Indices of dependent and independent variables for easier calling
later
151 InnerDepends = np.concatenate ((np.array ((20 ,21 ,24 ,25 ,26 ,27)),np.
arange (29 ,113 ,1),np.array ((117 ,118))))
152 InnerIndependent = np.concatenate ((np.arange (0,20,1),np.array
((22 ,23 ,28)),np.arange (113 ,117 ,1),np.arange (119 ,125 ,1)))
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153
154 # Need to separately define inputs and outputs
155 InnerIntTrainInputs = IntTrainInputs [:, InnerIndependent]
156 InnerIntTrainOutputs = IntTrainInputs [:, InnerDepends]
157
158 Inner3TrainInputs = Roll3TrainInputs [:, InnerIndependent]
159 Inner3TrainOutputs = Roll3TrainInputs [:, InnerDepends]
160
161 Inner5TrainInputs = Roll5TrainInputs [:, InnerIndependent]
162 Inner5TrainOutputs = Roll5TrainInputs [:, InnerDepends]
163
164 # Grow inner forests
165 InnerIntForest = ensemble.RandomForestRegressor(n_estimators =100,
criterion='mse', max_depth=None , min_samples_split =2,
min_samples_leaf =7, min_weight_fraction_leaf =0.0, max_features='
sqrt ', max_leaf_nodes=None , min_impurity_split=None , bootstrap=
True , oob_score=True , n_jobs=-1, random_state =29, verbose=0,
warm_start=True)
166
167 Inner3Forest = ensemble.RandomForestRegressor(n_estimators =80,
criterion='mse', max_depth=None , min_samples_split =5,
min_samples_leaf =2, min_weight_fraction_leaf =0.0, max_features='
log2 ', max_leaf_nodes=None , min_impurity_split=None , bootstrap=
True , oob_score=True , n_jobs=-1, random_state =29, verbose=0,
warm_start=True)
168
169 Inner5Forest = ensemble.RandomForestRegressor(n_estimators =20,
criterion='mse', max_depth=None , min_samples_split =2,
min_samples_leaf =1, min_weight_fraction_leaf =0.0, max_features='
sqrt ', max_leaf_nodes=None , min_impurity_split=None , bootstrap=
True , oob_score=True , n_jobs=-1, random_state =29, verbose=0,
warm_start=True)
170
171 # Train internal forests
172 InnerIntTrainedForest = InnerIntForest.fit(InnerIntTrainInputs ,
InnerIntTrainOutputs)
173 Inner3TrainedForest = Inner3Forest.fit(Inner3TrainInputs ,
Inner3TrainOutputs)
174 Inner5TrainedForest = Inner5Forest.fit(Inner5TrainInputs ,
Inner5TrainOutputs)
175
176 # Predict inner dependent variables
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177 PredictedIntInners = InnerIntTrainedForest.predict(IntTestInputs [:,
InnerIndependent ])
178 Predicted3Inners = Inner3TrainedForest.predict(Roll3TestInputs [:,
InnerIndependent ])
179 Predicted5Inners = Inner5TrainedForest.predict(Roll5TestInputs [:,
InnerIndependent ])
180
181 # Create new arrays for replacement
182 ReplacedIntInputs = IntTestInputs
183 Replaced3Inputs = Roll3TestInputs
184 Replaced5Inputs = Roll5TestInputs
185
186 # Replace dependent variables with predicted values
187 ReplacedIntInputs [:, InnerDepends ]= PredictedIntInners
188 Replaced3Inputs [:, InnerDepends ]= Predicted3Inners
189 Replaced5Inputs [:, InnerDepends ]= Predicted5Inners
190
191 # Now grow outer forests
192 IntWaterForest = ensemble.RandomForestRegressor(n_estimators =60,
criterion='mse', max_depth=None , min_samples_split =2,
min_samples_leaf =2, min_weight_fraction_leaf =0.0, max_features='
sqrt ', max_leaf_nodes=None , min_impurity_split=None , bootstrap=
True , oob_score=True , n_jobs=-1, random_state =29, verbose=0,
warm_start=True)
193
194 Roll3WaterForest = ensemble.RandomForestRegressor(n_estimators =10,
criterion='mse', max_depth=None , min_samples_split =2,
min_samples_leaf =1, min_weight_fraction_leaf =0.0, max_features='
sqrt ', max_leaf_nodes=None , min_impurity_split=None , bootstrap=
True , oob_score=True , n_jobs=-1, random_state =29, verbose=0,
warm_start=True)
195
196 Roll5WaterForest = ensemble.RandomForestRegressor(n_estimators =60,
criterion='mse', max_depth=None , min_samples_split =10,
min_samples_leaf =1, min_weight_fraction_leaf =0.0, max_features='
sqrt ', max_leaf_nodes=None , min_impurity_split=None , bootstrap=
True , oob_score=True , n_jobs=-1, random_state =29, verbose=0,
warm_start=True)
197
198 # Forest using linear interpolated data
199 IntForest = IntWaterForest.fit(IntTrainInputs ,IntTrainOutputs)
200 IntOutputs = IntForest.predict(ReplacedIntInputs)
201 IntFeatureImportance = IntForest.feature_importances_
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202 IntTrainScore = IntForest.score(IntTrainInputs ,IntTrainOutputs)
203 IntTestScore = IntForest.score(ReplacedIntInputs ,IntTestOutputs)
204
205 # Forest using 3 day rolling average of interpolated data
206 Roll3Forest = Roll3WaterForest.fit(Roll3TrainInputs ,
Roll3TrainOutputs)
207 Roll3Outputs = Roll3Forest.predict(Replaced3Inputs)
208 Roll3FeatureImportance = Roll3Forest.feature_importances_
209 Roll3TrainScore = Roll3Forest.score(Roll3TrainInputs ,
Roll3TrainOutputs)
210 Roll3TestScore = Roll3Forest.score(Replaced3Inputs ,Roll3TestOutputs)
211
212 # Forest using 5 day rolling average of interpolated data
213 Roll5Forest = Roll5WaterForest.fit(Roll5TrainInputs ,
Roll5TrainOutputs)
214 Roll5Outputs = Roll5Forest.predict(Replaced5Inputs)
215 Roll5FeatureImportance = Roll5Forest.feature_importances_
216 Roll5TrainScore = Roll5Forest.score(Roll5TrainInputs ,
Roll5TrainOutputs)
217 Roll5TestScore = Roll5Forest.score(Replaced5Inputs ,Roll5TestOutputs)
218
219 Imps = np.vstack ((InVars ,IntFeatureImportance ,Roll3FeatureImportance
,Roll5FeatureImportance)) MeanFeatureImportance ,
MedianFeatureImportance ,ModeFeatureImportance ,
220 np.savetxt(filename ,Imps.T,delimiter=",",fmt=['%s','%s','%s','%s'])
221
222 StarTestOut = [x-begin for x in StarOut]
223
224 Ammonia = plt.figure (1)
225 ax6 = plt.subplot (313)
226 ax6.scatter(Roll5TestOutDates ,Roll5Outputs [:,2], marker='^',
edgecolors='red',facecolors='none ', zorder=2, label='Predicted ',
s=150)
227 ax6.scatter(StarTestOut ,Outputs [:,2], edgecolors='blue ', marker = '*
', facecolors='none ', zorder=2, label='Actual ', s=150)
228 ax6.set_title('5 Day \n Rolling \n Average ', x = 1.07, y = .38)
229 ax6.set_xlim(begin ,end)
230 ax6.set_ylim (0,3)
231 ax6.axvspan (20, 27, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 spring break
232 ax6.axvspan (75, 189, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 summer break
255
233 ax6.axvspan (272, 279, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 thanksgiving break
234 ax6.axvspan (300, 330, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 winter break
235 ax6.axvspan (384, 391, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 spring break
236 ax6.axvspan (441, 553, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 summer break
237 ax6.axvspan (636, 643, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 thanksgiving break
238 ax6.axvspan (664, 694, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2017 winter break
239 ax6.grid(color='lightgrey ', linestyle='-', linewidth =2)
240 ax6.set_axisbelow(True)
241 ax6.set_xlabel('Date ')
242 ax6.legend(loc='upper center ', bbox_to_anchor =(.25, -.3), ncol=2,
scatterpoints =1)
243 ax4 = plt.subplot (311, sharex=ax6)
244 ax4.scatter(TestOutDates ,IntOutputs [:,2], marker='^', edgecolors='
red',facecolors='none ', zorder=2, label='Predicted ', s=150)
245 ax4.scatter(StarTestOut ,Outputs [:,2], edgecolors='blue ', marker = '*
', facecolors='none ', zorder=2, label='Actual ', s=150)
246 ax4.set_title('Linear \n Interpolation ', x = 1.08, y = .38)
247 ax4.set_xlim(begin ,end)
248 ax4.set_ylim (0,3)
249 ax4.axvspan (20, 27, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 spring break
250 ax4.axvspan (75, 189, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 summer break
251 ax4.axvspan (272, 279, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 thanksgiving break
252 ax4.axvspan (300, 330, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 winter break
253 ax4.axvspan (384, 391, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 spring break
254 ax4.axvspan (441, 553, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 summer break
255 ax4.axvspan (636, 643, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 thanksgiving break
256 ax4.axvspan (664, 694, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2017 winter break
257 ax4.grid(color='lightgrey ', linestyle='-', linewidth =2)
258 ax4.set_axisbelow(True)
256
259 ax5 = plt.subplot (312, sharex=ax6)
260 ax5.scatter(Roll3TestOutDates ,Roll3Outputs [:,2], marker='^',
edgecolors='red',facecolors='none ', zorder=2, label='Predicted ',
s=150)
261 ax5.scatter(StarTestOut ,Outputs [:,2], edgecolors='blue ', marker = '*
', facecolors='none ', zorder=2, label='Actual ', s=150)
262 ax5.set_title('3 Day \n Rolling \n Average ', x = 1.07, y = .38)
263 ax5.set_xlim(begin ,end)
264 ax5.set_ylim (0,3)
265 ax5.set_ylabel('Effluent Ammonia (mg/L NH$_3$ -N)')
266 ax5.axvspan (20, 27, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 spring break
267 ax5.axvspan (75, 189, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 summer break
268 ax5.axvspan (272, 279, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2015 thanksgiving break
269 ax5.axvspan (300, 330, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 winter break
270 ax5.axvspan (384, 391, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 spring break
271 ax5.axvspan (441, 553, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 summer break
272 ax5.axvspan (636, 643, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2016 thanksgiving break
273 ax5.axvspan (664, 694, ymin=0, ymax=1, color='0.85 ', zorder=1,alpha
=0.5) #2017 winter break
274 ax5.grid(color='lightgrey ', linestyle='-', linewidth =2)
275 ax5.set_axisbelow(True)
276 plt.setp(ax4.get_xticklabels (), visible=False)
277 plt.setp(ax5.get_xticklabels (), visible=False)
278 plt.xticks(StarDate [0::31] , Date [0::31])
279 plt.setp(ax6.get_xticklabels (), rotation =45)
280 plt.show()
J.3 Hyperparameter Cross Validation
HPCV was performed using sklearn.model selection (imported here as ms). The built-in
imputing methods were excluded to save computational time. This was performed by first
running the program for the inner forests with outer forest component commented out). The
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inner HPCV was then commented out and static inner forests were defined using the best
parameter combinations found. The outer HPCV components were then uncommented and a
new round of parameter sweeps were run for the outer forests (with the already optimized
inner forests). The below code shows the second phase, with internal forest HPCV commented
out.
1 # -*- coding: utf -8 -*-
2 # Beginning of data used (StarDate), 372 is beginning of year 2 (0
to use all)
3 begin = 0
4
5 # Beginning of data used (StarDate), 745 is final data point
available
6 end = 745
7
8 # Fraction of data to be used for test set
9 TestFraction = 0.9
10
11 # predict 'offset ' days forward from input data
12 offset = 1
13
14 # Make changing input files easier
15 inputfile ='TwoYearsZeroedPlus.csv'
16
17 # Save best results to a file
18 filename='Corrected -Test10 -Offset1 -RandomPick -Y2.csv'
19
20 import sklearn.ensemble as ensemble
21 import numpy as np
22 import sklearn.model_selection as ms
23 import pandas as pd
24 import Tools as T
25
26 #Import data
27 NumCols = np.arange (1 ,139) # All but index 0
28
29 # Import everything but date column
30 TwoYearData = np.genfromtxt(inputfile , delimiter=",", skip_header =5,
usecols=NumCols)
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31
32 # Import date (in normal date format)
33 Date = np.genfromtxt(inputfile , delimiter=',', skip_header =5,
usecols=0, dtype=str)
34
35 # Import variable names (for presentation purposes)
36 VarNames = np.genfromtxt(inputfile , delimiter=",", skip_header =4,
max_rows=1, dtype=str)
37
38 # Remove first column (not needed)
39 VarNames = np.delete(VarNames , (0), axis =0)
40
41 InVars = VarNames [0:125] # Input variable names
42 OutVars = VarNames [126:139] # Output variables
names
43 AllData = TwoYearData[begin:end ,:] # Actual dataset to be used
44 StarDate = TwoYearData [: ,125] # Integer representation of
day within sampling range
45
46 # StarDates available as input day indices (ends early to allow for
offset , -1 b/c index starts at 0)
47 StarIn = StarDate [0:end -begin -offset -1]
48
49 # StarDates available as output day indices (starts late to allow
for offset , -1 b/c index starts at 0)
50 StarOut = StarDate[offset:end -begin -1]
51
52 # SKLearn doesn 't support missing values , need to impute NaNs
53 Inputs = AllData [0:end -begin -offset -1 ,0:125] # Raw inputs
54 Outputs = AllData[offset:end -begin -1 ,126:139] # Raw outputs
55
56 # Custom imputer (linear interpolation)
57 InterpolatedInputs = T.Interpolator(Inputs , StarIn)
58 InterpolatedOutputs = T.Interpolator(Outputs , StarOut)
59
60 # Take 3 day and 5 day rolling averages of linear interpolated data.
61 # Pandas has a very clean way to do rolling averages , but only on a
pandas dataframe - so convert array to dataframe
62 DataFrameIntIn = pd.DataFrame(InterpolatedInputs)
63
64 # 3 day rolling average of inputs , converted back to np array for
the next steps
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65 Roll3IntIn = np.array(DataFrameIntIn.rolling(window=3,center=True).
mean())[2: -2]
66
67 # 3 day rolling average of outputs , converted back to np array for
the next steps
68 Roll5IntIn = np.array(DataFrameIntIn.rolling(window=5,center=True).
mean())[2: -3]
69
70 # Convert to pandas dataframe to take rolling average
71 DataFrameIntOut = pd.DataFrame(InterpolatedOutputs)
72
73 # 5 day rolling average of inputs , converted back to np array for
the next steps
74 Roll3IntOut = np.array(DataFrameIntOut.rolling(window=3,center=True)
.mean())[2:-2]
75
76 # 5 day rolling average of outputs , converted back to np array for
the next steps
77 Roll5IntOut = np.array(DataFrameIntOut.rolling(window=5,center=True)
.mean())[2:-3]
78
79 # Define training + testing split
80 # DatePicker returns randomly selected dates for inputs and outputs
and also full range of indices selected from
81 TestInDates , TestOutDates , AllInDates = T.DatePicker(StarIn ,offset ,
TestFraction ,begin)
82 TestInDates = np.array(TestInDates)
83 TestOutDates = np.array(TestOutDates)
84 AllOutDates = [x+offset for x in AllInDates]
85
86 # Now define train dates as dates not included in testing selection
87 TestIndices = [x-1 for x in TestInDates]
88 TrainInDates = np.array(np.delete(AllInDates ,TestIndices))
89 TrainInDates = np.array([int(x) for x in TrainInDates ])
90 TrainOutDates = [x+offset for x in TrainInDates]
91
92
93 # Trim removes indices higher than available for rolling averaged
data
94 Roll3TestInDates = T.Trim(TestInDates ,(max(TestInDates) -(3+ offset +1)
))
95 Roll3TestOutDates = [x+offset for x in Roll3TestInDates]
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97 # Total input dates available for 3 day rolling average
98 Roll3StarIn = T.Trim(AllInDates ,(max(TestInDates) -(3+ offset +1)))
99 Roll3StarIn = np.array ([int(x) for x in Roll3StarIn ])
100
101 # Total output dates available for 3 day rolling average
102 Roll3StarOut = [x+offset for x in Roll3StarIn]
103 Roll3StarOut = np.array([int(x) for x in Roll3StarOut ])
104 Roll3TestIndices = [x-1 for x in Roll3TestInDates]
105
106 # Define training data as only non test dates
107 Roll3TrainInDates = np.array(np.delete(Roll3StarIn ,Roll3TestIndices)
)
108 Roll3TrainOutDates = [x+offset for x in Roll3TrainInDates]
109
110 Roll5TestInDates = T.Trim(TestInDates ,(max(TestInDates) -(5+ offset +1)
))
111 Roll5TestOutDates = [x+offset for x in Roll5TestInDates]
112
113 # Total input dates available for 3 day rolling average
114 Roll5StarIn = T.Trim(AllInDates ,(max(TestInDates) -(5+ offset +1)))
115 Roll5StarIn = np.array ([int(x) for x in Roll5StarIn ])
116
117 # Total output dates available for 3 day rolling average
118 Roll5StarOut = [x+offset for x in Roll5StarIn]
119 Roll5StarOut = np.array([int(x) for x in Roll5StarOut ])
120 Roll5TestIndices = [x-1 for x in Roll5TestInDates]
121
122 # Define training data as only non test dates
123 Roll5TrainInDates = np.array(np.delete(Roll5StarIn ,Roll5TestIndices)
)
124 Roll5TrainOutDates = [x+offset for x in Roll5TrainInDates]
125
126 # Randomly select training (and testing) data.
127 # Sampler function returns testinputs , testoutputs , traininputs ,
trainoutputs
128 RawTestInputs , RawTestOutputs , RawTrainInputs , RawTrainOutputs = T.
Sampler(Inputs , Outputs , TestInDates , TestOutDates , TrainInDates ,
TrainOutDates)
129 IntTestInputs , IntTestOutputs , IntTrainInputs , IntTrainOutputs = T.
Sampler(InterpolatedInputs , InterpolatedOutputs , TestInDates ,
TestOutDates , TrainInDates , TrainOutDates)
130 Roll3TestInputs , Roll3TestOutputs , Roll3TrainInputs ,
Roll3TrainOutputs = T.Sampler(Roll3IntIn , Roll3IntOut ,
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Roll3TestInDates , Roll3TestOutDates , Roll3TrainInDates ,
Roll3TrainOutDates)
131 Roll5TestInputs , Roll5TestOutputs , Roll5TrainInputs ,
Roll5TrainOutputs = T.Sampler(Roll5IntIn , Roll5IntOut ,
Roll5TestInDates , Roll5TestOutDates , Roll5TrainInDates ,
Roll5TrainOutDates)
132
133 # Internal forest!
134 #Indices of dependent and independent variables for easier calling
later
135 InnerDepends = np.concatenate ((np.array ((20 ,21 ,24 ,25 ,26 ,27)),np.
arange (29 ,113 ,1),np.array ((117 ,118))))
136 InnerIndependent = np.concatenate ((np.arange (0,20,1),np.array
((22 ,23 ,28)),np.arange (113 ,117 ,1),np.arange (119 ,125 ,1)))
137
138 # Need to separately define inputs and outputs
139 InnerIntTrainInputs = IntTrainInputs [:, InnerIndependent]
140 InnerIntTrainOutputs = IntTrainInputs [:, InnerDepends]
141
142 Inner3TrainInputs = Roll3TrainInputs [:, InnerIndependent]
143 Inner3TrainOutputs = Roll3TrainInputs [:, InnerDepends]
144 Inner5TrainInputs = Roll5TrainInputs [:, InnerIndependent]
145 Inner5TrainOutputs = Roll5TrainInputs [:, InnerDepends]
146
147 ### Linear Interpolated (uncomment to do inner sweeps)
148 ## Build forest - exclude parameters to be included in HPCV
149 #InnerIntForest = ensemble.RandomForestRegressor(criterion='mse ',
max_depth=None , min_weight_fraction_leaf =0.0, max_leaf_nodes=
None , min_impurity_split=None , bootstrap=True , oob_score=True ,
n_jobs=-1, random_state =29, verbose=0, warm_start=True) # HPCV
on interpolated outer tree
150
151 ## Define parameter values to be evaluated in a dictionary
152 #parameters = {'n_estimators ':(10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90,
100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 450, 500), 'max_features ':('
auto ', 'sqrt ', 'log2 '), 'min_samples_split ':(2, 5, 10, 20, 30,
40, 50), 'min_samples_leaf ':(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10)}
153
154 ## Parameter sweep
155 #isweep = ms.GridSearchCV(InnerIntForest , parameters , scoring=None ,
n_jobs=-1, iid=True , refit=True , cv=None , verbose=1,
pre_dispatch ='2* n_jobs ', error_score='raise ', return_train_score
='warn ')
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156
157 ## Fit sweep based on training data
158 #intsweep = isweep.fit(InnerIntTrainInputs , InnerIntTrainOutputs)
159
160 ## Print best scores & parameter combination
161 #print intsweep.best_score_
162 #print intsweep.best_params_
163
164 ## Grow actual inner forest based on inner sweep results (comment
out for inner sweep)
165 InnerIntForest = ensemble.RandomForestRegressor(n_estimators =450,
criterion='mse', max_depth=None , min_samples_split =2,
min_samples_leaf =1, min_weight_fraction_leaf =0.0, max_features='
auto ', max_leaf_nodes=None , min_impurity_split=None , bootstrap=
True , oob_score=True , n_jobs=-1, random_state =29, verbose=0,
warm_start=True)
166
167 ### 3 day rolling average (uncomment to do inner sweeps)
168 ## Build forest - exclude parameters to be included in HPCV
169 #Inner3Forest = ensemble.RandomForestRegressor(criterion='mse ',
max_depth=None , min_weight_fraction_leaf =0.0, max_leaf_nodes=None
, min_impurity_split=None , bootstrap=True , oob_score=True , n_jobs
=-1, random_state =29, verbose=0, warm_start=True)
170
171 ## Define parameter values to be evaluated in a dictionary
172 #parameters = {'n_estimators ':(10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90,
100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 450, 500), 'max_features ':('
auto ', 'sqrt ', 'log2 '),'min_samples_split ':(2, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40,
50), 'min_samples_leaf ':(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10)}
173
174 ## Parameter sweep
175 #sweep3 = ms.GridSearchCV(Inner3Forest , parameters , scoring=None ,
n_jobs=-1, iid=True , refit=True , cv=None , verbose=1, pre_dispatch
='2* n_jobs ', error_score='raise ', return_train_score='warn ')
176
177 ## Fit sweep based on training data
178 #roll3sweep = sweep3.fit(Inner3TrainInputs , Inner3TrainOutputs)
179
180 ## Print best scores & parameter combination
181 #print roll3sweep.best_score_
182 #print roll3sweep.best_params_
183
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184 ## Grow actual inner forest based on inner sweep results (comment
out for inner sweep)
185 Inner3Forest = ensemble.RandomForestRegressor(n_estimators =100,
criterion='mse', max_depth=None , min_samples_split =2,
min_samples_leaf =2, min_weight_fraction_leaf =0.0, max_features='
log2 ', max_leaf_nodes=None , min_impurity_split=None , bootstrap=
True , oob_score=True , n_jobs=-1, random_state =29, verbose=0,
warm_start=True)
186
187 ## 5 day rolling average
188 ## Build forest - exclude parameters to be included in HPCV
189 #Inner5Forest = ensemble.RandomForestRegressor(criterion='mse ',
max_depth=None , min_weight_fraction_leaf =0.0, max_leaf_nodes=
None , min_impurity_split=None , bootstrap=True , oob_score=True ,
n_jobs=-1, random_state =29, verbose=0, warm_start=True)
190
191 ## Define parameter values to be evaluated in a dictionary
192 #parameters = {'n_estimators ':(10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90,
100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 450, 500), 'max_features ':('
auto ', 'sqrt ', 'log2 '), 'min_samples_split ':(2, 5, 10, 20, 30,
40, 50), 'min_samples_leaf ':(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10)}
193
194 ## Parameter sweep
195 #sweep5 = ms.GridSearchCV(Inner5Forest , parameters , scoring=None ,
n_jobs=-1, iid=True , refit=True , cv=None , verbose=1,
pre_dispatch ='2* n_jobs ', error_score='raise ', return_train_score
='warn ')
196
197 ## Fit sweep based on training data
198 #roll5sweep = sweep5.fit(Inner5TrainInputs , Inner5TrainOutputs)
199
200 ## Print best scores & parameter combination
201 #print roll5sweep.best_score_
202 #print roll5sweep.best_params_
203
204 ## Grow actual inner forest based on inner sweep results (comment
out for inner sweep)
205 Inner5Forest = ensemble.RandomForestRegressor(n_estimators =10,
criterion='mse', max_depth=None , min_samples_split =2,
min_samples_leaf =1, min_weight_fraction_leaf =0.0, max_features='
auto ', max_leaf_nodes=None , min_impurity_split=None , bootstrap=
True , oob_score=True , n_jobs=-1, random_state =29, verbose=0,
warm_start=True)
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206
207 ## Prepare for second round of HPCV
208 # Train best internal forests
209 InnerIntTrainedForest = InnerIntForest.fit(InnerIntTrainInputs ,
InnerIntTrainOutputs)
210 Inner3TrainedForest = Inner3Forest.fit(Inner3TrainInputs ,
Inner3TrainOutputs)
211 Inner5TrainedForest = Inner5Forest.fit(Inner5TrainInputs ,
Inner5TrainOutputs)
212
213 # Predict inner dependent variables using best inner forests
214 PredictedIntInners = InnerIntTrainedForest.predict(IntTestInputs [:,
InnerIndependent ])
215 Predicted3Inners = Inner3TrainedForest.predict(Roll3TestInputs [:,
InnerIndependent ])
216 Predicted5Inners = Inner5TrainedForest.predict(Roll5TestInputs [:,
InnerIndependent ])
217
218 # Replace dependent variables with predicted values
219 IntTestInputs [:, InnerDepends ]= PredictedIntInners
220 Roll3TestInputs [:, InnerDepends ]= Predicted3Inners
221 Roll5TestInputs [:, InnerDepends ]= Predicted5Inners
222
223 ## Outer HPCV (comment these out for inner sweep)
224 # Linear interpolated data
225 # Build forest - exclude parameters to be included in HPCV
226 IntWaterForest = ensemble.RandomForestRegressor(
min_weight_fraction_leaf =0.0, criterion='mse', max_leaf_nodes=
None , max_depth=None , min_impurity_decrease =0, bootstrap=True ,
oob_score=True , n_jobs=-1, random_state =29, verbose=0, warm_start
=True)
227 # HPCV on interpolated outer tree
228
229 # Define parameter values to be evaluated in a dictionary
230 parameters = {'n_estimators ':(10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90,
100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 450, 500), 'max_features ':('
auto ', 'sqrt ', 'log2 '), 'min_samples_split ':(2, 5, 10, 20, 30,
40, 50), 'min_samples_leaf ':(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10)}
231
232 # Parameter sweep
233 isweep = ms.GridSearchCV(IntWaterForest , parameters , scoring=None ,
n_jobs=-1, iid=True , refit=True , cv=None , verbose=1, pre_dispatch
='2* n_jobs ', error_score='raise ', return_train_score='warn ')
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234
235 # Fit sweep based on training data
236 intsweep = isweep.fit(IntTrainInputs , IntTrainOutputs)
237
238 ## Print best scores & parameter combination
239 print intsweep.best_score_
240 print intsweep.best_params_
241
242 ## 3 day rolling average
243 # Build forest - exclude parameters to be included in HPCV
244 Roll3WaterForest = ensemble.RandomForestRegressor(
min_weight_fraction_leaf =0.0, criterion='mse', max_leaf_nodes=
None , max_depth=None , min_impurity_decrease =0, bootstrap=True ,
oob_score=True , n_jobs=-1, random_state =29, verbose=0, warm_start
=True)
245
246 ## Define parameter values to be evaluated in a dictionary
247 parameters = {'n_estimators ':(10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90,
100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 450, 500), 'max_features ':('
auto ', 'sqrt ', 'log2 '),'min_samples_split ':(2, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40,
50), 'min_samples_leaf ':(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10)}
248
249 # Parameter sweep
250 sweep3 = ms.GridSearchCV(Roll3WaterForest , parameters , scoring=None ,
n_jobs=-1, iid=True , refit=True , cv=None , verbose=1,
pre_dispatch='2* n_jobs ', error_score='raise ', return_train_score=
'warn ')
251
252 # Fit sweep based on training data
253 roll3sweep = sweep3.fit(Roll3TrainInputs , Roll3TrainOutputs)
254
255 ## Print best scores & parameter combination
256 print roll3sweep.best_score_
257 print roll3sweep.best_params_
258
259 ## 5 day rolling average
260 # Build forest - exclude parameters to be included in HPCV
261 Roll5WaterForest = ensemble.RandomForestRegressor(
min_weight_fraction_leaf =0.0, criterion='mse', max_leaf_nodes=
None , max_depth=None , min_impurity_decrease =0, bootstrap=True ,
oob_score=True , n_jobs=-1, random_state =29, verbose=0, warm_start
=True)
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263 # Define parameter values to be evaluated in a dictionary
264 parameters = {'n_estimators ':(10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90,
100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 450, 500), 'max_features ':('
auto ', 'sqrt ', 'log2 '), 'min_samples_split ':(2, 5, 10, 20, 30,
40, 50), 'min_samples_leaf ':(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10)}
265
266 # Parameter sweep
267 sweep5 = ms.GridSearchCV(Roll5WaterForest , parameters , scoring=None ,
n_jobs=-1, iid=True , refit=True , cv=None , verbose=1,
pre_dispatch='2* n_jobs ', error_score='raise ', return_train_score=
'warn ')
268
269 # Fit sweep based on training data
270 roll5sweep = sweep5.fit(Roll5TrainInputs , Roll5TrainOutputs)
271
272 ## Print best scores & parameter combination
273 print roll5sweep.best_score_
274 print roll5sweep.best_params_
267
Appendix K
Genetic Algorithm Code
K.1 Introduction
This is the code used for the genetic algorithm described in Chapter 5. The number
of loops and success threshold were modified as needed. Due to the time consuming and
computational intensity of this component, this code was run exclusively on the desktop
workstation described in Table 4.6.1.
K.2 Code
1 # -*- coding: utf -8 -*-
2 # Beginning of data used (StarDate), 372 is beginning of year 2 (0
to use all)
3 begin = 0
4
5 # End of data used (StarDate), 745 is final data point available
6 end = 745
7
8 # Fraction of data to be used for test set
9 TestFraction = 0.5
10
11 # predict x days forward from input data
12 offset = 1
13
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14 # Option to randomly select days to optimize is built -in, but maybe
more valuable to select 'trouble ' days
15 #optnum = 1
16
17 # Starting population size for GA
18 popsize = 100
19
20 # GA parameters
21 elite = 0.1 # Elite fraction
22 recomb = 50 # Recombination rate (/100)
23 mut = 3 # Mutation rate (/100)
24 maxgen = 2000
25
26 # Run number to define number of loops , included in file names
27 run = 0
28
29 # File for input data
30 inputfile = 'TwoYearsZeroed.csv'
31
32 import sklearn.ensemble as ensemble
33 import numpy as np
34 import pandas as pd
35 import Tools as T
36 import random
37 import time
38
39 #Import data
40 NumCols = np.arange (1 ,139) # All but index 0
41
42 # Import everything but date column
43 TwoYearData = np.genfromtxt(inputfile , delimiter=",", skip_header =5,
usecols=NumCols)
44
45 # Import date (in normal date format)
46 Date = np.genfromtxt(inputfile , delimiter=',', skip_header =5,
usecols=0, dtype=str)
47
48 # Import variable names (for presentation purposes)
49 VarNames = np.genfromtxt(inputfile , delimiter=",", skip_header =4,
max_rows=1, dtype=str)
50
51 # Remove first column (not needed)
52 VarNames = np.delete(VarNames , (0), axis =0)
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53
54 InVars = VarNames [0:125] # Input variable names
55 OutVars = VarNames [126:139] # Output variables names
56 AllData = TwoYearData[begin:end ,:] # Full dataset
57 StarDate = TwoYearData [: ,125] # Sampling day (integer)
58
59 # StarDates available as input day indices (ends early to allow for
offset , -1 b/c index starts at 0)
60 StarIn = StarDate [0:end -begin -offset -1]
61
62 # StarDates available as output day indices (starts late to allow
for offset , -1 b/c index starts at 0)
63 StarOut = StarDate[offset:end -begin -1]
64
65
66 # SKLearn doesn 't support missing values , need to impute NaNs
67 Inputs = AllData [0:end -begin -offset -1 ,0:125] # Raw inputs
68 Outputs = AllData[offset:end -begin -1 ,126:139] # Raw outputs
69
70 # Custom imputer (linear interpolation)
71 InterpolatedInputs = T.Interpolator(Inputs , StarIn)
72 InterpolatedOutputs = T.Interpolator(Outputs , StarOut)
73
74 # Take 3 day and 5 day rolling averages of linear interpolated data
75 DataFrameIntIn = pd.DataFrame(InterpolatedInputs)
76 Roll5IntIn = np.array(DataFrameIntIn.rolling(window=5,center=True).
mean())[2: -3]
77 DataFrameIntOut = pd.DataFrame(InterpolatedOutputs)
78 Roll5IntOut = np.array(DataFrameIntOut.rolling(window=5,center=True)
.mean())[2:-3]
79
80 ## Define training + testing split
81 TestInDates , TestOutDates , AllInDates = T.DatePicker(StarIn ,offset ,
TestFraction ,begin)
82 TestInDates = np.array(TestInDates)
83 TestOutDates = np.array(TestOutDates)
84 AllOutDates = [x+offset for x in AllInDates]
85
86 # Now define train dates as dates not included in testing selection
87 TestIndices = [x-1 for x in TestInDates]
88 TrainInDates = np.array(np.delete(AllInDates ,TestIndices))
89 TrainInDates = np.array([int(x) for x in TrainInDates ])
90 TrainOutDates = [x+offset for x in TrainInDates]
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91
92 # Trim (custom module) removes indices higher than available for
rolling averaged data
93 Roll5TestInDates = T.Trim(TestInDates ,(max(TestInDates) -(5+ offset +1)
))
94 Roll5TestOutDates = [x+offset for x in Roll5TestInDates]
95
96 # Input dates available for 5 day rolling average
97 Roll5StarIn = T.Trim(AllInDates ,(max(TestInDates) -(5+ offset +1)))
98 Roll5StarIn = np.array ([int(x) for x in Roll5StarIn ])
99
100 # Output dates available for 3 day rolling average
101 Roll5StarOut = [x+offset for x in Roll5StarIn]
102 Roll5StarOut = np.array([int(x) for x in Roll5StarOut ])
103 Roll5TestIndices = [x-1 for x in Roll5TestInDates]
104
105 # Define training data as only non test dates
106 Roll5TrainInDates = np.array(np.delete(Roll5StarIn ,Roll5TestIndices)
)
107 Roll5TrainOutDates = [x+offset for x in Roll5TrainInDates]
108
109 while run < 20:
110 # Keep track of time for each run
111 starttime = time.time()
112
113 # Sampler returns testinputs , testoutputs , traininputs ,
trainoutputs
114 RawTestInputs , RawTestOutputs , RawTrainInputs , RawTrainOutputs =
T.Sampler(Inputs , Outputs , TestInDates , TestOutDates ,
TrainInDates , TrainOutDates)
115 Roll5TestInputs , Roll5TestOutputs , Roll5TrainInputs ,
Roll5TrainOutputs = T.Sampler(Roll5IntIn , Roll5IntOut ,
Roll5TestInDates , Roll5TestOutDates , Roll5TrainInDates ,
Roll5TrainOutDates)
116
117 # Internal forest!
118 #Indices of dependent and independent variables for easier
calling later
119 InnerDepends = np.concatenate ((np.array ((16 ,17 ,20 ,21 ,22 ,23)),np.
arange (25 ,109 ,1),np.array ((113 ,114))))
120 InnerIndependent = np.concatenate ((np.arange (0,16,1),np.array
((18 ,19 ,24)),np.arange (109 ,113 ,1),np.arange (115 ,121 ,1)))
121
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122 # Need to separately define inputs and outputs
123 Inner5TrainInputs = Roll5TrainInputs [:, InnerIndependent]
124 Inner5TrainOutputs = Roll5TrainInputs [:, InnerDepends]
125
126 # Select and constrain knobs
127 # Indices of tunable knobs:
128 Knobs = np.array ((18 ,24 ,115 ,117 ,120))
129
130 # Minimum North basin 18 day wasting rate (gal) - lower bound is
lowest actually used * 0.8
131 NWAS18dMin = 0.8*np.min(Inputs [: ,18])
132
133 # Maximum North basin 18 day wasting rate (gal) - upper bound is
highest actually used * 1.2
134 NWAS18dMax = 1.2*np.max(Inputs [: ,18])
135
136 # Minimum South basin 18 day wasting rate (gal) - lower bound is
lowest actually used * 0.8
137 SWAS18dMin = 0.8*np.min(Inputs [: ,115])
138
139 # Maximum South basin 18 day wasting rate (gal) - upper bound is
highest actually used * 1.2
140 SWAS18dMax = 1.2*np.max(Inputs [: ,115])
141
142 # Minimum RAS chlorination (gal) - lower bound 0, alt 0.8*np.min
(Inputs [: ,25])
143 ClMin = 0
144
145 # Maximum RAS chlorination (gal) - upper bound is highest
actually used * 1.2
146 ClMax = 1.2*np.max(Inputs [: ,24])
147
148 # Minimum MgOH dose (gal) is 0
149 MgOHMin = 0
150
151 # Maximum MgOH dose (gal) - upper bound is highest actually used
* 1.2
152 MgOHMax = 1.2*np.max(Inputs [: ,117])
153
154 # Minimum MicroC (gal) is 0
155 MicroCMin = 0
156
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157 # Maximum MicroC dose - upper bound is highest actually used *
1.2
158 MicroCMax = 1.2*np.max(Inputs [: ,120])
159
160 # Select day to optimize. Commented code can be used to pull
indices of <optnum > days from testing data set to play
with
161 OptDay = [329] #random.sample(Roll5TestIndices ,optnum)
162
163 # Start with 1 individual in population
164 InitPop = Inputs[OptDay]
165 i = 1
166
167 # Keep adding on until goal population size is reached
168 while i < popsize:
169 InitPop = np.concatenate ((InitPop ,Inputs[OptDay ]))
170 i += 1
171
172
173 # Randomly generate values of knobs within constraints to create
X individuals
174 # Index of north basin wasting rate
175 NWASi = 18
176
177 # Range of reasonable WAS values
178 NWASRange = np.arange(NWAS18dMin ,NWAS18dMax ,( NWAS18dMax/popsize)
)
179
180 # Randomly select <popsize > different values for WAS
181 NWASOpt = random.sample(NWASRange ,popsize)
182
183 # Replace actual value with randomly generated ones
184 InitPop[:,NWASi] = NWASOpt
185
186 # Index of south basin wasting rate
187 SWASi = 115
188
189 # Range of reasonable WAS values
190 SWASRange = np.arange(SWAS18dMin ,SWAS18dMax ,( SWAS18dMax/popsize)
)
191
192 # Randomly select <popsize > different values for WAS
193 SWASOpt = random.sample(SWASRange ,popsize)
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194
195 # Replace actual value with randomly generated ones
196 InitPop[:,SWASi] = SWASOpt
197
198 # Index of return activated sludge chlorination
199 Cli = 24
200
201 # Range of reasonable Cl values
202 ClRange = np.arange(ClMin ,ClMax ,( ClMax/popsize))
203
204 # Randomly select <popsize > different values for RAS
chlorination
205 ClOpt = random.sample(ClRange ,popsize)
206
207 # Replace actual value with randomly generated ones
208 InitPop[:,Cli] = ClOpt
209
210 # Index of magnesium hydroxide dose
211 MgOHi = 117
212
213 # Range of reasonable MgOH doses
214 MgOHRange = np.arange(MgOHMin ,MgOHMax ,( MgOHMax/popsize))
215
216 # Randomly select <popsize > different values for magnesium
hydroxide dose
217 MgOHOpt = random.sample(MgOHRange ,popsize)
218
219 # Replace actual value with randomly generated ones
220 InitPop[:,MgOHi] = MgOHOpt
221
222 # Index of MicroC dose
223 MicroCi = 120
224
225 # Range of reasonable MicroC doses
226 MicroCRange = np.arange(MicroCMin ,MicroCMax ,( MicroCMax/popsize))
227
228 # Randomly select <popsize > different values for MicroC dose
229 MicroCOpt = random.sample(MicroCRange ,popsize)
230
231 # Replace actual value with randomly generated ones
232 InitPop[:,MicroCi] = MicroCOpt
233
234 # Grow inner forests
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235 # HPCV best score 0.0453518938341
236 Inner5Forest = ensemble.RandomForestRegressor(n_estimators =50,
criterion=`mse', max_depth=None , min_samples_split =20,
min_samples_leaf =1, min_weight_fraction_leaf =0.0,
max_features=`log2 ', max_leaf_nodes=None , min_impurity_split=
None , bootstrap=True , oob_score=True , n_jobs=-1, random_state
=29, verbose=0, warm_start=True)
237
238 # Train internal forests
239 Inner5TrainedForest = Inner5Forest.fit(Inner5TrainInputs ,
Inner5TrainOutputs)
240
241 # Predict inner dependent variables
242 Predicted5Inners = Inner5TrainedForest.predict(InitPop[:,
InnerIndependent ])
243
244 # Create new arrays for replacement
245 Replaced5Inputs = InitPop
246
247 # Substitute predicted inner values for actual values in
training array
248 Replaced5Inputs [:, InnerDepends ]= Predicted5Inners
249
250 # Define limits on desired outputs
251 #Indices of outputs to be optimized
252 KeyOutputs = np.array ((0,1,2,7,10))
253
254 # Summer ammonia limit * .8 safety factor
255 GoalSumAmm = 2*0.8
256
257 # Summer ammonia limit * .8 safety factor
258 GoalWinAmm = 20*0.8
259
260 # Now grow outer forest
261 Roll5WaterForest = ensemble.RandomForestRegressor(n_estimators
=30, criterion='mse', max_depth=None , min_samples_split =2,
min_samples_leaf =1, min_weight_fraction_leaf =0.0,
max_features='auto ', max_leaf_nodes=None , min_impurity_split=
None , bootstrap=True , oob_score=True , n_jobs=-1, random_state
=29, verbose=0, warm_start=True)
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263 # Forest using 5 day rolling average of interpolated data
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264 Roll5Forest = Roll5WaterForest.fit(Roll5TrainInputs ,
Roll5TrainOutputs)
265 Roll5Outputs = Roll5Forest.predict(Replaced5Inputs)
266 Roll5FeatureImportance = Roll5Forest.feature_importances_
267 Roll5TrainScore = Roll5Forest.score(Roll5TrainInputs ,
Roll5TrainOutputs)
268 #Roll5TestScore = Roll5Forest.score(Replaced5Inputs ,
Roll5TestOutputs)
269
270 # Optimization framework - goal ranges + initial population
271 AmmScores = T.ScoreMin(Roll5Outputs [:,2], .5, 1)
272 # If scoring multiple variables , use sum as `best '
273 # Best individual score for first generation
274 best = round(min(AmmScores), 5)
275
276 # Keep track of each generation 's best
277 bestarray = best
278
279 # individuals to be copied to next generation
280 copies = int(np.ceil(popsize*elite))
281
282 gen = 0 # Generation number
283
284 # Track best knobs
285 Elite , NextGen , sortedscores = T.Best(AmmScores ,InitPop ,popsize ,
elite ,copies)
286 bestknobs = Elite[:,Knobs]
287
288 # Save initial population (for reference later)
289 np.savetxt('InitPop%s.csv' % run ,InitPop ,delimiter=",")
290 amsort = np.argsort(AmmScores)
291 allsorted = AmmScores[amsort]
292 esorted = allsorted [0:9]
293
294 # Loop GA until score = 0 OR maximum generation is reached
295 while best > 0 and gen < maxgen:
296 Elite , NextGen , sortedscores = T.Best(AmmScores ,InitPop ,
popsize ,elite ,copies)
297 KnobsElite = Elite[:,Knobs]
298 IndependentElite = Elite[:, InnerIndependent]
299
300 # Recombine to fill out rest of population
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301 rec = T.Roulette(np.copy(NextGen),popsize ,InitPop [0,:],
copies ,elite , AmmScores ,recomb)
302
303 # Range of indices to be filled with recombined individuals
304 recombined = np.arange(copies ,int(popsize))
305
306 #Mutate next generation on a per -parameter basis
307 NewNWAS = rec[:,NWASi]
308 MutNWAS = T.Mutate(NewNWAS , elite , len(rec), NWASRange , mut)
309 rec[:,NWASi] = MutNWAS
310
311 NewSWAS = rec[:,SWASi]
312 MutSWAS = T.Mutate(NewSWAS , elite , len(rec), SWASRange , mut)
313 rec[:,SWASi] = MutSWAS
314
315 NewCL = rec[:,Cli]
316 MutCl = T.Mutate(NewCL , elite , len(rec), ClRange , mut)
317 rec[:,Cli] = MutCl
318
319 NewMgOH = rec[:,MgOHi]
320 MutMgOH = T.Mutate(NewMgOH , elite , len(rec), MgOHRange , mut)
321 rec[:,MgOHi] = MutMgOH
322
323 NewMicroC = rec[:,MicroCi]
324 MutMicroC = T.Mutate(NewMicroC , elite , len(rec), MicroCRange
, mut)
325 rec[:,MicroCi] = MutMicroC
326
327 # Predict inner dependent variables
328 Predicted5Inners = Inner5TrainedForest.predict(rec[:,
InnerIndependent ])
329
330 # Create new arrays for replacement
331 rec[:, InnerDepends ]= Predicted5Inners
332
333 # Fill in next generation
334 NextGen[recombined] = rec
335
336 # Predict outputs of next generation
337 NextGenOutputs = Roll5Forest.predict(NextGen)
338
339 # Score outputs for next generation
340 AmmScores = T.ScoreMin(NextGenOutputs [:,2],.5, 1)
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341
342 # Sort and concatenate scores and knob values for outputting
later
343 amsort = np.argsort(AmmScores)
344 amsorted = AmmScores[amsort]
345 nesorted = amsorted [0:9]
346 best = round(min(AmmScores), 5)
347 bestarray = np.append(bestarray ,best)
348 bestknobs = np.concatenate ((bestknobs ,KnobsElite),axis =1)
349 InitPop = NextGen
350 gen += 1
351 esorted = np.concatenate ((esorted ,nesorted))
352 allsorted = np.concatenate ((allsorted ,amsorted))
353
354 # Stop timing and print results
355 stoptime = time.time()
356 runtime = stoptime - starttime
357 print 'Best initial score for run ',run ,' was ',bestarray [0]
358 print 'Total run time for run ',run ,' was ',runtime /60,' minutes
'
359 print 'Best score achieved for run ',run ,' was ',best
360 print 'Lowest effluent ammonia concentration found for run ',run
,' was ', round(min(NextGenOutputs [:,2]) ,5)
361
362 # Save final list of knobs , scores , and individuals to csv files
363 np.savetxt('Knobs%s.csv' % run ,bestknobs ,delimiter=",")
364 np.savetxt('AllScores%s.csv' % run ,allsorted ,delimiter=",")
365 np.savetxt('FinalPop%s.csv' % run ,NextGen ,delimiter=",")
366
367 # Increment run number
368 run += 1
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Appendix L
Activated Sludge Microorganisms
Genetic sequencing is needed to evaluate the shifts in bacterial community composition,
but visual observation of the protist population in activated sludge (AS) has long been used
by operators to gauge system health [101]. The WPCF laboratory staff made qualitative
observations of AS protists on a weekly basis, noting the most prominent types of protists and
approximate numbers. At the UConn WPCF there is a paucity of protists in general during
the summer months, when the system encounters significantly reduced flow and loading rates.
The microorganisms observed most frequently during the summer are those typically
associated with excessive sludge age, such as nematodes. During the UConn semester, however,
both the quantity and diversity of microorganisms increase substantially. microorganisms
associated with good sludge age, such as stalked ciliates (Figure L.0.1) and free swimming
ciliates, become much more prominent during the semester, as the influent loading rates allow
higher wasting rates. Ciliates in activated sludge are some of the best indicators of good
sludge health and age. There are two main forms of ciliates found in wastewater: stalked
(as shown in Figure L.0.1) and free-swimming (as shown near the top edge of Figure L.0.2).
Some filamentous bacteria are also expected, as shown in Figure L.0.2, but these became very
prominent during the periods when Nocardia mats were observed on the surface of the basin.
Rotifers are sensitive to changes in influent and ambient conditions, such that changes in
number or types in sludge serve as early indicators of toxic influent or other problems [101].
The presence of rotifers is generally associated with good treatment, but they are known to
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comprise an increasing fraction of the AS microbiome with increasing sludge age, so they can
also be an indicator of excessive sludge age [151]. Tardigrades play a similar role to other
metazoa in grazing and aiding in sludge aeration. They have also drawn significant attention
recently, both scientifically and in popular culture.
Finally, Figure L.0.5 shows a swarm of daphnia in the secondary clarifiers. The daphnia
were present throughout the system at the time when this photograph was taken, but were
most visible in the clarifiers. The swarm collected near the surface of the clarifiers, particularly
on sunny days, and their movement was visible to the naked eye from a distance of six feet.
The bright red coloration was due to low dissolved oxygen content in the water. When some
of these daphnia were removed and placed in a well-aerated container, normal transparency
returned.
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Figure L.0.1: A very large cluster of stalked ciliates and several sludge flocs.
281
Figure L.0.2: Filamentous bacteria were prominent in the AS basin during the summer of 2015 in
particular. There are also two free swimming ciliates near the top left of this image.
282
Figure L.0.3: A rotifer anchored to a sludge floc, surrounded by sludge flocs and some filamentous
bacteria.
283
Figure L.0.4: A tardigrade, or ‘water bear’, next to a small floc.
284
Figure L.0.5: Daphnia swarming in the secondary clarifier. The daphnia are red due to low
dissolved oxygen.
285
